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Summary

Molecular Dynamics (MD) computer simulations are a powerful tool to study biomolecules,

to understand their structure, function and dynamics. The algorithms and the software

implementing them are the basic ingredients for a computational scientist to successfully

solve a problem. In this thesis, algorithms for molecular dynamics simulations are presen-

ted and a modern implementation is outlined. In addition, these algorithms were applied

to explain experiments and to determine biomolecular structure.

In Chapter 1, a brief and general introduction to the molecular-dynamics simulation meth-

odology is given. The aspects of software development for the scientific community are

discussed with modern hardware architectures and software-design strategies in mind. The

principles of biomolecular structure determination and refinement are briefly explained.

In Chapter 2, the organisation of the GROMOS codes is outlined and technical aspects

of their implementation are discussed. It is presented how new functionality can be eas-

ily integrated in the existing software with only few modifications. In addition, several

optimisation techniques for the evaluation of the solvent-solvent interaction, the most

time-consuming part of a biomolecular MD simulation, are presented and benchmarked

on a model protein-nucleic acid system. The parallelisation strategies are discussed and

speed-benchmark and scaling results are given. It is further shown how the software can be

efficiently used on hybrid central processing unit/graphics processing unit architectures.

In Chapter 3, it is presented how the GROMOS software can be used to compute quant-

ities used in the biomolecular structure determination process. Further, the methodology

for structure refinement implemented in GROMOS is discussed. The refinement tech-

niques for nuclear magnetic resonance data are discussed based on previously published

work. For X-ray crystallographic refinement, new algorithms based on the local eleva-

tion and Hamiltonian replica-exchange sampling-enhancement methods are presented and

benchmarked using the well characterized model proteins ubiquitin and bovine pancreatic

trypsin inhibitor.

In Chapter 4, an efficient external solvent-solvent interaction evaluation accelerator for

graphics processing units (GPU) is presented. It is shown how the standard GROMOS

solvent-solvent interaction algorithms can be ported to this architecture and which addi-

tional aspects and optimisation strategies are of importance. Here, optimisation of the
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access of the memory dedicated to the graphics processing unit is shown to be a critical

aspect to be carefully addressed. Speedups of up to a factor of 54 were obtained for

individual interaction terms of the force field, resulting in speedups of up to a factor of

9 in day-to-day applications. In addition, detailed tests of the accuracy of the method

were carried out. It could be shown that the mixed-precision scheme employed in the al-

gorithms yields sufficiently accurate forces and energies and that thermodynamic, dynamic

and structural properties of the solvent are not altered.

In Chapter 5, the new parameter sets 54A7 and 54B7 of the GROMOS force field are intro-

duced. The most important change was the introduction of new backbone ϕ/ψ torsional

angle parameters for peptides and proteins. Those were tested on four well characterised

proteins. It was found that the structural stability of the proteins was improved while the

agreement with measured data such as NOE distance bounds was not significantly altered.

In Chapter 6 it is shown how MD simulations can be used in addition to experiment

to explain disulfide-bridge shuffling phenomena. Shuffling of disulfide bridges in bovine

lactalbumin (BLA) had been observed after incubation at elevated temperature. MD

simulations of BLA with the disulfide bridges being broken at different temperatures were

carried out. At elevated temperatures the experimentally observed disulfide bridges were

also identified in the MD simulations as the corresponding cysteine side chains came in

close contact. At lower temperatures such conformational changes did not occur.

In Chapter 7, a brief outlook on future work is given.
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Zusammenfassung

Molekulardynamikcomputersimulationen (MD) sind ein leistungsstarkes Werkzeug zur Un-

tersuchung von Biomolekülen und zum Verständnis derer Struktur, Funktion und Dyna-

mik. Die Algorithmen und die Computerprogramme, welche diese implementieren, sind

die grundlegenden Zutaten eines Informatik-Wissenschaftlers um ein Problem erfolgreich

zu lösen. In dieser Dissertation werden Algorithmen für MD Simulationen und deren mo-

derne Implementierung vorgestellt. Zusätzlich wurden diese Algorithmen zur Erklärung

von Experimenten und zur Bestimmung von biomolekularen Strukturen eingesetzt.

Das erste Kapitel enthält eine kurze, allgemeine Einführung in die Methodik von Moleku-

lardynamiksimulationen. Des Weiteren werden wichtige Aspekte der Computerprogramm-

entwicklung für die Wissenschaftsgemeinde mit Verweisen auf moderne Computerarchi-

tekturen und Programmgestaltung diskutiert. Die Prinzipien der Strukturaufklärung und

-verfeinerung werden kurz erklärt.

Im zweiten Kapitel wird die Organisation des GROMOS Quelltexts vorgestellt und die

technischen Aspekte der Implementierung werden diskutiert. Es wird aufgezeigt, wie sich

neue Funktionalitäten mit nur geringfügigen Modifikationen einfach in das Programm

integrieren lassen. Zudem werden mehrere Optimierungstechniken zur Berechnung der

Lösungsmittel-Lösungsmittel Interaktionen, dem zeitaufwendigsten Teil einer biomoleku-

laren MD Simulation, vorgestellt und anhand eines Protein-Nukleinsäuren-Modells bewer-

tet. Die Parallelisierungsstrategien werden diskutiert und anhand ihrer Geschwindigkeit

und Skalierfähigkeit bewertet. Zusätzlich wird aufgezeigt, wie das Programm auf gemisch-

ten Hauptprozessor/Graphikprozessor-Architekturen eingesetzt werden kann.

Das dritte Kapitel zeigt auf, wie das GROMOS Programm zur Berechnung von physikali-

schen Grössen, die in der Strukturaufklärung eine wichtige Rolle spielen, eingesetzt werden

kann. Es folgt eine Diskussion der Strukturverfeinerungsmethoden, welche im GROMOS

Programm implementiert wurden. Die Techniken für kernresonanzspektroskopische Daten

werden anhand von bereits publizierten Arbeiten behandelt. Es folgen neue Algorith-

men zur Röntgenkristallstrukturverfeinerung basierend auf der Lokalen-Erhebungs- (LE)

und der Hamiltonschen-Replikenaustausch (REMD) Methoden zur verbesserten Bepro-

bung und deren Bewertung anhand der gut charakterisierten Modellproteine Ubiquitin

und Rinder Bauchspeicheldrüsen Trypsin Inhibitor (BPTI).
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Im vierten Kapitel wird ein externer Beschleuniger zum Berechnen der Lösungsmittel-

Lösungsmittel Interaktionen für Graphikprozessoren vorgestellt. Es wird aufgezeigt, wie

der standard GROMOS Algorithmus zur Berechnung der Lösungsmittel-Lösungsmittel

Interaktionen auf diese Architektur portiert wurde und welche weiteren Aspekte und Op-

timierungsstrategien dafür notwendig waren. Dabei stellte sich heraus, dass der Zugriff

auf den Graphikspeicher ein kritischer Aspekt war, den es sorgfältig zu behandeln galt.

Für die Berechnung der einzelnen Kraftfeldterme wurden Beschleunigungen bis zu einem

Faktor 54 erreicht, welche in alltäglichen Anwendungen zu einem Beschleunigungsfaktor

von Neun beitrugen. Des Weiteren wurde die Genauigkeit der Methode detailliert kontrol-

liert. Es konnte aufgezeigt werden, dass das angewendete Verfahren, welches vermischte

Genauigkeiten verwendet, ausreichend genaue Kräfte und Energien berechnet, und dass

thermodynamische, dynamische und strukturelle Eigenschaften des Lösungsmittels nicht

verfälscht wurden.

Im fünften Kapitel werden die neuen Parametersätze 54A7 und 54B7 des GROMOS Kraft-

feldes vorgestellt. Die wichtigste Änderung war hierbei die Einführung neuer Parameter

für die Torsionswinkel ϕ/ψ des Rückgrads von Peptiden und Proteinen. Diese Parame-

ter wurden an vier gut charakterisierten Proteinen getestet. Die strukturelle Stabilität der

Proteine wurde verbessert, wodurch sich jedoch die Übereinstimmung mit experimentellen

Daten wie NOE Distanzschranken nicht signifikant veränderte.

Im sechsten Kapitel wird aufgezeigt, wie MD Simulationen zur Erklärung von Disul-

fidbrückenmischungserscheinungen eingesetzt werden können. Experimentell war eine Durch-

mischung der Disulfidbrücken in Rinderlaktalbumin nach Inkubation bei erhöhter Tempe-

ratur beobachtet worden. Deshalb wurden MD Simulationen von Rinderlaktalbumin mit

gebrochenen Disulfidbrücken bei verschiedenen Temperaturen durchgeführt. Auch in der

MD Simulation, die bei erhöhter Temperatur durchgeführt wurde, konnten die experimen-

tellen Disulfidbrücken durch Kontakte der entsprechenden Cysteinseitenketten identifiziert

werden. Bei niedriger Temperatur fanden solche Konformationsänderungen nicht statt.

Das siebte Kapitel enthält einen kurzen Ausblick auf mögliche zukünftige Arbeiten.
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Zämufassig

Molekulaardinaamikkompjutersimulatioone (MD) sind es fellig starchs Wäärchzig fer d

Unnersüechig va Biomoleküül und öü güet fer ds Verständnis va iro Struktuure, Funkzione

und Dinaamik. Di loogischu Ableif und di Kompjuterprogramm wa das implemäntierunt

sind di grundlegundu Züetaate vam Informaatiker fer as Probleem erfolgriich z leesu.

In discher Dokteraarbeit wäärdunt Algoritme fer di Molekulaardinaamikkompjutersimu-

latioone und dero moderni Implemäntierig vorrgstellt. Derzüe wäärdunt d Ableif fer d

Erklerrig va Experimänt und fer d Bistimmig va biomolekulaaru Struktuure igsetzt.

Im eerschtu Kapitil gits z eerscht an churzi und allgmeini Ifierig in d Metooda va de Mo-

lekulaardinaamiksimulatioone; dernaa wäärdunt an parr wichtigi Gidanke zer Kompjuter-

programmentwiklig diskutiert, vorr allum fer d Gsellschaft va Wissuschaftler (und Wis-

suschaftlerinne), mit Hiwiisa uff moderni Kompjuterbuwwiis und dero Programmgstaltig.

Di Grundsätz va dr Struktuurüffklerrig und -verfinnerig wäärdunt hie öü churz erklerrt.

Im zweitu Kapitil wird d Organisatioon vam GROMOS Quellutext vorrgstellt und di

technischu Gsichtspinkt va dr Implemäntierig diskutiert. Äs wird gizeigt, wie mu niwwi

Funktionalitääte mit nummu ganz chleine Verändrige seli eifach ins Programm cha ibuwwu.

Züedem stelli meereri Verbessrigstechnike fer d Birächnig va de Leesigsmittel-Leesigsmittel

Wäxilwirkige vorr (das ischt dr Teil van ar biomolekulaaru MD Simulatioon, wa eim am

Meischtu Üffwand git) und das tüen i de no am Biispil vamu Protein-Nukleinsüüri-Modell

biwäärtu. Di Paralellisierigsstrategie wäärdunt diskutiert und ahand iro Ggaracho und

irer Schkalierfäähigkeit biwäärtut. Äs wird de no züesätzli gizeigt wie ds Programm uff

gmischlutu Höüptprozässer/Grafikprozässer-Architäktuure igsetzt wäärdu cha.

Im drittu Kapitil wird gizeigt, wie z GROMOS Programm fer di Birächnige va fisikalische

Greessine, dii wa iner Struktuurüffklerrig an wichtige Rolla spilunt, gebrüürcht wäärdu

cha. Dernaa chunt an Diskussioon va du Struktuurverfinnerigsmetoode, wa im GROMOS

Programm igibuwt woordu sind. Di Technike fer chääruresonanzspektroskoopischi Daate

wäärdunt ahand va schoo veröffentlichtu Aarbeite bihandlut. Dernaa chomunt niwwi Ableif

zer Rönggukristallstruktuurverfinnerig, wa uff dr Lokaalu-Lipfig- und dr Hämiltoonischu-

Replikuüstüüsch-Metooda (REMD) fer verbessruts Üssprobiero füessund und iri Biwäärtig

Wallisertitsch ist ein höchstalemannischer, deutscher Dialekt, der im Oberwallis in der Schweiz ge-
sprochen wird; ,,ie” und ,,h” gelten nie als Dehnungslaute und sind auszusprechen.
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ahand va de güet charakterisiertu Modelleiwiissa Ubiquitin und Vee Büüchspiichildrüüsu

Trüpsiin Hemmer (BPTI).

Druff im viertu Kapitil stelle wer an externe Bischleuniger fer d Birächnig va de Leesigsmittel-

Leesigsmittel Wäxilwirkige fer Grafikprozässera vorr. Äs wird de daa üffgizeigt, wie dr

normaal GROMOS Ablöif fer d Birächnig va de Leesigsmittel-Leesigsmittel Wäxelwirkige

uff dischi Architäktuur gebrungu woordu ischt, und weli wiitru Ideeje und Optimierigs-

strategie darfer neetig gsi sind. Daa het mu gsee, dass dr Züegriff uff du Graafikspiicher an

heikle Punkt gsi ischt, wa mu ganz speziell het miessu alüegu. Fer d Birächnig va de ein-

zelnu Teila va de Chraftfäälder hei wer an Vergschnällrig bis zum Vierufufzgfachu bercho;

was im täglichu Gibrüüch zu nara Vergschnällrig vamu Faktor va Niini gfiert het. Näbs

dem sind üssfierlichi Kontrolle va dr Gnauigkeit va dr Metooda gmacht woordu; derbii het

mu gsee, dass das gibrüücht Verfaaru, wa gmischluti Gnauigkeite dri het, d Chräft und

d Energii gnüög gnau rächnut, und dass termodinaamischi, dinaamischi und strukturelli

Eiguschafte vam Leesigsmittel nit z leitgwärchut woordu sind.

Im füüftu Kapitil wäärdunt di niwwu Paraametersätz 54A7 und 54B7 vam GROMOS

Chraftfääld vorrgstellt. D wichtigscht Ändrig ischt daa d Ifierig va niwwu Paraameter

fer di Torsioonswinkla ϕ/ψ (Fii und Psii) vam Riggraat va Peptiit und Eiwiissa. Dischi

Paraameter sind an vier güetcharakterisiertu Eiwiissa giteschtut woordu. D Ubereistimmig

mit de Date vam Experimänt wie NOE Distanzschranke hent schich nit seli verändrut.

Im sägschtu Kapitil wird de üffgizeigt, wie MD Simulatioone fer d Erklerrig va Schwäfilbrigge

Mischschliggsarschiinige igsetzt wäärdu chännunt. Im Experimänt het mu naam heizu uff

heecheri Tämperatüüre an Durchmischlig va de Schwäfilbrigge im Veelaktalbumin gsee.

Darum het mu öü MD Simulatioone vam Veelaktalbumin mit gibrochenu Schwäfilbrigge

bi verschidunu Tämperatüüre gmacht. Öü iner MD Simulatioon wa heisser gsi ischt, het

mu chännu di experimentellu Schwäfilbrigge durch du Kontakt mit de entsprächundu

Zischtein-Siituchettine identifizierru. Bi teiferu Tämperatüüre hets settigi Gstaaltverändrige

keini gä.

Im sibtu Kapitil lüege wer a, was mu suscht no chännti machu.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Natural sciences such as physics, chemistry and biology are often considered as experi-

mental sciences. Natural phenomena are explained using experiments specially designed

to answer a specific question. The experiment is carried out under well defined and re-

producible conditions. Based on these observations, theories are developed, leading to

new hypotheses to be proven experimentally. In physics for example, for many important

phenomena a mathematical description is well known. In biology, on the other hand, this

is less the case and the underlying mechanisms of important phenomena are poorly un-

derstood theoretically. The mathematical description is generally a large set of differential

equations. Even if these differential equations are known and their properties are well un-

derstood, it is generally not possible the solve them analytically. Numerical methods, i.e.

simulations, have to be used to obtain approximations of the solutions. A simulation is of

value if the phenomenon can be explained accurately. It can be used to guide and explain

experiments, but in addition also to substitute it if the experiment cannot be carried out,

or is expensive, tedious or unethical. The weather forecast is a good example of the result

of such a simulation. An experimental forecast is by definition not possible because the

experiments are to be carried out on the following days.

In this work, computer simulations of molecules in a classical mechanics description are

considered. The principles of molecular dynamics simulations are explained, numerical

methods and algorithms are outlined. Applications are used to illustrate the methodology

and to explain phenomena of biological or technical importance.

1.1 Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations are used throughout this thesis and some aspects of the

methodology shall be briefly explained here. In classical mechanics the equations of motion

1
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are those of Newton,

mr̈i = fi = −
∂V
(
rN
)

∂ri
. (1.1)

The force fi acting on a particle i at position ri is given by the partial, spatial derivative of

the potential energy function V . Here, the potential energy is dependent on the positions

rN = (r1, r2, ..., rN) of all N particles. This interaction function is commonly denoted as

the force field. In molecular dynamics at atomic resolution, as used in this thesis, the

particles are chosen as the atoms or as so-called united atoms. A united atom is a particle

where the adjacent hydrogens were fused with the non-hydrogen atom. In the Groningen

Molecular Simulation (GROMOS) force fields this is the case for aliphatic, aromatic or

non-polar hydrogens depending on the version of the force-field parameter set [1, 2]. In

a molecular dynamics simulation, Eq. 1.1 is numerically integrated. In this work the

leap-frog integration scheme [3] is used, but other choices and algorithms such as the

Verlet [4] or Velocity-Verlet algorithms [5] are possible. In a numerical integration scheme

the interactions or rather the forces have to be evaluated every step. For this reason an

efficient approximation of the interaction and an efficient evaluation algorithm are to be

used.

The force field is an extensively parameterised interaction function. In order to obtain an

Bonded Interaction

Bond Stretching Bond Angle Bending

Dihedral Torsion Dihedral Improper Torsion

Non-Bonded Interaction

Coulomb van der Waals

Figure 1.1: Visualisation of the terms of the GROMOS force field.
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accurate description of the atomic interactions, all major aspects have to addressed. The

interactions can be classified in two different types, through chemical bonds (bonded) and

through space (non-bonded) (Fig. 1.1)

V = V bond + V nb. (1.2)

The bonded interaction has to incorporate terms for the vibration of bonds and bond

angles. In addition, the torsional dihedral-angle preferences have to be addressed in order

to account of rotational barriers or stereochemistry. In the GROMOS force field the

following functional form is used

V bond =
∑
bon.

1

2
Kb

(
b− b0

)2
+
∑
ang.

1

2
Kθ

(
θ − θ0

)2
+ (1.3)

∑
tors.

Kϕ [1 + cos (mϕ− δ)] +
∑
imp.

1

2
Kξ

(
ξ − ξ0

)2
,

where b denotes a bond length, θ a bond angle and ϕ and ξ torsional and improper dihedral

angles. For the description of bond and angle vibrations, simple harmonic potential-energy

terms are used. For the torsional dihedral-angle preferences a trigonometric functional

form is used. As multiple of these trigonometric functions can be used for the same tor-

sional angle, any kind of periodic function can be approximated through its Fourier series.

The improper (harmonic) dihedral-angle terms are used to enforce stereochemistry and

planarity. This is of importance as in united atom models, where the aliphatic hydro-

gens are not present, the stereochemistry cannot be enforced by bond angles alone. The

non-bonded interaction is approximated as a pairwise van der Waals and electrostatic in-

teraction. For the van der Waals interaction, a functional form has to be chosen such that

the short-range repulsion and the long-range dispersion interaction are well described, and

yet is efficient to compute. The Lennard-Jones potential-energy function [6] is very often

used because of its computational efficiency. This results in a non-bonded interaction of

V nb =
∑

atom pairs

(
C12

r12ij
− C6

r6ij
+

1

4πε0εr

qiqj
rij

)
H (Rc − rij) . (1.4)

Here, summation is carried out over all atom pairs with some exceptions [7, 8]. For cova-

lently bound nearest neighbours the van der Waals and Coulomb terms are omitted because

their effect should be represented by the bonded terms. Because the dispersion interaction
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is short ranged, the summation is generally truncated beyond a cutoff distance Rc using

a Heaviside function H (Rc − rij). As the electrostatic interaction is of long-range nature,

a very large cutoff is required. For this reason different schemes for the evaluation of the

electrostatic interactions were developed. In the reaction-field method [9], the electrostatic

potential energy is made approach zero at the cutoff distance assuming a homogeneous

medium of constant dielectric permittivity and ionic strength beyond the cutoff distance.

If the system is simulated under periodic boundary conditions, the electrostatic interaction

can also be computed using lattice-sum methods. Here, a split into a short- and long-range

electrostatic interaction is carried out [10]. The summation of the short-range interaction

is carried out in real space, as in Eq. 1.4, while for the long-range interaction it is carried

out in reciprocal space. There are several methods to carry out this summation either

directly [10] or on grids [3, 11, 12].

The quality of a simulation is mainly influenced by two factors, the force field and the

sampling, if the boundary conditions were chosen as to minimise their distortive effects.

1. In order to draw meaningful conclusions from a molecular dynamics simulation the

atomic interactions have to be approximated as accurately as necessary. As shown

in Eq. 1.3 and Eq. 1.4, many parameters have to be derived to achieve this. In

the GROMOS force field [1, 2], structural and spectroscopic data was used for the

parameterisation of the bond length and angle vibrational and stereochemical (im-

proper dihedral) terms. The torsional dihedral terms were derived using quantum-

mechanical computations at the Hartree-Fock [13, 14] or density functional level of

theory [15]. For the ϕ and ψ torsional angles found in peptides and proteins, addi-

tional adjustment to the conformational preferences found in the protein data bank

was carried out. The effect of the latest GROMOS parameterisation is addressed in

Cha. 5. The non-bonded interaction was parametrised against thermodynamic data

of amino acid side chain analogs and their hydration properties in environments of

different polarity [1, 2, 16]

2. In order to derive thermodynamic properties from an MD simulation, the configura-

tional space of the system has to be sufficiently sampled. Generally, the time scale of

the experimental measurement is too long to be accessible by computer simulations.

For this reason many sampling enhancement techniques were developed over the

years [17]. All methods, however, rely on an efficient computation of the interaction

function. The pairwise, non-bonded interaction is of order O (NRc) where N is the
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number of particles in a system and Rc is the radius of the cutoff sphere. If an

explicit representation of the solvent molecules is required, the number of particles

is easily increased by an order of magnitude. Most of the pairwise interactions are

then of solvent-solvent nature (see Fig. 1.2) and should be computed in the most

efficient way. In Cha. 4 an efficient solvent-solvent interaction evaluation algorithm

for Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) is presented.

Figure 1.2: Computational cost of the algorithms in an MD simulation of a protein-nucleic
acid complex (1028 atoms) in explicit solvent (16233 atoms). The solvent and solvent-solvent
algorithms (striped) are the most time consuming algorithms of a typical biomolecular MD
simulation.

1.2 Code and Algorithm Design

Software development in the scientific community has to be carried out with the following

requirements in mind:

• Code has to be efficient. Simulation algorithms involve the computation of thousands

of interactions. Those have to be implemented in the most efficient way in order to

avoid wasting scarce computational resources.

• Code has to be platform independent. The core of the code and a basic version of it

has to be platform independent in order to run on todays architectures and on those

of the future. By adhering to a platform independent design it can also be ensured

that the code is useful for scientific groups having fewer or older computational

resources available.
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• Code has to be modular. It is important to organise the code as independent mod-

ules interacting through well defined, fixed interfaces. Developers can easily modify

existing code or add new modules without having all aspects of the program in mind.

Existing functionality from those modules can be easily used in new algorithms or

different parts of the code reducing redundancy and error sources.

• Code has to be reliable. The user has to be able to easily validate the results of the

code. The assumptions and approximations used in the algorithms are to be clearly

described within the code and its documentation.

• Code has to be carefully documented in-code. Comments are to be used to guide the

developer through complex regions of the code and the interfaces are to be described

in a simple, clear and consistent way.

An object-oriented design can be used to address these requirements. In the C++ program-

ming language [18] the required efficiency is obtained through compilation and compiler-

based optimisation to the target computer platform architecture. In addition, techniques

such as templates, template meta-programming and trait classes [19] can be used to move

branches out of the innermost loops or to evaluate them at compile time instead of at run

time. The language is a standard of the International Standards Organisation [18] and

compilers are readily available free of charge for most platforms of interest. Modularisation

is achieved through the organisation of the code in classes. Functionality is hidden from

the user through encapsulation, letting the user interact with the object through a simple

interface. Existing classes are easily extended through inheritance. An algorithm which

implements an interface or extends a base class can through polymorphism be integrated

in the existing code without having to modify any part of this.

For these reasons, all data structures and algorithms presented in this work were designed

in an object-oriented way and implemented in C++. Additional efficiency-enhancing

techniques were applied where they were useful and where they improved the overall

efficiency of the code. The resulting code of the algorithms contained in the MD++ and

GROMOS++ simulation package are efficient, easy to understand and modify, and well

documented in-code. The organisation of those packages is presented in Cha. 2.
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1.3 Biomolecular Structure Determination and Re-

finement

Accurate determination of the structure of biomolecules is crucial for the understanding

of their function. Over the years experimental techniques, such as Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance spectroscopy, X-ray and neutron scattering were developed with the aim of

structure determination of biomolecules. Regardless of the impressive progress made, all

experimental techniques fail to determine a structure without making use of a substantial

amount of molecular modelling.

In the case of X-ray crystallographic structure determination, for example, the electron

density is not an experimental observable, but computed from measured structure factor

amplitudes and phases derived from the model. Through the phases, the model is not only

derived from the experimental observable but also partly from the model itself. For this

reason it is essential to iteratively improve the model’s agreement with the experimental

data (Fig. 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Basic steps of crystallographic structure refinement: (i) the electron density is
computed from the initial model, (ii) the structure factors are computed through a Fourier
transform and their phases are determined, (iii) if required, the phases computed as such are
combined with observed structure factor amplitudes and the electron density is computed using
a backwards Fourier transform, (iv) the atomic model is adjusted. These steps are repeated until
the desired quality of the model is reached.
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In NMR NOESY spectroscopy measurements, the number of experimental distance bounds

that can be derived from the spectrum is smaller than the number of degrees of freedom of

the biomolecule, and thus insufficient to determine a structure. Because the structure de-

termination problem is underdetermined a manifold of external parameters and boundary

conditions for molecular modelling are used and influence the final NMR model structures

(Fig. 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Illustration of the experimentally derived NOE distance bounds of the GCN4-p1
peptide [20]. The model structure of the 16 residue peptide is shown in a black stick repres-
entation. The 179 NOE distance bounds are visualised as transparent lines interconnecting
the atoms. The structure determination problem is highly underdetermined, especially on the
right-hand side of the model.

Many different methods for structure refinement have been developed depending on the

experimental observable for which measured values are available. MD simulations, with

biasing of the sampling towards the observed data, are not only efficient for structure refine-

ment but also allow for additional insight in the thermodynamic and dynamic properties

of the obtained structures. Methods for molecular model validation based on experimental

data and for molecular structure refinement are presented and benchmarked in Cha. 3.
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1.4 Application of MD simulation

Molecular dynamics simulations can be used to explain many experimental phenomena.

However, one of the most important aspects is the force-field parameter set used for

the simulation. Thus, the 54A7 parameter set of the GROMOS force field was tested

using the well characterized proteins hen egg-white lysozyme, chorismate mutase, the

protein/ribonucleic-acid complex Fox1 RNA binding domain and the peptide GCN4-p1.

The results of this investigation are presented in Cha. 5.

In addition, MD simulations can be used to obtain additional insight in the process of

disulphide-bridge shuffling. Three MD simulations of the protein bovine α-lactalbumin

(BLA) with the disulphide bridges being broken were carried out at different temperatures.

It was found that at elevated temperature the same cysteine side chains were in contact as

found experimentally after incubation of BLA at 80 ◦C. The details of this investigation

are presented in Cha. 6.

Cha. 7 contains a brief outlook on future work.





Chapter 2

Architecture, Implementation and

Parallelisation of the GROMOS

Software for Biomolecular Simulation

In this work the design of the latest version of the GROMOS

software for biomolecular simulation, GROMOS11 is discussed.

Detailed organisation and class descriptions of the MD++ sim-

ulation program and the GROMOS++ analysis package are

given. It is shown how the code was documented, how it can

be easily modified and extended, how debugging of it is car-

ried out. Additional efficiency and parallelisation concepts are

presented and benchmarked.

11
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2.1 Introduction

The GROMOS package for biomolecular simulation is an advanced framework for energy

minimisation (EM), molecular dynamics (MD) and stochastic dynamics (SD) using the

GROMOS force fields, and for post-processing of simulation data. The last major release of

GROMOS, GROMOS96, was in 1996 [7]. In 2005 a first C++ version came available [21].

Over the years, functionality from the GROMOS96 Fortran version was ported to the C++

versions, the C++ simulation program MD++ and pre- and post-processing programs

GROMOS++. Additional functionality and new algorithms were mainly introduced only

in the C++ versions. The design of the new version of GROMOS is organised in libraries

and programs. The libraries were designed with the following aspects in mind:

1. efficient data structures and algorithms for the task of the program.

2. verbose, reusable and hardware-independent code.

3. efficient addition of new functionality.

The C++ programming language is a good choice to address these requirements. An

object-oriented design was used to create code that is highly verbose and reusable, yet

being computationally efficient. Through inheritance from interface classes, the integ-

ration of new algorithms and interaction types is straight forward. Compilers for C++

are very advanced and standardly available on the target platforms, i.e. work station

computers and compute clusters. The requirements were differently addressed in the

design of the simulation program MD++ and the analysis package GROMOS++. In

MD++ the data structures were kept as simple as possible in order to allow for efficient

memory access and minimal object-oriented overhead. Virtual function calls were avoided

in compute-intensive parts of the code and substituted by templates. On the other hand,

in GROMOS++ the data structures are designed for maximal reusability and verbosity of

the code. Many small classes and functions were used. As in analysis programs computa-

tional efficiency is less important, templates were only used to write type-generic classes

and not to substitute virtual function calls.

In this work, the technical aspects of the GROMOS software, which comprises about

2 × 105 lines of code, are discussed. The libraries of both packages are outlined in detail

and discussed. The techniques used for parallelisation and optimisation of solvent-solvent

interaction evaluation are explained and benchmark results are given. For an explanation
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of GROMOS functionality we refer to [7, 21, 22], while functionality developed since 2005

will be described elsewhere.

2.2 Code organisation

The general pre-processing procedure for an MD simulation is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. First,

a topology of the system to be simulated, holding the parameters that characterise the

molecular properties of the system, has to be created. This can either be carried out by

combining existing building blocks containing such parameters for single molecules or mo-

lecular fragments using a tool chain available in GROMOS++ or manually. In a second

step, a configuration file i.e. a file containing the atomic positions, velocities and other

data describing a state of the system is created. This step can be carried out by differ-

ent GROMOS++ programs which allow for conversion of data from other file formats or

create a new configuration file based on the input parameters provided. Once a topo-

logy and configuration file have been created, a simulation or energy minimisation can be

carried out. The typical steps of an MD simulation are outlined in Fig. 2.2. The data

structures are created from the provided files by the input/output (I/O) classes. After all

algorithms and data structures have been initialised an MD simulation step can be carried

out. It consists of the computation of the interaction which can itself be split in a bonded,

Figure 2.1: Typical steps involved in the data preparation for an MD simulation.
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Figure 2.2: Data and algorithm interplay in a typical MD simulation.

a non-bonded interaction and possibly non-physical, special restraining-interaction terms.

Subsequently, integration of the equations of motion is carried out and the thermodynamic

boundary conditions and possibly additional constraints are applied. Meanwhile spatial

boundary conditions may have to be imposed on the system. These steps are repeated

till a requested simulation length is reached. Trajectory files, containing e.g. the atomic

positions, velocities or energies, are written upon request. In post-processing, additional

properties are then either directly extracted from trajectories or computed from the con-

figurations stored in them (Fig. 2.1). The final configuration can be used to initialise other

simulations.

2.2.1 In-Depth Class Description of MD++

The MD++ library is organised in nine namespaces. The most important classes are

described here.

math Because molecular dynamics simulations do not need complex mathematical lib-

raries or linear algebra packages, MD++ has its own set of mathematical classes. The

GenericVec and GenericMatrix classes are implemented using templates and are used
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for three-dimensional (Cartesian) vectors and 3× 3 matrices. The Vec and Matrix types

are instances of the GenericVec and GenericMatrix for double-precision floating-point

numbers. Most operators are overloaded for those classes and thus can be used intuit-

ively. However, the use of the operators may not be the most efficient way to compute

an algebraic expression and caution should be exercised in computation intensive parts of

the code. The class Box is very similar to the Matrix class but was optimized for the

efficient access to the column vectors. The SArray and VArray classes are dynamic arrays

of double-precision floating-point numbers or Vec objects. They support assignment and

addition assignment operations.

The spatial boundary conditions are implemented in the Boundary Implementation class

template. There are instances of the template for vacuum, rectangular and triclinic peri-

odic boundary conditions. The boundary implementation only holds a copy of the box

parameters and provides the function to find the nearest-image copy of a vector. It serves

as a base class for the Periodicity class template. This class extends the boundary im-

plementation by functions for putting vectors into the box and for gathering of charge

groups or molecules [7]. These functions are only calling the nearest-image function of the

base class and thus there are no specialised functions for the different spatial boundary

conditions.

Some algorithms in MD++, such as the sampling of initial velocities from a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution or stochastic dynamics, make use of random numbers. The ab-

stract class RandomGenerator provides, after initialisation with a seed or state descrip-

tion, random numbers of uniform or Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian random num-

bers are computed from uniform random numbers using the Box-Müller method. The

uniform distribution is generated by two different classes implementing the pure virtual

function get of the RandomGenerator class. The GROMOS96 random number generator

was implemented mainly for compatibility reasons (RandomGeneratorG96). The second

class (RandomGeneratorGSL) makes use of the different random number algorithms im-

plemented in the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) [23]. Here, many different methods are

available depending on the version of the library. The GROMOS program rng gsl which

is part of the MD++ package can be used to give a list of the algorithms available.

topology The namespace topology only holds a single but very central Topology class.

It is used to store the topological information of the atoms and molecules such as their

masses, atom types, charges, charge and energy groups, non-bonded interaction exclusions
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and polarisation states. In addition it holds the descriptions of bonds, distance constraints,

bond angles, torsional angles, torsional cross-terms and improper dihedral angles. These

are stored in the form of body term structures which hold a number of atom indices and a

type index. A bond for example is stored in a two body term struct, as two atoms and

a bond type are required to compute a bond interaction. The topology namespace also

contains structures for the special interaction terms such as position or distance restraints.

The Topology class is generally read from topology files using special classes described in

the I/O namespace. However, there is an additional copy constructor which can be used to

multiply the topology by a given number. Such a topology is used for simulations in which

multiple periodic copies of the box are to be used for the evaluation of the non-bonded

interaction. It further provides iterators over the molecules, charge-, temperature- and

pressure-groups.

configuration The configuration namespace holds mainly the Configuration class. This

class holds all configurational information such as the atomic positions, velocities and

forces. All configurational quantities but the restraining and lattice sum ones are organ-

ized in the state structure. The Configuration holds two versions the state structure, the

current and the old one. The exchange state method is called to efficiently exchange the

current and the old state by means of an internal pointer exchange. The state structures

of type state struct hold the atomic positions, velocities, forces, energies, virial, kinetic

energy and pressure tensors, constraint forces, stochastic integrals for stochastic dynam-

ics simulation, charge-on-spring (COS) displacements for polarisation, solvent-accessible-

surface-area (SASA) solvation parameters, and λ-derivatives of the Hamiltonian for ther-

modynamic integration free-energy calculations. Because the restraint and lattice-sum

configurational data can be very large in size it is only stored once directly in the Config-

uration class and not in the state structures. Most restraining methods do not produce ad-

ditional configurational data. But, if e.g. time-averaged restraining or local-elevation [22]

is used, the time-averages and local-elevation grids are stored in the configuration object.

The lattice sum structure lattice sum struct is used to store either a sphere of reciprocal

space vectors, meshes for the influence function, charge density, electrostatic potential and

the electric field depending on the lattice sum method. It also holds additional lattice sum

quantities such as the A terms [21] and their derivatives by the box parameters [24].

The class Energy holds the values of energies, the λ-derivatives of the Hamiltonian or their

block averages [25]. In addition, it computes total energies such as the total bonded and
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non-bonded energies, total restraints energies, total physical or total potential energies.

The class State Properties is used to compute the center of mass and the translational

molecular kinetic energy. These quantities can be computed on a range of atoms using

iterators.

In the Ewald method [10] to compute long-range electrostatic interactions, sums over

spheres in reciprocal space are to be computed. As these vectors do not change in a

constant volume simulation many quantities can be precomputed from the box and stored

for every vector. The class KSpace Element is used to store a vector in reciprocal space,

its length, squared length, the value of the reciprocal space charge-shape function at its

position and their spatial derivatives. The transformation of Miller indices to reciprocal-

space vectors is carried out by functions of the KSpace Utils class. On the other hand

in the P3M method [3], evaluation of the electrostatic interaction is carried out on spatial

computational grids. The classes GenericMesh and ParallelMesh implement such grids.

GenericMesh is a templated mesh which holds data of the desired type, i.e. complex

numbers or a tensor. For complex meshes fast Fourier transform methods are available.

Those were implemented using the FFTW library [26]. The ParallelMesh version is

required for the parallel computation of the P3M algorithm using the MPI implementation

of the FFTW library. The influence function used in the P3M method is implemented in the

Influence Function class. It holds the values of the influence function and its derivatives

by the box parameters. In constant pressure simulations, the value accessors automatically

compute a first-order approximation. The quality of the influence function can be checked

by the root-mean-square force error estimate which is accessible from the class.

simulation The simulation namespace holds only three classes. The class Simulation

holds the simulation parameters, which are stored in the large class Parameter, and the

temperature bath information. The latter is implemented in the Multibath class. This

holds information about the baths and the atoms belonging to them, and also carries out

the computation of the degrees of freedom of the bath’s subsystem and of the system as

a whole.

algorithm The algorithm namespace is the home of all EM/MD/SD algorithms of

MD++ with the exception of the interactions which have their own namespace. The

algorithms all inherit from the class Algorithm which provides the major interface, an

algorithm name and a timer. All methods of the algorithm class are virtual and can be
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1 class EField : public Algorithm {
2 public:
3 EField() : Algorithm("EField") {}
4 virtual ˜EField() {}
5

6 virtual int init(Topology & topo, Configuration & conf,
7 Simulation & sim, ostream & os, bool quiet) {
8 os << "Algorithm " << name << " initialised." << endl;
9 return 0;

10 }
11

12 virtual int apply(Topology & topo, Configuration & conf,
13 Simulation & sim) {
14 timer().start();
15 Vec E(0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
16 for(unsigned int i = 0; i < topo.num_atoms(); ++i) {
17 conf.current().force(i) += E * topo.charge(i);
18 }
19 timer().stop();
20 return 0;
21 }
22 }

Listing 2.1: Example of a new algorithm class used for the application of a static, homogeneous
electric field.

easily overloaded. The methods init and apply are pure virtual functions and have to be

implemented by the actual algorithm. The Algorithm Sequence class implements a list

containing the algorithms. In addition, it provides methods for the initialisation and ap-

plication of the algorithms contained in the list. The global function create md sequence

is used to create instances of the algorithm classes, depending on the simulation paramet-

ers, in the correct sequence, and to store them in the algorithm sequence object provided.

New algorithms can be easily developed in a fast way by inheriting from the Algorithm

class. Lst. 2.1 shows an example of an algorithm for the application of a homogeneous

external electric field. As the algorithm contains virtual functions, also the destructor is to

be declared as virtual. The pure virtual functions init and apply are implemented. Here,

the initialisation function only echoes the algorithm name. The apply function applies a

static, homogeneous electric field along the z axis to all atoms. The timer is used to meas-

ure the wall-clock time the algorithm takes. Note that in the real algorithms implemented

in MD++ the functions are generally not inlined like in this example.
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The algorithms of MD++ can be organised in three different sets:

1. constraint algorithms The algorithms within this set are used to apply constraints

to the system. For distance constraints classes for the SHAKE [27] (Shake, Per-

turbed Shake), LINCS [28] (Lincs), SETTLE [29] (Settle), M-SHAKE [30] (M Sha-

ke and GPU Shake) and flexible SHAKE [31] (Flexible Constraint, Perturbed -

Flexible Constraint) are available. Instances of these algorithms can be created

and added to the sequence using the global function create constraints. In addition,

there is an algorithm for roto-translational constraints [32] (Rottrans Constraints)

and removal of centre of mass motion [7] (Remove COM Motion).

2. integration Depending on simulation method, EM, MD or SD, different algorithms for

the integration of the equations of motion are available. For an energy minimisation

the steepest descent algorithm [33, 34] can be found in the class Steepest Descent.

In an MD simulation, the classes Leap Frog Position and Leap Frog Velocity are

used to compute the position and the velocity steps of the leap-frog algorithm [3].

The four steps of the stochastic dynamics (SD) algorithm [35] are implemented in

the classes Stochastic Dynamics Pos1, Stochastic Dynamics Pos2, Stochastic -

Dynamics Vel1 and Stochastic Dynamics Vel2. Additional classes, which do not

integrate equations of motion, can be found in the integration section. After the

evaluation of the interactions the individual energy contributions are to be summed.

This is carried out in the Energy Calculation class. In MD++ it is possible to

reevaluate the interaction based on a provided trajectory. The class Analyze Step

loads a frame from the trajectory to the current and the old configuration as the

first algorithm in the sequence. The algorithm Analyze Exchange simply exchanges

the current and the old state after the evaluation of the interaction. This is useful

when applying distance constraints on a trajectory. During the course of a sim-

ulation the atoms may move from one periodic copy of the computational box to

another. The Lattice Shift Tracker implements a book-keeping algorithm for these

movements. The movement of an atom through periodic boxes can be partly re-

constructed using these shift vectors. There are two algorithms that are used to

change simulation parameters during the course of the simulation. The algorithm

Slow Growth is used to linearly increase the parameter λ used for free-energy dif-

ference computations. The algorithm Multi Gradient allows for the modification of

simulation parameters along curves. The curves or relations between parameters and

steps are defined by control points which are used in either a linear or cubic-spline
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interpolation scheme, or as a Bézier curve [36]. In addition a harmonic oscillation

(sinus curve) is available. Many parameters such as restraining force constants or the

temperature can be adjusted during a simulation using this algorithm. The multi-

gradient algorithm was designed for easy addition of new parameters. Additional

parameters are added by providing just a few lines of additional C++ code. Finally,

the algorithm Monte Carlo does Monte Carlo moves in λ-space and can be used for

free energy computations.

3. thermodynamic boundary conditions The temperature and pressure of the system

are computed by the Temperature Calculation and Pressure Calculation algo-

rithms [24]. All thermostat algorithms inherit from the abstract Thermostat base

class which provides basic functionality for velocity scaling. The algorithms Ber-

endsen Thermostat [37] and NoseHoover Thermostat [38–41] are two implement-

ations of thermostat algorithms. For pressure scaling the Berendsen Barostat [37]

algorithm is available.

interaction All classes of the GROMOS force-field and restraining terms are grouped

in the namespace interaction. The class Interaction is very similar to the Algorithm class

described above with the difference that the pure virtual function apply is called calcu-

late interactions. The equivalent to the Algorithm Sequence class is the Forcefield class

which is a list of multiple interactions. The global function create g96 forcefield is used to

create a GROMOS-type force field [2, 7] depending on the simulation parameters. It cre-

ates instances for the different interactions and stores them in the list. It is also possible to

only create parts of the force field using the create g96 bonded, create g96 nonbonded

and create special functions. Using this inheritance and factory functions, implementa-

tion of new interaction types is simple. For example GROMOS does not have classes for

a Morse type interaction [42]

V
(
b; b0

)
=
∑
bonds

K
[
1− e−a(b−b0)

]2
. (2.1)

In Lst. 2.2 the code for such an interaction is shown. The calculate interactions func-

tion is only calling a helper function which is implemented for different spatial boundary

conditions using templates. The SPLIT BOUNDARY macro is a switch over the spatial

boundary conditions and calls the corresponding implementation of the helper function.

The Periodicity is instantiated from the current box and then used to compute the bond
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1 class MorseBond : public Interaction {
2 public:
3 MorseBond : Interaction("Morse Bond") {}
4 virtual ˜MorseBond() {}
5 virtual int init(Topology & topo, Configuration & conf,
6 Simulation & sim, ostream & os, bool quiet)
7 { return 0; }
8 virtual int calculate_interactions(Topology & topo,
9 Configuration & conf, Simulation & sim);

10 vector<morse_struct> parameter;
11 }
12 template<boundary_enum b>
13 void helper(Topology & topo, Configuration & conf,
14 const vector<morse_struct> & param) {
15 Periodicity<b> periodicity(conf.current().box);
16 vector<two_body_term_struct>::const_iterator it =
17 topo.morse_bonds().begin(), to = topo.morse_bonds().end();
18 for(; it != to; ++it) {
19 Vec r, f;
20 const morse_struct & p = param[it->type];
21 periodicity.nearest_image(conf.current().pos(it->i),
22 conf.current().pos(it->j), r);
23 double rlen = abs(r);
24 double term = exp(-p.a*(rlen - p.r0));
25 conf.current().energy.morse_bond += p.K * (1.0 - term) *
26 (1.0 - term);
27 f = 2.0 * p.K * (1.0 - term) * term * p.a * r / rlen;
28 conf.current().force(it->i) += f;
29 conf.current().force(it->j) -= f;
30 conf.current().virial_tensor += tensor_product(r, f);
31 }
32 }
33 int MorseBond::calculate_interactions(Topology & topo,
34 Configuration & conf, Simulation & sim) {
35 SPLIT_BOUNDARY(helper, topo, conf, parameter);
36 return 0;
37 }

Listing 2.2: Example of a new interaction class implementing a Morse-type bond.

lengths. The energy, forces and virial tensor contributions are then computed using just

a few lines of code.

The bonded interactions are those through bonds, bond angles, torsional angles and mo-
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lecular geometry. In contrast to the GROMOS96 [7, 22] and GROMOS05 [21] force-

field implementations, in the current GROMOS11 force-field implementation harmonic

bond-length and bond-angle potential energy terms are chosen by default. Those are

implemented in the classes Harmonic Bond Interaction and Harm Angle Interaction.

In the GROMOS96 implementation quartic bond and cosine-harmonic bond-angle po-

tential energy functions [7] were used, which are also implemented for compatibility

(Quartic Bond Interaction and Angle Interaction). A different, additional quartic bond

interaction for coarse-grained simulations is found in the CG Bond Interaction class. For

torsional angles two classes, one with an arbitrary phase shift and one with the phase

shift limited to the values 0◦ and 180◦, are implemented (Dihedral new Interaction and

Dihedral Interaction). For pairs of dihedral angles, cross terms can be added (Cross-

dihedral Interaction). Improper (harmonic) dihedral angle interactions are found in the

class Improper Dihedral Interaction. Of most of these classes there is a ,,perturbed”

version for free energy perturbation computations.

In GROMOS the non-bonded interaction is computed in the Nonbonded Interaction

classes. There are parallelised versions for OpenMP and MPI. The non-bonded inter-

action is split in several (number of compute threads) non-bonded sets which compute

the interaction for a part of the system. The Nonbonded Interaction class holds one or

multiple instances of the pair-list algorithm depending on the parallelisation scheme used.

All pair-list algorithms implement the abstract Pairlist Algorithm base class. Its pure

virtual functions prepare and update are implemented by the actual algorithm classes

and are called at the beginning of a pair-list step by the non-bonded interaction (prepare)

and in parallel by the non-bonded sets (update). In the call of the update method the

non-bonded sets pass their rank and the total number of sets to the pair-list algorithm.

This information is used for the parallelisation and the pair lists are only generated for

a part of the system. Separate pair lists for short- and long-range and solvent-solvent

interactions are stored in a PairlistContainer object. The actual pair list Pairlist is

implemented as a dynamic two-dimensional vector. Three different pair-list algorithms

are available. The Standard Pairlist Algorithm [7] class implements a double loop of

over all atoms and is mainly used for small systems and testing purposes. The two grid-

based algorithms (Grid Cell Pairlist and Extended Cell Pairlist) are those of Heinz et

al. [43] and Christen et al. [21]. All the pair-list algorithms have to be implemented for

atomic and charge-group based cutoffs in order be useful for lattice-sum computations. If

free-energy perturbation is used, the pair list of the perturbed atoms has to be generated
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separately. The standard algorithm is very simple and was thus implemented in many

different versions to fulfil these requirements. The extended grid pair-list algorithm class

does not implement a version for atomic cutoffs. For this reason it cannot be used in lattice-

sum simulations where an atomic cutoff is preferable. The grid-cell pair list of Heinz et

al. [43] was implemented using templates and trait classes. The aim was to remove the

branches for the cutoff or perturbation decisions from the innermost loops without having

to duplicate any code. An example is shown in Lst. 2.3. Empty trait classes were used

to implement a branch in terms of function overloading. The function pair solute is used

to pair two solute atoms and to put them into the pair list or the perturbed pair list

if one of the atoms is perturbed. It is implemented for the perturbation trait classes

do perturbation and no perturbation using templates. Thus, the compiler is producing

two versions of this function. The function is overloaded for the two cutoff trait classes

cg cutoff and atomic cutoff. In the function call of pair solute the corresponding version

1 // empty trait classes
2 class cg_cutoff {};
3 class atomic_cutoff {};
4 class no_perturbation {};
5 class do_perturbation {};
6

7 // function definition
8 template<class perturbation_trait>
9 inline int pair_solute(int fir, int sec, Pairlist & pl,

10 Pairlist & pert_pl, const cg_cutoff & cutoff,
11 const perturbation_trait & perturbation);
12 template<class perturbation_trait>
13 inline int pair_solute(int fir, int sec, Pairlist & pl,
14 Pairlist & pert_pl, const atomic_cutoff & cutoff,
15 const perturbation_trait & perturbation);
16

17 inline void insert_pair(Pairlist & pl, Pairlist & pert_pl,
18 int fir, int sec, const no_perturbation & perturbation);
19 inline void insert_pair(Pairlist & pl, Pairlist & pert_pl,
20 int fir, int sec, const do_perturbation & perturbation);
21

22 // function call
23 pair_solute(fir, sec, pl.solute_short, pert_pl.solute_short,
24 cutoff, perturbation);

Listing 2.3: Compile-time conditional techniques used in the pairlist algorithm.
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is chosen by the compiler depending on the types of the cutoff and perturbation objects.

If the two atoms or charge groups interact, the atom pairs are added to the pair list by

calling the insert pair function. This function is overloaded for the do perturbation and

no perturbation trait classes. The perturbation version checks whether one of the atoms

is perturbed and adds the pair to the perturbed pair list. If no perturbation is used, this

check in the innermost loop need not to be carried out and is omitted.

The non-bonded sets carry out the computation of the non-bonded interaction. The

Figure 2.3: Algorithmic sequence of the non-bonded interaction sets. SR: short range, LR:
long range, SASA: solvent-accessible-surface-area.
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algorithm is outlined in Fig. 2.3. Every non-bonded set has its own instance of the Storage

class which is used to store the energies, forces and virial tensor contributions of the subset

of the non-bonded interaction. At the beginning of every step this storage is zeroed. If the

charge-on-spring (COS) method for explicit polarisation is used, the electric field and COS

displacements are recomputed. At a pair-list step, which is generally every fifth time step,

the pair list is updated and the long-range interactions are computed. The pair-list update

was already discussed above. Here, the computation of the long-range interaction depends

on the electrostatic scheme in use. In the reaction-field method, the van der Waals and

electrostatic interactions are calculated in one go. In lattice-sum methods, only the van der

Waals interactions are computed, as the long-range electrostatic interactions are computed

in reciprocal space. The short-range interaction consists of the van der Waals and short-

range electrostatic interactions, and the so-called 1,4 interaction [2]. If lattice-sum methods

are used, the long-range electrostatic interaction and other terms like self energies and

surface interaction are computed (see [21] for details). For the reaction-field method, the

interaction of the excluded pairs is computed. The interaction from the implicit solvent

model (SASA model) [44] is computed at the end of the non-bonded interaction on request.

Finally, the force, energy and virial contributions in the long-range storage are added to

those in the short-range storage. As soon as all non-bonded sets have finished, the serial

update configuration method of the non-bonded interaction is called and all contributions

of the non-bonded sets are added to the configurational energies, forces and to the virial

tensor. The non-bonded sets contain instances of the class Nonbonded Outerloop which

after initialisation provides access to the different interactions. The outerloop processes

the pair list and calls functions of the Nonbonded Innerloop class. The inner loop class

inherits from the Nonbonded Term class containing all the interaction functions. There

are also perturbed versions of these classes for the processing of the pair lists of perturbed

atoms. The non-bonded interaction and sets are available in a second version for enveloping

distribution sampling (EDS) [45, 46].

The lattice-sum functionality is mainly implemented in the class Lattice Sum. It is

abstract and just used to collect a set of static functions. Here, classes for position,

distance and dihedral-angle restraints are found (Position Restraint Interaction, Dis-

tance Restraint Interaction and Dihedral Restraint Interaction). Distance and dihedral-

angle restraints can also be used to compute free energy differences using the ,,hidden

restraints” methodology (Perturbed Distance Restraint Interaction, Eds Distance Re-

straint Interaction and Perturbed Dihedral Restraint Interaction) [47]. In addition,
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there is a class for the interaction with an external electric field (Electric Field Inter-

action). For structure refinement using NMR spectroscopic 3J-coupling data [48] or X-

ray crystallographic data [49] various refinement methods are implemented in the classes

Jvalue Restraint Interaction and Xray Restraint Interaction. Additional sampling en-

hancement methods such as local elevation [50, 51] and adiabatic decoupling [52] are

available (Local Elevation Interaction and Adde Reweighting).

io The classes for input and output of MD++ are organised in the io namespace. As all

information can be read in either compressed or plain text format, the central GInStream

class uses a decompressing stream implementation of Deepak Bandyopadhyay and Lutz

Kettner, who are gratefully acknowledged. The GInStream is the base class for all the

input classes of MD++ and carries out the splitting of the GROMOS files into blocks.

These blocks are stored in a map and can be accessed by their name. The further processing

of the blocks is carried out by more specialised classes. There are classes which read

parameters, topological or configurational data. The function read input is called on start

up of MD++ and defines the reading order of the files. First, the In Parameter reads

the MD++ input files and stores the simulation parameters in the Parameter class. The

global function check parameter is used to check the parameters for conflicts. The final

checking is carried out in the initialisation of the algorithm and interaction classes. Second,

the topology is read by the In Topology class. After the Topology instance is constructed,

the algorithm sequence is created. In a free energy simulation the perturbation topology

is read from an additional file by the In Perturbation class. Subsequently, the topological

information for all the special force-field terms such as the restraints are read from separate

files by many different classes which are rather simple and not discussed here. Now all the

topological data is known, which is a requirement for the loading of the configurational

data. The temperature baths are initialised and the degrees of freedom are calculated. The

In Configuration class reads all information of the GROMOS configuration (checkpoint)

file to the Configuration instance. The configuration is initialised and a few checks are

carried out.

util The namespace util holds classes and functions for string encoding, replica-exchange

job management, timing, multi-threading and parameter checking. In addition, some

features of the local elevation algorithm which was implemented in a very generic way are

found in this namespace. The class Umbrella is the central class which holds a grid to store
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the weights of visited conformations. The latter is defined through local coordinates of type

LE Coordinate. This class is abstract and the purely virtual methods are implemented in

class LE Dihedral Coordinate. This design considerably simplifies the addition of new

generalised coordinate descriptions.

2.2.2 In-Depth Class Description of GROMOS++

The GROMOS++ analysis package is organised in a similar way as MD++. Because the

code design of GROMOS++ was optimised for ease of application development rather

then execution speed, many small classes and virtual functions rather than templates are

used. The package is organised in seven namespaces.

gmath Mathematical classes and functions are organised in the gmath namespace. In

GROMOS the units are determined by the physical constants provided and are not hard

coded as in some other simulation packages. These then define the units to be used for

the other input data. The class PhysConst provides access to all physical constants used

in GROMOS++. The values are initialised to defaults. If a topology file is provided,

physical constants are computed from Boltzmann’s constant, Planck’s constant, the elec-

tric permittivity of vacuum and the speed of light. The constants are accessed through

the single global instance of the class, physConst. The class Vec is very similar to the

one of MD++, but expression templates were used to make algebraic expressions more

efficient. On the other hand, the class Matrix is a versatile matrix meaning that the rows

and columns are parameters. Methods for LU decomposition, diagonalisation, inversion,

determination of eigenvalues and the determinant are available. Some of these methods

call the corresponding functions of the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) [23]. Statistical in-

formation such as averages, variances and block averaged error estimates [25] are available

from class Stat. It is implemented for a generic type using templates. Methods for the

numerically unstable computation of log-exp averages were added. The StatDisk class

provides the same methodology as Stat but the data is stored in a temporary file rather

than in memory. However, this class is very slow for some of the operations. A one-

dimensional histogram is implemented in the class Distribution. If the data values have

different weights, the class WDistribution should be used. The class Mesh is a three-

dimensional, spatial grid of arbitrary size. If a box is provided, the grid points can also be

accessed by Cartesian position vectors. It is implemented using templates and can thus be
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used for arbitrary types. The class Correlation is used to compute correlation functions

and spectral densities of scalar or vector data. The correlation function can be computed

using a direct summation or a fast Fourier algorithm [7]. It is also possible to evaluate the

correlation function of an expression given as a string. The expression is evaluated using

the Expression class.

The operators and functions listed in Tab. 2.1 are explained in more detail when the

property classes are discussed.

gcore The gcore namespace is the most important namespace of GROMOS++ and holds

the basic data structures for the topological and configurational information of the sys-

tem. The central object in almost all GROMOS++ programs is an instance of the class

System. The system provides access to the solute molecules and the solvent molecules,

the temperature and pressure groups, and the computational box. For every solute mo-

lecule an instance of type Molecule is added to the system. It holds the atomic positions,

velocities and polarisation states and also the topological data in form of a MoleculeTo-

pology object. The latter holds lists with information about the atom parameters, the

bonds, bond angles, dihedral angles, improper dihedral angles and exceptional van der

Waals interaction pairs. Atoms are added to the molecule’s topology through an instance

of the AtomTopology. This instance holds the atom name, type, charge and charge

group, mass, polarisation state and its normal and 1,4 exclusions in regard to the non-

bonded interaction. The exclusion lists are encapsulated in the Exclusion class. Bonds

are stored in Bond objects which are accessed from the MoleculeToplogy object through

the BondIterator class. The Bond class stores the indices of the atoms connected by

the bond and the bond-type index. For efficient processing the atom indices are sorted

upon construction of the object. In addition, the objects are less-than comparable, i.e.

the function operator< is overloaded and used for comparisons, which makes searching

arithmetic: +, −, ∗, /
logic: ! (not), == (equal), ! = (not equal)

<, >, <=, >=
&& (and), || (or)

scalar functions: sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, exp, ln, abs, sqrt
vector functions: abs, abs2 (squared abs)
two vector functions: dot, cross, ni (nearest image)

Table 2.1: Expression operators and functions implemented in GROMOS++.
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for particular bonds in sets very efficient. Similar classes exist for bond angles, dihedral

angles, improper dihedral angles, dihedral angle cross terms and van der Waals exceptions.

The solvent data is stored in an instance of the class Solvent. In principle, a system can

have more than one type of solvent molecules, but the input data formats of GROMOS

do not allow for it [7]. So, a second type of solvent molecules should be technically treated

as a solute molecule. The topology of the solvent is stored in the SolventTopology class.

As in the MoleculeTopology class, the AtomTopology class is used to store the atomic

parameters. In GROMOS solvent molecules are rigid [7], i.e. do not have bonded in-

teractions but make use of constraints which are accessible via the ConstraintIterator

and Constraint objects. The organisation of the system in molecules is inconvenient for

some algorithms. For this reason there is also a linearised version of the topology, just

holding lists of the atoms and bonded parameters (class LinearTopology). The objects

for the bonded interaction only store a type index. The actual parameters needed for the

computation of the interaction are stored in the class GromosForceField. For a bond, for

example, the parameters can be extracted from BondType objects. The force-field object

also provides access to physical constants and detects the type of the dummy atoms, i.e.

an atom not having any non-bonded interactions.

If a molecular-topology building-block file is read, the data is stored in an instance of the

class BuildingBlock. It contains all solute and solvent building blocks and end groups.

The individual building blocks are stored as BbSolute objects regardless of the type of

the building block. BbSolute inherits from MoleculeToplogy and extends it by preceding

exclusions and trailing atoms found in the GROMOS building blocks.

In free-energy perturbation calculations an additional set of parameters is required [7],

which are accessible from the PtTopology class. The box parameters are stored in the

class Box. It has accessor functions for the box parameters in different forms such as

box-matrix column vectors, edge lengths and angles.

bound The spatial boundary-condition handling of GROMOS++ is organised in the

bound namespace. Class Boundary serves as an abstract boundary-condition base class for

the implementations Vacuum, RectBox, TruncOct and Triclinic for vacuum, rectangular,

truncated octahedral and triclinic periodic boundary conditions. The methods for the

nearest-image calculation and for restoring of covalent connectivity broken by the periodic

boundary conditions (gathering) are declared virtual and are implemented for the specific

spatial boundary conditions.
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fit Many GROMOS++ programs require the alignment of the trajectory structures

against a reference structure. The reference conformation is given as a Reference ob-

ject where every atom can be individually weighted. Generally, the weight of the atom is

set to 1 for atoms considered for fitting and 0 for those which are not. The fit can either

be translational (class TranslationalFit) or rotational (class RotationalFit and FastRo-

tationalFit). Both algorithms are based on the computation of centres of geometry or

mass, translation and rotation of vectors and computation of extremal coordinates. These

functions are implemented as static functions in the class PositionUtils.

gio As GROMOS++ is used to prepare data for simulations and post-process simulation

data, its input and output functionality is complex. As in MD++ a specialised stream

class (Ginstream) serves as a base class for all input classes. It automatically decompresses

the files provided and reads their contents in blocks. The interaction-function parameter,

molecular-topology building-block and molecular-topology files are read by the classes In-

Parameter, InBuildingBlock and InTopology. The building blocks and topology can also

be written to streams by the classes OutBuildingBlock and OutTopology. Perturbation

topologies are handled with the classes InPtTopology and OutPtTopology. All config-

urational data such a GROMOS configuration or trajectory files are read by InG96. The

coordinates are written by classes inheriting from OutCoordinates. Its stream operators

are virtual and overloaded by OutG96 for the compact GROMOS format, OutG96S for

the decorated GROMOS format, OutPdb for the protein data bank (PDB) format [53]

and Outvmdam for the AMBER coordinate format [54]. Additional classes for crystallo-

graphic information such as scattering descriptors, B-factors and occupancies are available.

args GROMOS++ programs receive their parameters through command-line arguments.

Parsing of the command line and handling of default arguments is carried out by classes

organised in the args namespace. All GROMOS++ programs define a list of known

arguments which is an instance of the class Argument List. The command-line arguments

are then processed by the class Arguments. This class also defines a set of standard

arguments for version information, debugging and GROMOS96 compatibility mode. The

command line arguments can also be stored in an argument file. The Argument class

scans the command line for the @f arguments and reads the arguments from the provided

file. Parsing of the spatial boundary conditions and gathering arguments are carried out

by the classes BoundaryParser and GatherParser. Class OutformatParser is a factory
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of the coordinate output streams.

utils The namespace utils is used to organise functionality which is more specific, yet

required in many programs. Most programs allow for the specification of a set of atoms

using so-called atom specifiers. Internally, those sets are handled as AtomSpecifier ob-

jects. As it is usually not convenient to access atom parameters, coordinates and velocities

through the System object, the AtomSpecifier class provides shortcut accessor functions

for most atomic properties and parameters. An example for the computation of the total

mass of a set of atoms is given in Lst. 2.4. The AtomSpecifier is constructed with a

reference of the system. As the AtomSpecifier does not copy the system, changes to it

are automatically reflected in the AtomSpecifier objects. The specifiers are provided as

strings. Here, the backbone heavy atoms of residues 4 to 89 are selected. Multiple of

these specifier strings can be provided. Subsequently, a loop over the atoms is carried

out and their mass is added to the total mass. An alternative approach is given in the

comment. The atom specifiers linearise the core data structures and make the code more

compact, easier to maintain and understand. The atoms stored in the atom specifiers

are of type SpecAtom. Most of its methods are virtual and overloaded by the classes

SolventSpecAtom for solvent atoms and VirtualSpecAtom for virtual sites.

Virtual sites are handled as VirtualAtom objects. They are constructed using the posi-

tions of real atoms given as an atom specifier and a virtual-atom type.

Many analysis programs require the definition of vectors, e.g. to specify an axis for the

computation of an order parameter. Vectors can be given as vector specifiers which are

1 AtomSpecifier atoms(sys);
2 atoms.addSpecifier("1:res(4-89:CA,C,N)");
3

4 double mass = 0.0;
5 for(int i = 0; i < atoms.size(); ++i) {
6 mass += atoms.mass(i);
7 /* instead of
8 mass += sys.mol(atoms.mol(i)).topology().
9 atom(atoms.atom(i)).mass(); */

10 }

Listing 2.4: Example of the AtomSpecifier class which computes the total mass of the backbone
atoms of residues 4 to 89.
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implemented in the VectorSpecifier class. In contrast to the atom specifiers, an instance

of VectorSpecifier can only hold a single vector which is defined by a vector specifier string

and is extracted by the function operator operator(). The simplest vector specifier strings

consist of the Cartesian or polar coordinates of the vector. However, it is also possible to

define a vector by the positions of atoms. By giving the vector specifier atom(1:1), for

example, the position of the first atom is taken as a vector. It is also possible to specify

an inter-atomic vector by giving two atoms in the atom specifier, e.g. atom(1:1,2). The

spatial boundary conditions are automatically taken into account and the nearest-image

computation is carried out if necessary.

Geometrical properties of the system such as distances, angles, torsional angles, hydrogen

bonds, stacking geometries, order parameters, pucker amplitudes and pseudo rotations are

computed by classes inheriting from the class Property. This abstract base class provides

storage for the data, the distribution and statistical information. The actual computation

of a property is carried out in the child classes. For example, TorsionProperty is used to

compute torsional angles. The instances of the property classes are not created directly but

by the property container. An example of a simple time-series program is shown in Lst. 2.5.

Here, an instance of class PropertyContainer is created from the system and the spatial

boundary condition objects. As for the atom specifier, the property specifier is given as a

string. Here, the hydrogen bond between the N-H atoms of residue 3 and the O atom of

residue 5 is monitored. The value of the property is 1 if the hydrogen bond is present and

0 otherwise. Internally, an instance of HBProperty is created and stored in the container.

1 PropertyContainer props(sys, pbc);
2 props.addSpecifier("hb%1:res(3:N,H);1:res(5:O)");
3 InG96 ic;
4 ic.open("protein.trc.gz");
5 while(!ic.eof()) {
6 ic >> sys >> time;
7 props.calc();
8 cout << time << " " << props;
9 }

10 Stat<double> & stat = props[0]->getScalarStat();
11 cout << "Occurrence [%]: "
12 << stat.ave() * 100.0 << endl;

Listing 2.5: Example of the Property classes. A simple time-series program which monitors
the occurrence of a hydrogen bond.
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A trajectory file is opened by an InG96 object and the system and time are read. All

properties are computed by calling calc on the property container. The instantaneous

values of the properties stored in the container can be written to a stream using the

normal operators. After the properties are computed for the whole trajectory, statistical

data is easily accessed. The ExpressionProperty class is a very versatile property class.

It uses the Expression to evaluate arithmetic or logic expressions. The value of such an

expression can be either of scalar or vector type (operators in Tab. 2.1). For scalar values

the trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, absolute value and square-root functions were

implemented. For vectors the absolute value and squared absolute value can be used. In

addition there are functions for two vectors, namely the scalar and vector product and a

function which returns a vector such that it is the nearest image of the first argument with

respect to the second argument. The expression property allows for many useful analyses.

For example, the z-component of the first atom can be extracted from a trajectory by

giving the property specifier expr%dot(atom(1:1),cart(0,0,1)). The percentage of time

for which two atoms are closer than 1 nm in distance is computed by the expression

property expr%abs(atom(1:1) - ni(atom(2:1), atom(1:1)))<1.0. The use of expression

properties enables users of GROMOS to carry out non-standard analysis without having

to modify or write additional code.

The energy of a conformation can be computed using the Energy class. For the bonded

energy, a property container containing all the bonded interactions to be computed has

to be provided. The non-bonded energy is computed for a set of atoms given as an atom

specifier. The class SimplePairlist is internally used to compute interaction-pair lists for

a charge-group based or atomic cutoff.

In addition, there are classes to compute root-mean-square deviations from a reference

structure (class Rmsd), all hydrogen bonds of a system (class HBond), to assign secondary

structures to residues (class Dssp) [55] and to store the simulation time (class Time) or

the whole trajectory (class TrajArray).

2.3 Debugging

MD++ contains debugging information throughout the code. The debug statements are

implemented as preprocessor macros and are automatically removed if the code is not

configured with the --enable-debug flag. The debug information is classified by a module,
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a submodule and a level. The module and submodule are defined at the beginning of

every source-code file. The level is the number in the DEBUG statement. An example

is shown in Lst. 2.6. Here, the module was defined to the interaction namespace and the

submodule to ,pairlist’. Note, the modules and submodules are not to be chosen arbitrarily

and the module has to be the namespace and for every submodule a level variable has to

be declared in src/util/debug.h and to be defined in the corresponding sub-libraries. The

number of the debug messages can be controlled by the @verb mod:sub:lev argument of

the MD++ programs. The module and submodule define the part of the code from which

debug messages are to be shown. The level defines the importance of the error messages

with one being the most important. Messages useful for navigation in the code usually

have a level of 5 to 8. Higher levels provide more detailed information. In the example

Lst. 2.6, the debug messages from the inner loop can be filtered away by giving @verb

interaction:pairlist:1. If very high levels are specified, the program will be very slow

due to the massive output produced. In addition to the internal debugging mechanism,

the debug version can be used in conjunction with standard debugging tools like those

of the compilers or Valgrind [56]. GROMOS++ has a similar but much simpler internal

debugging mechanism. It only knows of levels but not of modules and submodules. As

GROMOS++ programs are generally much simpler than those of MD++ this is in practice

not a problem.

2.4 Documentation

Both MD++ and GROMOS++ are documented in-code using the doxygen system. A part

1 #define MODULE interaction
2 #define SUBMODULE pairlist
3

4 for(int i = 0; i < topo.num_atoms(); ++i) {
5 DEBUG(1, "atom " << i)
6 for(int j = i+1; j < topo.num_atoms(); ++j) {
7 DEBUG(2, "pair " << i << "-" << j)
8 }
9 }

Listing 2.6: Example of debug statements.
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1 /**
2 * Class Bond
3 * Purpose: contains a GROMOS bond
4 *
5 * Description:
6 * Contains the atoms and type making up a bond. The atoms are sorted
7 * to have the lowest atom number first.
8 *
9 * @class Bond

10 * @author R. Buergi
11 * @ingroup gcore
12 * @sa gcore::BondType
13 * @sa gcore::MoleculeTopology
14 */
15 class Bond {
16 public:
17 /**
18 * Bond constructor
19 * constructs a new bond defined by atoms a and b. These atoms are stored
20 * such that a < b.
21 * @param a,b atom numbers of the atoms making the bond
22 * @param warn issue a warning if order is a > b
23 */
24 Bond(int a, int b, bool warn = true);
25 //...

Listing 2.7: Example of a doxygen documentation header

of the Bond class is shown in Lst. 2.7. Every class and function are documented in-code

using specialised comments (*). For classes, their purpose is outlined and the author is

specified and references to related classes and topics are provided. The purpose of a func-

tion or method is briefly described and the arguments and the return value are explained,

if it is not already obvious from the variable names. The doxygen documentation is com-

piled using the command make doc and HTML files are generated. Those files including

documentation of namespaces, classes, functions and methods and also additional topics

such as a documentation of the individual programs and input file formats.

In addition to the doxygen documentation, normal C++ comments are used to guide the

reader through the code. As the GROMOS code is generally verbose, detailed commenting

is restricted to the extended algorithms.
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2.5 Parallelisation Optimisation Techniques

2.5.1 Special solvent loops in MD++

In a MD simulation in which an explicit representation of the solvent is chosen, the evalu-

ation of the solvent-solvent interaction is the most time-consuming part and can take up

to 80% of the simulation time. For this reason it is important to compute this interaction

as efficiently as possible. The following features of solvent molecules [7] in the GROMOS

software can be used to speed up the solvent-solvent interaction evaluation:

1. As a solvent molecule is a single charge group, all atoms in one solvent molecule

interact with all atoms in another solvent molecule.

2. A solvent molecule is rigid, i.e. does only have distance constraints and no bonded

interactions.

3. The atoms within a molecule do not interact with each other, i.e. there is no intra-

molecular interaction.

4. Inter-molecular interaction cutoff truncation is applied. The first atom in the solvent

topology is used to calculate the molecule-molecule distance.

Several different methods to achieve an efficient evaluation of the solvent-solvent interac-

tion were implemented in MD++.

1. Method GE: In order to evaluate the interaction, the van der Waals and charge

parameters have to be looked up and combined for each atom pair. These combined

parameters can be stored in a small matrix at the beginning of the simulation. In

addition, because the charge groups are gathered, i.e. the covalent connectivity

within the charge group is not broken by the periodic boundary conditions, the

nearest-image computation has only to be carried out once per solvent-molecule pair

and not for every solvent-atom pair as in the default non-bonded inner loop. The

C++ statements were aligned in such a way as to facilitate automatic vectorisation

by the compiler.

2. Method HC: If the topological features and parameters of the solvent are a priori

known, additional simplifications of the inner loop can be used. For the SPC water
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model [57] the hydrogen atoms bear no van der Waals interaction. The equations

for the oxygen-hydrogen and hydrogen-hydrogen interaction are purely electrostatic.

The number of floating-point operations is additionally reduced in comparison to

the GE method by hard-coding physical constants, charges and van der Waals para-

meters. Here, checks are carried out to ensure that the topological parameters do

match the hard-coded ones.

3. Method TA: The number of floating-point operations can be further decreased by

using table look-ups and linear interpolation. For SPC, separate tables for the short-

and long-range interaction of the oxygen-oxygen, oxygen-hydrogen and hydrogen-

hydrogen atoms were used. The tables contain energies for van der Waals and

electrostatic energies and forces. The index of the tabulated value is computed from

the squared inter-atomic distance in order to avoid a square-root computation. In

addition, the slopes for linear interpolation are stored in the table. For the short-

range interaction a table of size 5000, for long-range of size 2000, was used to yield

acceptable accuracy at a temperature of 300 K. The program tabulate spc can

be used to create a header file (spc table.h) with different table sizes. The size

of the table is a compromise between the accuracy of interest and caching efficiency.

Because the values are tabulated against the squared-distance, the tables contain

fewer values at short distances where larger accuracy would be desirable. For this

reason rather large tables should be used.

4. Method CU: The generic solvent-solvent loop (method CU) was also implemented

for graphics processing units (GPUs). See ref. [58] for details. Note, that mixed

single- and double-precision floating-point numbers were used.

For benchmarking polypyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB) RNA binding domain 4

(RBD4) test systems [59] containing 1028 solute atoms and 5411 to 75129 water molecules

were used. The speedup in comparison to the standard non-bonded inner loop for the

different methods is given in Tab. 2.2.

Method GE yields significant speedups for the short- and long-range interaction evaluation

independent of the system size. This method works for all solvents and should be used

whenever the solvent to be used can be modeled in agreement with the GROMOS solvent

topology model requirements. Hard-coding gives an additional speedup of about 20% for

SPC. For solvents having more atoms with only few van der Waals interactions even larger

speedups can be expected. If this is not the case, as for the solvents that are part of the
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number of GE HC TA CU
water molecules SR LR SR LR SR LR SR LR

5411 1.36 1.50 1.58 1.73 1.98 2.28 25.42 48.41
10011 1.35 1.51 1.53 1.73 1.96 2.27 24.46 47.82
19214 1.38 1.52 1.57 1.74 1.88 2.15 27.17 52.23
32544 1.44 1.54 1.61 1.72 1.81 2.09 28.23 54.29
50960 1.37 1.47 1.55 1.66 1.85 2.07 27.64 49.84
75129 1.41 1.50 1.60 1.68 1.88 2.07 28.42 51.12

Table 2.2: Solvent-solvent interaction evaluation: Speed-up factor with respect to the standard
non-bonded short-range (SR) and long-range (LR) interaction. GE: fast solvent loop for generic
solvents, HC: solvent loop with hard-coded parameters, TA: solvent loop with linear interpolation
on tabulated values, CU: GPU based solvent-solvent interaction evaluation accelerator. The
number of SPC water molecules in addition to 1028 protein and RNA atoms is varied.

GROMOS force field [2], e.g. MeOH, CHCl3, CCl4 and DMSO, only small speedups in

comparison to the method GE can be expected. Tabulated energies and forces yield a

twofold speedup for SPC in comparison to the standard loops. However, the resulting

forces and energies are only approximate. The efficiency of the tables highly depends on

the number of parameter-identical atoms in the solvent molecules. In SPC and CCl4 this

number is low and only three different tables have to be used. In MeOH and CHCl3 already

six such tables have to be implemented. The generic loop implemented for NVIDIA GPUs

using CUDA yields the largest speedups and also high accuracy [58]. However, additional

hardware is required to use this feature. As hybrid CPU/GPU architectures become more

and more available, simulations can be standardly carried out using larger amounts of

solvent molecules, which will reduce periodicity artifacts.

2.5.2 Parallelisation

Parallelisation techniques in MD++ The MD++ simulation program was par-

allelised for shared-memory (OpenMP [60]) and for distributed-memory architectures

(MPI [61]). As the most time-consuming algorithms in EM/MD/SD are the evaluation

of the non-bonded interaction and application of distance constraints, those algorithms

were the targets for parallelisation. The organisation of the non-bonded interaction in

non-bonded sets allows for a transparent implementation of parallelisation techniques.

Depending on the parallelisation chosen, an instance of OMP Nonbonded Interaction or

MPI Nonbonded Master, MPI Nonbonded Slave instead of Nonbonded Interaction is
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created. Those classes control the creation of the non-bonded sets and pass a rank and

size parameter to the underlying non-bonded algorithms. The pairlist is generated using a

striding mechanism which is either atomic for the standard pairlist algorithm or spatial for

the grid-based pairlist algorithms. As the computational work is distributed by the pairlist

algorithm to the different sets, no further parallelisation techniques are required for the

evaluation of the pair-wise interactions, i.e. the long- and short-range van der Waals inter-

action, the long- and short-range Coulomb interaction if using the reaction-field method,

the short-range Coulomb interaction if using lattice-sum methods and the computation

of the electric field for charge-on-spring polarisation. The rank and size parameters are

passed to the other non-bonded algorithms and additional partitioning of the workload is

carried out.

In the OpenMP implementation, class OMP Nonbonded Interaction creates a non-bonded

set for every compute thread. After the parallel evaluation of the interaction, the force,

energy and virial contributions of the different sets are summed in a serial (critical) section.

For the grid-based electrostatic algorithm P3M additional steps are required as the data

structures are not local to the threads for memory reasons. The atoms are decomposed in

domain slices along the x-axis and the algorithms are carried out on those domains. For

reading access to the grids, this provides an efficient parallelisation. For writing, however,

serial access to the grid values is required. This is not very efficient and is reflected in the

scaling behavior. In addition, barriers are required to ensure that threads do not start

before others have finished the previous step. Explicit polarisation was not implemented

using OpenMP.

The MPI implementation is chosen by selecting a special version of the md program

which is called md mpi. This program initialises the MPI system and creates the MD

algorithms. Here, only process number 0, which is denoted as master, creates the full set

of MD algorithms. The other processes are denoted as slaves and only create the parallel

subsets of the algorithms. The MPI Nonbonded Master and MPI Nonbonded Slave

classes only create a single non-bonded set and assign their rank to them. Before the non-

bonded interaction is evaluated, the atomic positions and the box are broadcast by the

master to the slaves. Subsequently, the force, energy and virial contributions are returned

to the master using the reduction functionality of the MPI library. If the P3M algorithm is

chosen, additional communication steps are required. Every compute process holds a slice

of the grids. The size of this slice is determined by the MPI version of the FFTW library.

The slice is encapsulated in the ParallelMesh class. Additional space at the edges of the
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slice is allocated. The width of these two slices is dependent on the maximum assignment

or finite-difference order used in the P3M algorithm. The atoms are assigned to the slices

and all algorithms such as charge-density assignment, computation of the energy, virial,

potential, electric field and force are carried out on those slices and the atoms assigned

to them. Some of those algorithms require data from neighboring slices. For example, a

charge at the edge of a domain has also to be assigned to the neighbouring slice. Here,

the charge is assigned to a local neighbouring slice and is then sent to the neighboring

compute process (Fig. 2.4). The communication is carried out whenever synchronisation

of the meshes is required. For explicit polarisation the charge-on-spring displacements are

iteratively adjusted. Those are broadcast to the slaves and the electric field is computed in

parallel according to the pairlist. Subsequently, the electric field contributions are returned

to the master which readjusts the COS displacements and rebroadcasts them to the slaves.

The SHAKE, M-SHAKE and SETTLE algorithms were parallelised using OpenMP and

MPI. In MPI the old and updated positions have to be broadcast to the slaves. The con-

straint equations are solved in parallel for every solvent molecule. The solute constraints

are not parallelised. In MPI, additional communication of the new positions, virial cor-

rections and error states to the master is required.

The scaling of the algorithms was bechmarked using the PTB RBD4 system (17261 atoms,

P3M grid size 643) on an AMD Opteron 8380 compute cluster. Every node contains four

quad-core CPUs and the nodes are interconnected with an InfiniBand QDR network. The

Figure 2.4: Communication used in the ParallelMesh class. The white grid cells are those
being local to the individual processors. The shaded grid cells are those of the neighboring
processors. In a first communication step, all shaded grid-cells are communicated to the right
and the contributions from the neighbouring processor to the left are added. Subsequently, the
same communication is carried out to the left side.
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OpenMP implementation yields good scaling for up to 8 threads for the reaction-field

method, and 4 threads for the P3M method (left panel of Fig. 2.5). The bad scaling of

the P3M algorithm can be explained by the many serial (critical) grid accesses used in

the implementation. For the MPI implementation (right panel of Fig. 2.5), the result is

unchanged for the reaction-field method. For P3M, however, the scaling is significantly

improved in comparison to the OpenMP implementation due to the decomposition of the

grids. The improved scaling for the COS method can be explained by the computationally

more demanding interaction.

The GPU solvent-solvent implementation of ref. [58] was generalised for multiple GPUs

which compute the solvent-solvent interaction of a subset of the solvent atoms. For every

GPU used, an additional CPU thread is created. Most of the time this thread is idle as

the GPU is busy computing the interaction. However, copying of data and summation of

the resulting force, energy and virial contributions result in a small CPU load. The GPUs

can be used in addition to OpenMP compute threads. The algorithms were benchmarked

on two different architectures (Fig. 2.6). On the Intel Core i7 system, a four core CPU

with hyper-threading allowing for 8 compute threads, the efficiency is greatly enhanced

by the addition of a GPU. However, the use of an additional GPU has only a small effect

in comparison to the addition of the first one. Four additional CPU threads yield the
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Figure 2.5: Overall scaling of GROMOS for the PTB RBD4 test system (17261 atoms). Left
panel: shared-memory (OpenMP) parallelisation. Right panel: distributed-memory (MPI) par-
allelisation (node size 16 cores, InfiniBand network). RF: reaction-field electrostatics. P3M:
lattice-sum electrostatics using the P3M algorithm. POL: Reaction-field electrostatics using
explicit dipolar charge-on-spring polarisation.
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Figure 2.6: Overall simulation efficiency as a function of number of CPU compute threads
for the PTB RBD4 test system (17261 atoms) for different hardware architectures. Either, no,
one, two or four NVIDIA GPUs were used to accelerate the evaluation of the solvent-solvent
interaction. Simulation settings: 2 fs integration time-step, twin-range cutoff scheme with cutoff
values of 0.8 nm (short range) and 1.4 nm (long range). The pair list and long-range interactions
were calculated every 5 steps.

maximum efficiency in terms of simulation speed. On such a system it is thus recommended

to run two simulations in parallel each aided by one GPU. The AMD system contained two

six core CPUs allowing for 12 compute threads and six GPUs. The use of a single GPU

greatly enhances the efficiency. Additonal GPUs only yield a small speedup in comparison

to the addition of the first one. This system has too many GPUs in relation to CPU cores

to be efficiently used by GROMOS. A system with only four GPUs could be efficiently

used to carry out four parallel simulations each using three CPU threads and a single

GPU. If the number of solvent molecules is increased, the use of a second GPU should

be considered. Note that the efficiency is system dependent and has to be determined

individually for every system.

Two larger biomolecular systems were benchmarked on the same AMD architecture con-

taining 12 CPU cores and 6 GPUs. Benchmark simulations for all different combinations

of CPU compute threads and GPUs were carried out (Fig. 2.7). For the Fibronectin

system (83643 atoms), a combination of 9 CPU threads and 2 GPU yields the best res-

ults. However, it is worth mentioning that the performance of the runs using 4 to 10

CPU threads and 2 GPUs were very similar and thus the performance is not significantly

increased by using more than 4 CPU threads. In addition, the second GPU does not

contribute much to the good overall performance. The use of the first GPU is the main
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Fibronectin (83643 atoms)
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Figure 2.7: Overall simulation efficiency as a function of number of CPU/GPU for two bio-
molecular systems: Fibronectin (83643 atoms) and PTB RBD34 (80050 atoms). Simulation
settings: 2 fs integration time-step, twin-range cutoff scheme with cutoff values of 0.8 nm (short
range) and 1.4 nm (long range). The pair list and long-range interactions were calculated every
5 steps.

reason for the performance increase. For the PTB RBD34 protein-RNA complex (80050

atoms) the results are very similar to the ones obtained for the Fibronectin system. The

first GPU contributes most to the overall performance which is further increased by using

more CPU threads. The addition of a second GPU can be used to improve the speed even

more. In practice, a compromise between the speed of a single simulation and multiple

parallel simulations has to be found. On this configuration 4 parallel simulations using

each 4 CPU threads and 1 to 2 GPUs are preferable over two simulations running each on

6 CPU threads and 3 GPUs.

As the CPU clock rates are not increasing significantly anymore but the number of available

compute cores does, additional parallelisation schemes have to be implemented in the

future. This is subject of ongoing development and research.

Parallelisation in GROMOS++ The GROMOS++ package was not designed for

efficiency but for rapid development of analysis programs. Most analysis algorithms are

computationally not demanding and hence such analysis is carried out in a couple of

minutes on a workstation-class computer. Nevertheless, a few algorithms such as the

computation of non-bonded energies, pairlists, radial distributions functions or rotational

correlation functions are demanding if the analysis is carried out over many configurations.

Those algorithms were parallelised using OpenMP. Here, the goal was to find solutions
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which do not require a reorganisation of existing code or even algorithmic re-engineering.

For a few programs, such as the rdf program, the scaling is surprisingly good. Other

programs, such as the ener program, do not scale well. However, in practical applications

this is generally not a problem.

2.6 Conclusions

The GROMOS software is a modular C++ simulation package which was designed for ef-

ficient biomolecular simulation and method development. The organisation of the MD++

simulation program for energy minimisation, molecular dynamics or stochastic dynamics

simulation allows for efficient addition of new algorithms and interaction functions. The

non-bonded interaction algorithms were designed for transparent addition of parallelisation

techniques. Those were implemented using OpenMP and MPI yielding acceptable scaling

for the target platforms, i.e. workstations and small compute clusters, and systems, i.e.

biomolecules such as proteins, RNA, DNA, carbohydrates, lipids in aqueous solution. In

addition, GPUs can be used to accelerate the evaluation of the solvent-solvent interaction.

The organisation of GROMOS++ in many small classes allows for maximal reusability of

code. As the code is very verbose, development of new analysis programs in integrated

development environments is easy and fast even for C++ non-experts.
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Biomolecular Structure Refinement

using the GROMOS Simulation

Software

For the understanding of cellular processes the molecular struc-

ture of biomolecules has to be accurately determined. Ini-

tial models can be significantly improved by structure refine-

ment techniques. Here, we present the refinement methods

and analysis techniques implemented in the GROMOS soft-

ware for biomolecular simulation. The methodology and some

implementation details of the computation of NMR NOE data,
3J-couplings and residual dipolar couplings, X-ray scattering

intensities from crystals and solutions and neutron scatter-

ing intensities used in GROMOS is described and refinement

strategies and concepts are discussed using example applica-

tions. The GROMOS software allows structure refinement com-

bining different types of experimental data with different types

of restraining functions, while using a variety of methods to en-

hance conformational searching and sampling and the thermo-

dynamically calibrated GROMOS force field for biomolecular

simulation.

45
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3.1 Introduction

The accurate determination of the structure of biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic

acids and membranes is crucial for the understanding of their biological function. How-

ever, structural information is not easily obtained with a high degree of accuracy for any

particular biomolecule. X-ray, electron or neutron diffraction techniques can be used to

produce models at the atomic level of biomolecules in the solid state. On the other hand,

spectroscopic measurements such as NMR, CD, IR, Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy

can be used to obtain, albeit less detailed, structural information of molecules in solu-

tion, i.e. under more physiological conditions. Experimentally, the positions of the atoms

cannot be directly observed and some other quantity such as X-ray scattering intensities

or nuclear Overhauser enhancements are determined. Subsequently, measured values for

these observables are used to derive an (atomic) model. Experimental quantities are then

computed from the model structure and used to judge the quality of it.

In the process of structure determination four major challenges are faced:

1. A quantity Q
(
rN ,pN

)
is measured. In classical mechanics this quantity depends on

the Cartesian (or internal, generalised) coordinates of theN atoms rN = (r1, r2, ..., rN)

and their momenta pN = (p1,p2, ...,pN). However, for most of the quantities of in-

terest in structure determination the quantity Q only depends on the coordinates

rN . The measurement has a limited accuracy and in structure determination and

refinement this should be accounted for. In general, the number of experimental

observables is much smaller than the number of degrees of freedom of the system.

This makes the problem of structure determination and refinement highly underde-

termined. In structure determination of proteins by X-ray crystallography or NMR

spectroscopy, for example, high resolution structural parameters of the amino acids

such as bond-lengths and -angles are incorporated to address this problem.

2. Generally, a measurement cannot probe the instantaneous value of a quantity Q
(
rN
)

but only an average 〈Q〉 over multiple molecules and time which is denoted as the

experimental value Q0. From statistical mechanics it is known that the averaging

is carried out using Boltzmann weighting of the different conformers. This has the

implication that the averaging is irreversible, i.e. the probability distribution of

Q
(
rN
)

and the conformational probability distribution P
(
rN
)

are inaccessible from

the average 〈Q〉. In the case of a protein in a crystal environment, where the X-ray
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scattering data was collected at low temperature, a single structure may serve as a

rather good approximation of the conformational ensemble. In solution, however,

this is not the case. Multiple different conformations contribute to the average 〈Q〉.
A single conformer derived from such an average can have a negligible Boltzmann

weight and thus constitute a very bad approximation of the conformational ensemble.

3. The dependence of Q on rN has to be known. The functional form can either be

physically correct or an approximation and in the latter case the accuracy of the

approximation plays an important role. For example, the accurate computation of

chemical shifts involves costly, high-level quantum-chemical methodology, whereas

the methodology to compute X-ray diffraction intensities is well known and not too

expensive to execute. The function Q
(
rN
)

has to be invertible in order to derive the

atomic positions rN from Q. Often, as in the example of the chemical shifts, this

condition is not met.

4. If the function rN (Q), the inverse of Q
(
rN
)
, exists, it can be multiple-valued. For

example in NMR measurements, the same 3J-coupling is related to several different

dihedral-angle conformers through the Karplus relation. Sampling of conformations

has to be biased towards the multiple solutions of rN (Q). In the case of a 3J-

coupling, for example, it is not possible to judge the quality of the different solutions

from the experimental value alone. The measured value can either be an average of

multiple conformers or come from only a few individual conformations. Additional

modelling is required to judge the quality of the multiple solutions.

3.1.1 Quantities and Averaging

Using the GROMOS software a variety of quantities can be used in structure refinement.

Many of these quantities can be used to bias sampling in an MD simulation towards

the experimentally measured values Q0. Other quantities can only be calculated from

the ensemble generated and can be used to judge the final model or interpret simulation

results. Over the years theories and methods for the computation of such quantities have

been developed. The ones listed below were used in GROMOS:
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NOE intensities
〈
INOE

〉
NOE distances 〈r−p〉 with p = 3 or 6
3J-coupling constants 〈3J〉
Residual dipolar couplings 〈D〉
Crystallographic structure-factor amplitudes 〈|F |〉
Crystallographic electron density 〈ρ〉
Neutron scattering intensities 〈Ineu〉
X-ray scatting intensities 〈Ixray〉

Experimental data can be classified as two kinds: observable, measured, primary data and

non-observable, derived, secondary data. For example an NOE intensity can be measured

directly, whereas an NOE distance bound is derived from the actual intensity. In general,

the more assumptions flow into the determination of the secondary, derived data, the more

problematic is the use of such data in structure determination or refinement.

Experiments generally probe the ensemble average of a quantity, thus the quantity is

averaged according to Boltzmann’s distribution,

〈
Q
(
rN
)〉

rN
=

∫
Q
(
rN
)
e−V (rN)/kBT drN∫

e−V (rN )/kBT drN
, (3.1)

where V
(
rN
)

is the energy of conformation rN . Methods used to sample conformations

have to reproduce such an ensemble. As molecular dynamics simulations do so, time

averaging [62] can be applied using the equation

〈
Q
(
rN
)〉

t
=

1

τQ
(
1− e−t/τQ

) ∫ t

0

e−(t−t
′)/τQQ

(
rN(t′)

)
dt′, (3.2)

where τQ is known as the time-averaging memory-relaxation time of the quantity Q.

3.1.2 Biasing Potential Energy Terms

Because the accuracy of the physical force field V phys is limited, biasing potential energy

terms V Q are added to drive the simulation towards the experimental data,

V
(
rN
)

= V phys(rN) + V Q(rN ;Q0). (3.3)
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The biasing (or restraining) potential energy function V Q can have various functional

forms. Generally, a harmonic potential energy function is chosen for simplicity,

V Q(rN ;Q0) =

NQ∑
i=1

1

2
KQ
i

(
Qi

(
rN
)
−Q0

i

)2
, (3.4)

where the sum is carried out over the NQ experimental observables Q0
i taken into account,

and KQ
i is a force constant which can be weighted according to the accuracy or importance

of an individual value Q0
i . This functional form can be easily adapted to incorporate

averaging by replacing Q
(
rN
)

by its time-average
〈
Q
(
rN
)〉

t
[62] resulting in

V Q(rN ;Q0) =

NQ∑
i=1

1

2
KQ
i

(〈
Qi

(
rN
)〉

t
−Q0

i

)2
. (3.5)

There are quantities for which a long memory-relaxation time is required in order to get

meaningfully averaged quantities. Thus a penalty function based on such an average will

only react very slowly to instantaneous changes of the quantities Qi. For this reason, a

combined instantaneous and time-averaged, biquadratic functional form can be used

V Q(rN ;Q0) =

NQ∑
i=1

1

2
KQ
i

(
Qi

(
rN
)
−Q0

i

)2 (〈
Qi

(
rN
)〉

t
−Q0

i

)2
, (3.6)

which depends on both the instantaneous quantity Q
(
rN
)

and the time-averaged quantity〈
Q
(
rN
)〉

t
. The energy will be low if either the instantaneous or the averaged quantity or

both are in agreement with the experimental value. In the former case, it can be avoided

that the slowly changing average is driving the system away from conformations that are

in agreement with the experimental data. If the average is in agreement with Q0, the

energy is also low and additional conformations can be explored.

3.1.3 Sampling and its Enhancement

Because V Q is generally a sum over many observables which have a complicated depend-

ence on the conformation, V Q is a complex and rugged potential energy hyper-surface

which contains many local minima separated by high barriers. In order to overcome these

barriers, sampling enhancement techniques [17] have to be applied.
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Simulated Annealing. In the simulated annealing approach [63, 64], the temperature

is raised to a high value, e.g. 5000 K, so that the thermal energy kBT is large enough

to overcome most barriers present on the V Q surface. The system is then cooled down

as slowly as possible to the experimental temperature exploring the multiple valleys of

the potential energy surface. This search method is applicable for all kinds of force fields,

restraining methods and different functional forms.

Temperature Replica Exchange. The principle of temperature replica exchange [65,

66] is similar to that of simulated annealing: sampling is enhanced using multiple parallel

simulations of replicas of the system, some running at an elevated temperature. After a

fixed number of MD integration steps, a Monte Carlo exchange between two replicas i and

j is attempted. By using the detailed balance condition

pij =

1 for ∆ ≤ 0

exp (−∆) for ∆ > 0
(3.7)

with

∆ = (βi − βj)(V (rNj )− V (rNi )) (3.8)

as the switching probability, a canonical, NV T , ensemble for every replica is obtained.

Here βi = (kBTi)
−1. The method can also be generalised to generate other ensembles [67].

Because the switching probability is decreasing with system size, many replicas are required

for large systems using explicit solvent, which makes the method rather inefficient in the

latter cases.

Hamiltonian Replica Exchange. As in temperature replica exchange, multiple sim-

ulations of the same system are used, but instead of being at different temperatures, the

replicas differ in their interactions, thus each has a different Hamiltonian H
(
rN ,pN

)
[68].

A coupling parameter λ is introduced into H such that λ = 0 corresponds to state A and

λ = 1 to state B. For example, state A can be a fully restrained system and state B a fully

unrestrained system. The replicas are sampling using Hamiltonians at different values of

λ between 0 and 1. In order to obtain a canonical ensemble for every replica, the switching

probability given in Eq. 3.7 is used with ∆ given by

∆ = β
[
Vi(r

N
j )− Vi(rNi )

]
− β

[
Vj(r

N
j )− Vj(rNi )

]
(3.9)
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with Vi being the potential energy function at λi.

Local Elevation. The local elevation (LE) method [50] is a more specific way to over-

come barriers along a defined set of reduced coordinates qj(r
N). Biasing potential energy

terms

V LE(rN) = KLE

NG∑
i=1

wi(t)

Nq∏
j=1

gj
(
qj(r

N); q0ij
)

(3.10)

are added to V phys(rN), withKLE being a force constant or weight factor, NG the number of

grid points along the selected degrees of freedom, wi(t) a time-dependent weight function,

Nq the dimensionality of the set of coordinates chosen and gj a local, repulsive function

such as a Gaussian or a truncated polynomial. In the ordinary local elevation method the

weight function wi(t) is chosen as

wi(t) = wi(t−∆t) + 1. (3.11)

The weight is increased by one every time a grid point is visited. In this way all configura-

tions visited are uniformly penalised. For structure refinement this is not very useful. The

weight function has be chosen such that configurations that are in agreement with the ex-

perimental data are not penalised and the weight increase is largest for the conformations

having the worst agreement. This can be achieved by increasing the weight function by

the energy of a restraining function leading to

wi(t) = wi(t−∆t) + V Q(rN ;Q0), (3.12)

which makes KLE a unitless weight factor. Here, the function V Q(rN ;Q0) should be a

flat-bottom function, i.e. zero for small deviations from the experimental data [48].

The new GROMOS simulation software, which is written in an object-oriented manner in

C++, allows for the use of the mentioned searching and sampling enhancement techniques

in structure refinement based on spectroscopic (NMR) or diffraction (X-ray) data. In this

article their implementation is summarised and examples of their use are presented.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Using the GROMOS software Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) data such as NOE in-

tensities or bounds, 3J-couplings and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) can be calculated

from the simulation trajectories. In addition, biasing potential energy functions V Q based

on NOE bounds and 3J-couplings are available.

NOE Intensities. The GROMOS software can be used to compute NOESY or ROESY

intensities INOE from a trajectory [69]. For every inter-proton pair of interest time correl-

ation functions

C(τ) =

〈
P2 (cos (χt,t+τ ))

r3(t)r3(t+ τ)

〉
(3.13)

are calculated, where P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial, χt,t+τ is the angle

between the inter-spin vector at the two time points t and t + τ , and r is the length of

the inter-spin vector. The corresponding spectral densities J(ω) are computed by Fourier

transformation of C(τ). The intensities of a multi-spin system can then be derived by

solving the following equation

dM(t)

dt
+ RM(t) = 0. (3.14)

Here, M(t) is the matrix containing the intensities as diagonal elements and R the relax-

ation matrix containing the direct, dipolar relaxation rates as diagonal elements and the

cross-relaxation rates as off-diagonal elements. The latter two can be computed from the

spectral densities. This matrix equation is solved by diagonalisation of R, leading to the

determination of M(tm) which contains the NOE intensities at mixing time tm.

This approach is computationally very demanding, because time correlation functions and

spectral densities have to be computed for all proton pairs and a long simulation time is

required to obtain a converged spectrum. For the latter reasons it is not possible to use

this approach for structure refinement using the GROMOS software.

NOE Distance Bounds. NOE distances can be computed from a trajectory by evalu-

ating

ri =
〈
r−pi
〉−1/p

, (3.15)
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where ri is the length of the inter-nuclear vector corresponding to an NOE signal. The

constant p is chosen as 3 when averaging over a relatively short time, when the angular

correlation in ri should be neglected, and as 6 when this is not the case[7, 70]. Pos-

itions of protons that are not treated explicitly by the force field are calculated from

standard configurations[7]. In cases where the NOE distance bound corresponds to more

than one proton, a pseudo-atom approach[71] is applied and the NOE distance bound is

corrected[72] accordingly. Subtraction of the NOE distance bound distance from ri leads

to the NOE violation.

In GROMOS an MD simulation can be biased towards the experimental NOE distance

bound r0 using the distance restraining machinery. For each of the NNOE NOE distance

upper bounds r0i , a half-harmonic attractive potential energy term [73] is added

V NOE(rN ; r0) =

NNOE∑
i=1

0 for ri(r
N) ≤ r0i

1
2
KNOE
i

(
ri(r

N)− r0i
)2

for ri(r
N) > r0i

, (3.16)

where KNOE
i is a force constant and ri is the length of the inter-nuclear vector for this

NOE distance bound.

In order to observe an NOE signal it is not necessary that the distance upper bound is

fulfilled at all times in the MD simulation, thus appropriate averaging should be used in

Eq. 3.16. The instantaneous distance ri is replaced by a time-averaged distance
〈
r−pi
〉−1/p
t

[62].

As the memory relaxation time in the average is generally chosen to be short, p is taken as

3. Because of the minus third power, the average is dominated by short distances, allow-

ing for more movement and fluctuations than when using Eq. 3.16 with the instantaneous

distances.

In the same way as described above, a half-harmonic repulsive term, an NOE lower bound,

can be added [74] representing non-observed NOE signals. However, this is not recom-

mended as a large distance average rij of two nuclei is only one of the possible reasons for

not observing a signal.

3J-Couplings. The 3J-coupling constant 3Jm,m′ depends on the value of the dihedral

angle ϕ(m− j − k −m′) involving the three covalent bonds connecting the atoms m and

m′ through atoms j and k according to the Karplus relation[75]

3Jm,m′ = A cos2 (ϕm,m′) +B cos (ϕm,m′) + C, (3.17)
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where the coefficients A, B and C depend on the types of the atoms j, k, m and m′ [76].

The average over the trajectory of an MD simulation can be compared to the measured
3J-coupling constant.

3J-couplings can also be used for structure refinement. The 3J-values are denoted as J

for ease of notation. In this case NJ harmonic potential energy terms

V J(rN ; J0) =

NJ∑
i=1

1

2
KJ
i

(
Ji(r

N)− J0
i

)2
(3.18)

are added. It is also possible to use half-harmonic attractive or repulsive functions similar

to Eq. 3.16. Time-averaging is introduced by replacing Ji by its time-average 〈Ji〉t in

Eq. 3.18. A further option with time-averaging is to use a biquadratic penalty function

V (rN ; J0) =

NJ∑
i=1

1

2
KJ
i

(
Ji(r

N)− J0
i

)2 (〈
Ji(r

N)
〉
t
− J0

i

)2
. (3.19)

This functional form avoids the large structural fluctuations that occur when standard

time-averaging is used with 3J-value restraints [77, 78]. The Karplus curve has multiple

minima and in order to overcome the barriers between them sampling has to be enhanced.

This can be achieved by using the local elevation method. For every 3J-coupling constant

i of interest a local elevation term (Eq. 3.10) is added. The dihedral angle that determines

the 3J-coupling is chosen as the local-elevation variable. The weight function is given by

wi(t) = wi(t−∆t) +


1
2
Ki (Ji − J0

i −∆J0
i )

2
for Ji > J0

i + ∆J0
i

1
2
Ki (Ji − J0

i + ∆J0
i )

2
for Ji < J0

i −∆J0
i

0 otherwise,

(3.20)

where ∆J0
i is a tolerance threshold accounting for inaccuracy in the J0

i value and in

the Karplus relation. ∆J0
i > 0 gives a flat-bottom weight function. The local, repulsive

functions are only built up if the 3J-value is not in agreement with the experimental value.

Similar weight functions using time-averaging and in analogy to Eq. 3.19 are implemented

and the latter should be used in practical applications [48].

Residual Dipolar Couplings. The residual dipolar coupling Dij between two spins i

and j can be determined if the molecules in the sample are partially aligned with respect to
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a static magnetic field, leading to incomplete averaging of the dipolar coupling. Residual

dipolar couplings are averages over all inter-spin orientations of the dipolar interaction

Dij = −γiγjµ0h

8π3

〈
P2 (cos (θij))

r3ij

〉
. (3.21)

Here, γi and γj are the gyromagnetic ratios of the two spins, µ0 is the magnetic permittivity

of vacuum and h is Planck’s constant. P2 denotes the second-order Legendre polynomial

and θij is the angle between the inter-nuclear vector rij and the static magnetic field. In

practice, Eq. 3.21 is generally not evaluated directly because the angle θij is not known.

Assuming a rigid molecule, it is possible to reformulate Eq. 3.21 using an alignment tensor

A [79], leading to

Dij = −γiγjµ0h

8π3r3ij

∑
k∈x,y,z

∑
l∈x,y,z

Akl cos (ζk) cos (ζl) , (3.22)

where ζx is the angle between the inter-nuclear vector and the x-axis and ζy, ζz are the

angles for the y- and z-axes, respectively. Because the molecule is assumed to be rigid,

for intra-molecular RDCs rij can be moved to the prefactor. Further, the maximal RDC

Dmax
ij is introduced as

Dmax
ij = −γiγjµ0h

8π3r3ij
. (3.23)

If the molecule is not rigid, for instance, if the RDCs are to be calculated for a trajectory

rather than a single structure, it is necessary to incorporate averaging in Eq. 3.22, leading

either to

Dij = Dmax
ij

∑
k∈x,y,z

∑
l∈x,y,z

Akl 〈cos (ζk) cos (ζl)〉 , (3.24)

where it is assumed that the alignment tensor is the same for all configurations, or to

use of Eq. 3.22 for each structure in the trajectory. In Eq. 3.23, the distance can either

be provided as a parameter or, in the case of inter-molecular RDCs or flexible bonds,

computed as 〈rij〉 from the trajectory coordinates.

In GROMOS, RDCs can be calculated from a single structure using Eq. 3.22 or from a

trajectory using Eq. 3.22 or 3.24. The alignment tensor A is determined by a singular-value

decomposition (SVD) fit by solving the equation

Ca = R, (3.25)
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where the 5-dimensional vector a = (Axx, Ayy, Axy, Axz, Ayz) contains the five independent

elements of the 3 × 3 alignment tensor. The other 4 elements of the alignment tensor

are determined by the condition that the alignment tensor is symmetric and traceless.

The ND-dimensional vector R contains the ND experimental RDCs used for the fit scaled

by 1/Dmax. The ND rows of the ND × 5 coefficient matrix C are defined by the cos (ζ)

functions (i = 1, .., ND)

Ci = [ 〈cos2 (ζx)〉 − 〈cos2 (ζz)〉 , (3.26)

〈cos2 (ζy)〉 − 〈cos2 (ζz)〉 , (3.27)

2 〈cos (ζx) cos (ζy)〉 , (3.28)

2 〈cos (ζx) cos (ζz)〉 , (3.29)

2 〈cos (ζy) cos (ζz)〉 ]. (3.30)

In Eqs. 3.26 and 3.27, 〈cos2 (ζz)〉 is subtracted to fulfil the condition that the alignment

tensor is traceless. The factor 2 in Eqs. 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30 reflects the symmetry of the

3× 3 alignment tensor.

The quality of the fit is assessed using R- and Q-values,

R =

∑ND
i=1 |D0

i −Di|∑ND
i=1 |D0

i |
, (3.31)

Q =

[
1
ND

∑ND
i=1 (D0

i −Di)
2
] 1

2

[
1
ND

∑ND
i=1 (D0

i )
2
] 1

2

. (3.32)

Implementation Details. The SVD fitting procedure from the Gnu Scientific Lib-

rary [23] is used. The alignment tensor determination is implemented in analogy to a

C++ program written by Robert Best, University of Cambridge, UK.

3.2.2 X-Ray Crystallography

The GROMOS software can be used to compute two kinds of crystallographic quantities,

structure factors and electron density.
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Structure Factors. In GROMOS a five Gaussian parametrisation [80] of the atomic

scattering factor fi is used,

fi(k) = Oi exp

(
− Bi

4k2

)[ 5∑
j=1

[
aij exp

(
− bij

4k2

)]
+ ci

]
. (3.33)

Here, Oi and Bi are the atomic occupancy and the atomic B-factor, a, b and c are coef-

ficients which depend on the type and charge of the atom i [80]. The atomic electron

density ρi is given by the analytical Fourier backwards transform of the scattering factor

fi. The global electron density is then computed as the sum of the atomic densities

ρ(r; rN) =
N∑
i=1

ρi(r; rN) (3.34)

on a grid whose resolution is an adjustable parameter. The structure factor is obtained

by Fourier transform of the electron density of the system

F (k; rN) = F
{
ρ(r; rN)

}
. (3.35)

The structure factors obtained by the procedure described above are denoted as the calcu-

lated structure factors. Their amplitudes |F | can be compared to the observed structure-

factor amplitudes |F 0|, derived from the scattering intensities, through the R-factor which

is given by

R =

∑NF
i=1 ||F 0

i | − s |Fi||∑NF
i=1 |F 0

i |
, (3.36)

where NF is the number of observed structure-factor amplitudes. As |F 0| is generally on

an arbitrary scale, the calculated amplitudes are fitted to the observed ones by means of

a weighted linear regression, leading to the scaling factor

s =

∑NF
i=1wi |F 0

i | |Fi|∑NF
i=1wi |Fi|

2
. (3.37)

The weight wi of an individual reflection is generally taken as the inverse of the variance

of the structure-factor amplitude.

As for 3J-couplings, a harmonic potential energy term for the structure-factor amplitude
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can be used to restrain the computed structure-factor amplitudes to the observed ones

V F (rN ;
∣∣F 0
∣∣) =

1

2

KF∑NF
i=1wi |F 0

i |
2

NF∑
i=1

wi
(∣∣F 0

i

∣∣− s ∣∣Fi(rN)
∣∣)2 . (3.38)

The weight factor or force constant KF is made resolution independent by the factor
1∑NF

i=1 wi|F 0
i |2

. Time-averaging is introduced by substitution of |Fi| by 〈|Fi|〉t in Eq. 3.38 [81].

In addition to the instantaneous and time-averaging restraining term, a biquadratic term

is available

V F (rN ;
∣∣F 0
∣∣) =

1

2

KF∑NF
i=1wi |F 0

i |
4

NF∑
i=1

wi
(∣∣F 0

i

∣∣− sinst ∣∣Fi(rN)
∣∣)2 (∣∣F 0

i

∣∣− savg 〈∣∣Fi(rN)
∣∣〉
t

)2
.

(3.39)

We note that two individual scaling constants sinst and savg are used. sinst is computed

using Eq. 3.37, while savg is calculated using the same relation, where the calculated

amplitudes |Fi| were replaced by the time-averaged ones 〈|Fi|〉t.

In structure factor refinement sampling enhancement is of importance. GROMOS has the

ability to scale parameters during the course of the simulation using predefined relations

or curves. Different simulated annealing protocols can be easily implemented using these

curves. It is also possible to adjust the resolution using such a curve. For example, all

structure-factor amplitudes with a higher resolution than the current one can be omitted

in the evaluation of Eq. 3.38. Using the relation

Res(λ) = Resmin + λ (Resmax −Resmin) (3.40)

the resolution can also be made λ-dependent and the resulting λ-dependent Hamiltonian

can be used for Hamiltonian replica exchange. Application of the local elevation method

is not possible when using structure factors. Through Eq. 3.35, every structure factor Fi

depends on all the atomic coordinates rN . Thus it is not possible to define a reduced set

of coordinates of low dimensionality required by the local elevation method.

Electron Density. In X-ray crystallography, the electron density ρ0 is not an experi-

mentally observable quantity. As the phase of F 0 is generally not observable, it is taken

from the structure factor F computed from an atomic model. The electron density ρ0 is
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then computed as

ρ0(r) = F−1
{(

2
∣∣F 0(k)

∣∣− s |F (k)|
)

exp [i arg (F (k))]
}
, (3.41)

where arg (F ) is the phase computed from the model. In analogy to Eq. 3.36, a real-space

R-factor [82] can be defined

R =

∑
r |βρ0(r) + α− ρ(r)|∑
r |βρ0(r) + α + ρ(r)|

. (3.42)

Summation is only carried out over the extent of the atoms of interest. α and β are scaling

constants computed using a linear regression of

ρ(r) = βρ0(r) + α. (3.43)

These values can be calculated for an arbitrary set of atoms. Fitting is carried out using

only the grid points lying within spheres with a radius Rcut centered at the positions of

these atoms.

The electron density computed using Eq. 3.41 can be used for restraining. The penalty

function [83] is defined as

V ρ(rN ; ρ0) =
1

2
Kρ
∑
r

(
βρ0 + α− ρ(rN)

)2
. (3.44)

The summation is carried out over all grid points of the unit cell. Time-averaging is not

available for electron density restraints, neither is a biquadratic penalty function.

As the electron density is a rather local quantity, a weight function for local elevation

using a reduced set of coordinates i can be defined as

wi(t) = wi(t−∆t) +

1
2
Ki (Ri −R0

i )
2

for Ri > R0
i

0 otherwise
, (3.45)

where Ri is the real-space R-factor and R0
i is some tolerance constant. The summation

in Eq. 3.42 should be carried out over the atoms affected by a configurational change in

the reduced set of coordinates and not only over the atoms defining this set. For example,

if the local elevation is carried out in the χ1 angle of a phenylalanine residue, all atomic

positions of the side chain are altered by a conformational change in χ1 and thus should be
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used in the computation of Ri . In order to incorporate more electron density perturbation

induced by the movement of these atoms, the cutoff for the summation is an adjustable

parameter and can be extended to allow consideration of grid points farther away from

the atomic centres.

Symmetry. In a crystal, having a space group different from P1, multiple identical asym-

metric units (ASUs) are assembled to construct the unit cell. The relationship between

the ASUs is fully defined by the space group and the size of the unit cell. A space group

S contains Nsym number of symmetry operations Si. Every atom position in the first

asymmetric unit ri has Nsym − 1 images r
(j)
i defined as

r
(j)
i = Sjri. (3.46)

Note that S1 is the identity symmetry operation and thus r
(1)
i and ri are identical. Sym-

metry operations can be described in terms of a rotation followed by a translation,

Sjri = Rjri + tj. (3.47)

Here, the rotation matrix Rj of the symmetry operation j is, in contrast to the translation

vector tj, independent of the size of the unit cell. The inverse symmetry operation S−1

can be formulated as

S−1j ri = Rj
−1 (ri − tj) . (3.48)

When simulating a unit cell, one may want to impose restraints on the symmetry of the

system as, in many cases, insufficient experimental data for refinement of the whole unit

cell is available. An easy way of achieving this is by adding harmonic potential energy

terms for every symmetry-related pair. For every atom i in the first asymmetric unit, the

term

V sym (ri;K
sym) =

1

2
Ksym

Nsym−1∑
i′=1

Nsym∑
j′=i′+1

[
S−1j′ r

(j′)
i − S−1i′ r

(i′)
i

]2
(3.49)

is added. The term can be interpreted as follows: all possible symmetry pairs are trans-

formed to their position in the first asymmetric unit and a set of springs between corres-

ponding atoms is introduced for each pair of molecules.
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Atomic B Factors. In addition to the position of the atoms, the size of their electron

cloud is an important parameter of the atomic model. The Bi factor is used in Eq. 3.33 for

the computation of the electron density and finally the structure factors. The atomic Bi

factors can be optimised every requested time step by steepest-descent energy minimisation

of Eq. 3.38. The termination criteria, a chosen gradient size or number of minimisation

steps, are adjustable parameters of the method. It is not recommended to optimise the B-

factors during an MD simulation as discontinuities are introduced in the potential energy

surface which can lead to artifacts such as heating or large forces.

Implementation Details. The crystallographic refinement features of GROMOS are

implemented using the Clipper framework [84]. The electron density is computed on a

crystallographic map (Xmap) using the atomic electron-density implementation of the

class AtomShapeFn in the same way as in the EDcalc iso function object. The code

was reorganised for a parallel evaluation of the sum in Eq. 3.34. The structure factors are

computed using the standard FFT functionality of the Xmap class. The observed electron

density is computed by the aid of the same classes. For fitting and scaling of the structure-

factor amplitudes and the computation of the R-value, particular routines were written.

For structure factor restraints, forces are computed using a difference map which was

implemented as an FFT grid for the P1 space group (class FFTmap p1). The symmetry

operations of the space group are applied if this is necessary. The forces are computed

using a convolution of the difference map with the atomic electron density gradient from

class AtomShapeFn. As every convolution can be computed independently, the force

loop was parallelised. Forces for the electron density restraints are computed using the

atomic electron density gradients in a similar way. The routine for the structure factor

restraint forces can also be used for the computation of the derivative of the B factor. The

B factor is optimised using the multi-dimensional function minimiser of the Gnu Scientific

Library [23]. The steepest-descent algorithm was chosen. Particular routines were written

for the scaling of electron densities and the computation of the real-space R-value.

3.2.3 Neutron Scattering

Neutron scattering data is a valuable source of observed, primary experimental data. It

can be used to describe properties of liquids in terms of the radial distribution function

g(r). In an isotropic liquid, the distinct scattering intensities I(Q) are computed from an
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intra- and an inter-molecular contribution [85–87]

I(Q) = Iintra(Q) + Iinter(Q), (3.50)

where Q = 2πq and Q = kin − kout, the difference of the inverse wave-length vectors of

the incident and scattered beams. One has

Iintra(Q) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

N∑
j 6=i

〈bi〉 〈bj〉 F intra
ij (Q) (3.51)

Iinter(Q) =
1

N

Ntypes∑
α=1

Ntypes∑
β≥α

(2− δαβ)cαcβ 〈bα〉 〈bβ〉 F inter
αβ (Q), (3.52)

where the summation in Eq. 3.51 is only carried out over intra-molecular pairs and in

Eq. 3.52 only over all combinations of atom types Ntypes. The coefficient bi is the scattering

length of an atom i and cα = Nα
N

is the fraction of atoms of type α. In Eq. 3.52 the

Kronecker delta δαβ is used to avoid double counting. The structure factors F for the

intra- and inter-molecular contributions are given by

F intra
ij (Q) =

sin(Qrij)

Qrij
exp

[
−(σijQ)2

2

]
(3.53)

F inter
αβ (Q) = 4πρa

∫ ∞
0

r2(gαβ(r)− 1)
sin(Qr)

Qr
dr, (3.54)

where σij is the standard deviation of the intra-molecular distance between atoms i and j

and ρa is the atomic number density. The function gαβ(r) denotes the radial distribution

function for the two atom types α and β which can be computed from an MD trajectory. In

a classical MD simulation it is generally not practical to determine σij from the simulation,

as the bond-length fluctuations are of quantum-mechanical nature and time scale. In a

rigid solvent model, like those standardly used in GROMOS, these fluctuations are not

present and thus σij = 0. For this reason, the parameters σij are usually determined by a

least-squares fit of I(Q) on I0(Q), the measured scattering intensity.

Implementation Details. The computation of the radial distribution functions was

parallelised.
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3.2.4 X-Ray Scattering

In GROMOS, it is possible to compute small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAX-

S/WAXS) intensities. The structure factor F (q) is given by

F (q; rN) =
N∑
i=1

fi exp (2πiriq) , (3.55)

where the atomic form factor fi is set to the number of electrons of the atom i. The

intensities I(q) are given as the product of the structure factor with its complex conjugate

F (q)F (q), resulting in

I(q) =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j 6=i

fifj exp [2πi (ri − rj) q] . (3.56)

In practice, Eq. 3.56 is evaluated using a fast Fourier transform. The product of the atomic

form factors fifj is assigned on a mesh at the position of the inter-atomic distances ri− rj

using assignment functions of first or second order (see Table 7 of ref. [21]). If requested,

intra-molecular distances are neglected. The mesh is averaged over the trajectory and a

fast Fourier transform is applied, yielding the three-dimensional scattering intensities I(q).

One- and two-dimensional spectra are generated by projection of the three-dimensional

intensities.

Implementation Details. The FFT routines of the Gnu Scientific Library [23] are

used.

3.3 Example Applications

The following examples draw upon the novel combination of recently developed techniques

for conformational searching and sampling using biasing penalty functions that allow for

conformational averaging. The examples regarding the use of NMR data concern a 16-

residue peptide for which single-structure refinement in vacuo could not produce a set of

model structures reproducing the NOE and 3J-coupling data, and the 129-residue lyso-

zyme for which it is shown that averaging is of importance when calculating residual

dipolar couplings. The examples regarding the use of X-ray data concern the 72-residue
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protein ubiquitin for which different conformational sampling methods were investigated:

replica-exchange and damped oscillatory variation of the biasing weight factors. The local-

elevation conformational sampling method is investigated using the 56-residue bovine pan-

creatic trypsin inhibitor. In addition, the significance of using sufficient data compared

to degrees of freedom is illustrated. Finally, two examples of the calculation of X-ray or

neutron scattering intensities are presented for a membrane and a liquid.

3.3.1 NMR Refinement

The structure of the C-terminal trigger peptide of GCN4-p1 has been determined using

2D NOESY experiments by Steinmetz et al. [20], and had been refined using the X-PLOR

software and a standard simulated-annealing protocol [89]. The obtained set of NMR

model structures was deposited in the protein data bank with the entry code 2OVN.

In ref. [88], Dolenc et al. analysed the set of NMR model structures with respect to

NOE distance bound violations and compared the computed 3J-couplings with the exper-
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Figure 3.1: Peptide GCN4-p1 in water: NOE distance bound violations and 3J-coupling de-

viations from experiment. Only positive NOE distances
〈
r−3i
〉− 1

3 − r0i are true upper bound-
violations. Top panels: values obtained from the deposited set of 20 NMR model structures from
Steinmetz et al. [20]. Bottom panels: values obtained from a refinement simulation by Dolenc
et al. [88] using time-averaged NOE restraining and the 3J-coupling weighted local-elevation
method.
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imental ones (denoted 3J
0
, top panel of Fig. 3.1). There were a few, rather small, positive

NOE upper-bound violations (negative ones are no true violations) but the computed 3J-

couplings deviated significantly from the experimental ones. For this reason, several 10 ns

refinement simulations using the GROMOS software were carried out. The time-averaged

NOE restraining method in conjunction with the 3J deviation weighted local elevation

method yielded an ensemble which was very well in agreement with both experimental

data sets (bottom panel of Fig. 3.1). The NOE violations are significantly lower than the

ones obtained from the deposited set of NMR model structures derived by single-structure

refinement in vacuo and in addition, the 3J-coupling deviations from experiment were well

below 1 Hz, which is the estimated accuracy of the Karplus relation. Because of averaging

of the NOE distances through Eq. 3.15, the inter-nuclear distance only has to be within the

NOE bound for a rather small fraction of time in order to fulfil the bound. Using the local

elevation method, multiple conformations representing different solutions of the Karplus

relation Eq. 3.17 are visited. Because the time-averaging and local elevation methods were

used, the resulting ensemble showed much more conformational variation than the set of

NMR model structures, while being in better agreement with the experimental data.

3.3.2 Residual Dipolar Couplings

The protein hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) was used as an example for back calculation

of RDC data. As the crystallographic model deposited in the protein data bank (entry

code 1AKI [91]) does not contain any hydrogens, they were added using the GROMOS++

program gch. An energy minimisation in vacuo was carried out. The N-H RDCs were

computed using Eq. 3.22 (single structure data in Fig. 3.2). After a standard equilibration

scheme for an MD simulation of a protein (see e.g. ref. [92]), a 20 ns simulation was

carried out. Conformations were saved every 5 ps. For the energy minimisations and the

simulation the 53A6 force field [2] was used. The resulting trajectory was used to evaluate

Eq. 3.24 (trajectory data in Fig. 3.2). The overall agreement with the experimentally

observed D0 data can be expressed as R and Q values. They were R = 28% and Q = 41%

for the starting structure and R = 49% and Q = 67% for the trajectory. The agreement

with the experimental data in the starting structure is, with a root-mean-square deviation

of 2.7 Hz, not very good. In the free MD simulation the experimental data is even less

well reproduced, with an RMSD of 4.5 Hz. As the quality of the force field is limited

and long sampling times are required to converge the averages in Eq. 3.24, additional
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Figure 3.2: Lysozyme in water: N-H residual dipolar couplings D calculated from a single
structure or an MD simulation (D) in comparison with experimentally observed values (D0) of
Higman et al. [90].

restraining techniques for RDCs are needed. Various new approaches for back calculation

and refinement of RDCs that allow for conformational averaging are under development.

3.3.3 X-ray Crystallographic Refinement

Evaluation of the Different Residuals. In GROMOS three different penalty func-

tions for reciprocal space crystallographic structure refinement were implemented, namely

instantaneous, time-averaged and biquadratic structure-factor amplitude restraining. These

methods were evaluated by refinement of the protein ubiquitin. Here, the aim was only to

illustrate the differences between the refinement methods using a well characterised model

protein and not to propose a new refined structure of ubiquitin. The initial coordinates,

B-factors, occupancies and structure-factor amplitudes were taken from the protein data

bank (entry code 1UBQ [93]). The reported R-factor was 17.6%. If the R-factor is com-

puted using GROMOS, a value of 21.2% is obtained due to the lack of solvent corrections,

data filtering and because a single scaling constant for the whole resolution range was used.

The unit cell was constructed using the parameters given in the PDB file and the symmetry

operations of the P 21 21 21 space group. For all simulations and energy minimisations the
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53A6 force field [2] was used. Electrostatic interactions of the crystalline system were evalu-

ated using the Particle-Particle, Particle-Mesh (P3M) method [3]. A truncated polynomial

charge shaping function (Nγ = 2) with a width of 0.8 nm, a grid of dimensions 32×32×32,

an assignment function and finite difference operator of third order, and tinfoil boundary

conditions were used. The energy of the unit cell was minimised, yielding an R-factor of

26%. This configuration was taken as the starting point of all the refinement simulations

(Figs. 3.3-3.5). The symmetry was restrained using the methodology described above and

a force constant of 2 MJmol−1 unless indicated otherwise. The equations of motion were

integrated with the leap-frog method and a time step of 1 fs. Bond lengths and the bond

angle of the water molecules were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [27]. 10% of

the structure-factor amplitudes were randomly removed from the restraining set and used

to compute a free R-factor [94]. The free R-factor computed from the initial configuration

was 28%. Three 200-400 ps refinement simulations of ubiquitin at 300 K, using either the

instantaneous, time-averaged or biquadratic structure-factor amplitude restraining meth-

ods, were carried out (top panels of Fig. 3.3). The force constant was chosen as 1 GJmol−1

yielding a root-mean-square force due to the restraints being half of the root-mean-square

force due the force field. The time-averaging memory-relaxation time was 1 ps. Using

the instantaneous restraining method, the free R-factor is reduced by 2% compared to the

one of the initial model. However, the atom positional root-mean-square deviations of the

backbone atoms from the X-ray structure [93] are very low. The conformation is locked

in a single energy minimum. The time-averaging restraining method yields significantly

lower free R-factors than the instantaneous restraining simulation. The lowest R-factor

found is 18%, which is very close to the value reported in the protein data bank. Note

that this value was achieved without any solvent corrections or similar techniques. With

an RMSD reaching up to 0.15 nm, sampling is significantly enhanced with respect to the

instantaneous simulation. By allowing these structural fluctuations, not only is a better

R-value achieved, but additional insight into the flexibility of the protein is gained. The

biquadratic restraining is not able to improve the initial model but makes it worse. This

can be explained by the factorisation of the scaling constants in Eq. 3.39

V F (rN ;
∣∣F 0
∣∣) =

1

2

KF∑NF
i=1wi |F 0

i |
4

NF∑
i=1

wis
2
insts

2
avg

(
|F 0
i |

sinst
−
∣∣Fi(rN)

∣∣)2( |F 0
i |

savg
−
〈∣∣Fi(rN)

∣∣〉
t

)2

.

(3.57)

Because the instantaneous and time-average structure-factor amplitudes are not exactly on

the same scale, the minima in the two harmonic oscillator factors in Eq. 3.57 are different.
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Figure 3.3: Crystalline ubiquitin: Variation of structure refinement methods, restraints and
parameters using X-ray diffraction data. Restraining methods used: instantaneous structure-
factor amplitude restraining (|F | inst.), time-averaged structure-factor amplitude restraining
(|F | avg.), biquadratic structure-factor amplitude restraining (|F | biq.), instantaneous electron
density restraining (ρ inst.), symmetry restraining (sym.). Left panels: free R-factor. Right
panels: The atom-positional RMSD of the backbone atoms of the four asymmetric units of the
unit cell with respect to the X-ray structure [93].
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So instead of improving the overshooting problem, these two harmonic oscillators are

working against each other. This can only be avoided by choosing a very short memory

relaxation time for averaging, such that it is not physically meaningful anymore (data not

shown).

In addition, a simulation using the electron density restraining methodology was carried

out. Because the potential energy surface was very steep, the integration time step was

reduced to 0.5 fs, resulting in an overall simulation length of 100 ps. The trajectory

obtained does not show large structural fluctuations and the RMSD values are rather low.

However, the free R-factor is high and the obtained structures are in poor agreement with

the experimental data. This can be explained by the model bias found in the ,,observed”

electron density.

An additional instantaneous restraining simulation of 200 ps with the symmetry restraints

being removed was carried out to investigate their effect. The R-factor is reduced by

0.5% in the simulation in which the symmetry was not restrained (time series not shown).

However, the free R-factor increased by 2% (middle panels of Fig. 3.3). There are not

enough experimental structure-factor amplitudes available to refine the four asymmetric

units independently from each other. For this reason, the symmetry was restrained in all

further refinement simulations.

Three 400 ps time-averaging refinement simulations with memory-relaxation times of 1 ps,

2 ps and 5 ps were carried out. The longest memory-relaxation time of 5 ps yields the

lowest free R-values (bottom panel of Fig. 3.3) and the lowest R values found in this

run were the same as the one reported in the PDB. However, after 150 ps the free R-

factor and RMSD were growing in the simulations using τ = 2 ps and 5 ps. Because

the averaged structure factor amplitudes were satisfying the observed ones so well, the

conformation was allowed to explore different regions in phase space, which is reflected

in the very large RMSD values obtained in these runs. Using these relaxation times, the

average 〈|F |〉t became too insensitive to configurational changes and as the conformation

left the convergence region, the free R-factor and RMSD were steadily increasing.

Modifying Refinement Parameters. In GROMOS, many parameters such as the

temperature, restraining force constant and resolution can be modified during the course

of a simulation. The instantaneous value is given by a relation or curve defined by control

points. Between these control points either linear or cubic spline interpolation can be used.

In addition, it is possible to use the control points to define a Bézier curve [36]. Finally,
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a harmonic oscillation with defined amplitude, phase and frequency can also be used. In

all examples, the instantaneous structure-factor amplitude restraining method was used.

A temperature simulated annealing protocol can easily be implemented using these curves.

Generally, the refinement is started at elevated temperature (here 1000 K) and reduced

resolution. Three 50 ps refinement simulations were carried out starting with a resolution

of 1 nm, 0.5 nm or 0.18 nm (top panels of Fig. 3.4). During the course of the simulation

the resolution was raised to 0.18 nm. At the same time, the temperature was lowered from

an initial value of 1000 K to 300 K. The obtained free R-values do not differ much, but

the run where the resolution was always kept at 0.18 nm yields the lowest values.

In additional simulations, the resolution was modified in an oscillatory way at a constant

temperature of 300 K. As the potential energy surface is smoother at lower resolution,

sampling should be enhanced. Two 200 ps simulations were carried out, one with a

harmonically oscillating resolution and one where a trapezoidal step function of the same

frequency was used (middle panels of Fig. 3.4). The free R-factors obtained in these runs

are comparable to the ones obtained in the simulated annealing run. However, sampling

was not significantly enhanced.

In an additional set of simulations, the force constant of the restraining energy term was

scaled in a similar way as the resolution (bottom panels of Fig. 3.4). The maximum force

constant was the one used in all the refinement simulations and the minimum was a tenth

of it. By reducing the weight of the restraints, strain in the protein is released and sampling

is enhanced. Using a step function, where the weight of the restraints was reduced by a

tenth for 5 ps per oscillation, fewer low free R conformations were found than by using a

harmonic oscillation scheme.

The parameter changing feature of GROMOS makes it very flexible software. Different

refinement protocols and strategies can be employed without having to write additional

modules or scripts.

Replica Exchange. The replica exchange method is a well known sampling-enhancement

technique. In the Hamiltonian replica-exchange method proposed for X-ray crystallo-

graphic structure refinement, a parameter λ is introduced which makes the Hamiltonian

dependent on the resolution through Eq. 3.40. A refinement simulation of ubiquitin us-

ing instantaneous structure-factor amplitude restraints and a resolution range of 0.18 to

1.2 nm was carried out. 42 parallel refinement simulations (replicas) with resolutions at
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Figure 3.4: Crystalline ubiquitin: Examples of different structure-refinement strategies. Top
panel: The temperature T is reduced from 1000 K to 300 K while the resolution is either kept
constant at 0.18 nm or increased from an initial value of 0.50 or 1.00 nm to 0.18 nm. Middle
panels: The resolution is changed in the range from 0.18 to 1.00 nm according to a harmonic
oscillation function or a step function of the same frequency. Bottom panel: The restraining force
constant is changed in the range from 1.0 to 0.1 GJmol-1 according to a harmonic oscillation
function or a step function of the same frequency.
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Figure 3.5: Crystalline ubiquitin: Structure refinement using resolution dependent Hamiltonian
replica-exchange. Top panels: resolution of the individual replicas, their switching behaviour and
switching probability averaged over all attempts. Bottom panel: total potential energy V , i.e.
the force-field plus restraining energy, of the individual replicas.

constant intervals of 0.024 nm were used. Every 200 MD steps (0.2 ps), an exchange trial

between neighbouring replicas was attempted. In total per simulation, 800 such exchange

trials were attempted resulting in a total simulation length of 160 ps. A time-series of the

resolution of the individual refinement simulations is displayed in Fig. 3.5. In the very low

resolution range (0.8-1.0 nm) there were many switching events and the exchange prob-

abilities were high. In the higher resolution replicas, however, the exchange probability

was almost zero and only a few exchange events were observed. The restraining potential

energy function Eq. 3.38 contains a normalisation factor to bring the energies on the same

scale regardless of the number of experimental amplitudes or resolution in use. However,

the total potential energies of the replicas at a switching step are on different scales (bot-

tom panel of Fig. 3.5). This is due to the different conformations of the replicas: even

though the restraining energies are on the same scale, the physical energies need not to be.

Because there is almost no overlap between a few of these curves, the switching probability

is very low for these replica pairs. In the low resolution range, where only a few restraints
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are in use, the perturbation between the replicas is much smaller than in the high resolu-

tion range. So the problem could be partly redressed by increasing the number of replicas.

Because the calculation of the structure factors and their gradients is computationally

demanding and has to be carried out in parallel, an increase of the number of replicas is

not justified with respect to the sampling enhancement gained. In addition, in order to

significantly enhance sampling, the resolution range should be increased, which leads to

an additional increase in the number of replicas. For these reasons, it is recommended to

instead use an oscillating resolution or force constant to obtain similar results in a single

simulation.
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Figure 3.6: Asymmetric unit of BPTI in vacuo: Structure refinement of the side chain of
serine 46 using the real-space R-factor weighted local-elevation method on the dihedral angle
N-CA-CB-OG. Different threshold parameters R0 (Eq. 3.45) of 0.21-0.24 were used. Top panels:
Instantaneous value of the dihedral angle N-CA-CB-OG of serine 46 and its distribution obtained
in the simulation. Bottom panels: free R-factors.
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Local Elevation. The protein bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) was used to

evaluate sampling enhancement based on local elevation and the real-space R-factor. The

atomic coordinates, B-factors and occupancies, the unit-cell parameters and structure-

factor amplitudes were taken from the protein data bank (entry code 6PTI) [95]. In this

case, the initial coordinates were generated from those in the PDB by changing the N-CA-

CB-OG torsional angle of the serine 46 residue from -119◦ to 50◦. Only one asymmetric

unit was simulated in vacuum. All atoms but the OG and HG atoms of serine 46 were

positionally constrained to their position in the initial structure. In this way, sampling of

the serine 46 side-chain conformations could be investigated. Several 100 ps refinement

simulations at a temperature of 300 K were carried out, in which the local elevation method

on the dihedral angle N-CA-CB-OG of serine 46 with a force constant of 1 MJmol−1 was

used. Repulsive functions of truncated-polynomial form were built on 36 grid points

depending on the weight function Eq. 3.45 with a force constant of 0.5 kJmol−1 and

threshold values of R0 = 0.21, R0 = 0.22, R0 = 0.23 or R0 = 0.24. In Eq. 3.42, the

real-space R-factor was only computed over the space covered by the atoms CA, CB, OB

and HG of serine 46 defined by a atom/grid-point cutoff distance of 0.3 nm. For the

computation of the free R-factor 10% of the structure-factor amplitudes were randomly

selected from the experimental set.

The R-factors and dihedral-angle distributions obtained strongly depend on the threshold

parameter R0 (Fig. 3.6). In the local-elevation method the definition of a flat-bottom

weighting function is crucial. In the case of R0 = 0.21 and 0.22, the threshold parameters

were too low and all conformations were penalised. This is reflected in the rather flat

dihedral-angle distributions obtained for those values (right panel of Fig. 3.6). All grid

points were visited and the free R-factor was sampling a 16.5-17.2% range. In an addi-

tional simulation, the threshold value was chosen was R0 = 0.23. Immediately, the wrong

conformation of 50◦ was penalised and the hydroxyl group rotated to the correct conform-

ation of -119◦. As in this conformational bin, the real-space R-factor was lower than the

threshold value of 0.23, no repulsive functions were built and the correct conformation of

the serine residue was retained during the remaining simulation. This is also reflected in

the sharp peak in the dihedral angle distribution. Finally, a simulation with a too large

threshold value of 0.24 was carried out. Using this value the initial, wrong conformation

is not penalised and for this reason the serine side chain was only moving by a few degrees

and was subsequently locked in the wrong conformation.

The threshold value R0 must be chosen for every side chain to be refined. An optimal value
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is slightly larger than the real-space R-factor of the best conformation. Unfortunately, this

value is a priori not known and has to be estimated. This becomes increasingly difficult

for simultaneous refinement of multiple side chains. A method with a growing R0 value

was implemented. This approach appeared to be inefficient as all possible conformations

were uniformly sampled, like in the R0 = 0.22 simulation, multiple times in order to

find the correct minimum. Generalising the local-elevation method to multi-dimensional

local elevation and multiple residues, the sampling method becomes impractical. The

conformations of nearby side chains are correlated and so are their real-space R-factors.

Therefore, a decoupling of the local-elevation coordinates for nearby residues from each

other is a poor approximation. Without decoupling, the refinement of the neighbouring

serine 46 and Asp 49 side chains requires a four dimensional local elevation, in the χ1 and

χ2 angles of both residues, which is computationally very hard to carry out. For larger

side chains like those of lysine or arginine the method becomes not applicable anymore.

3.3.4 X-ray Scattering

X-ray scattering intensities, SAXS and WAXS spectra, can be used to derive small and

large scale structural information. These experimental methods are often applied to mem-

brane systems as the latter cannot be crystallised. The methodology for X-ray scattering

(Eq. 3.56) was applied to trajectories obtained from MD simulations of a DPPC bilayer,
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Figure 3.7: DPPC bilayer in water: WAXS intensities I(Q) computed from a 1 ns simulation
of a DPPC bilayer at 293.15 K (G, gel phase) and at 313.15 K (LC, liquid crystalline phase) and
experimental data [96]
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consisting of 2× 8× 8 DPPC molecules, in SPC water at two different temperatures. The

simulation at 293.15 K was in the gel phase while the one at 313.15 K was in the liquid

crystalline phase. The two 1 ns simulations were carried out in the NAxyPzT ensemble

(constant number of particles N , area in the xy-plane Axy, pressure Pz along the z-axis,

perpendicular to the membrane, and temperature T ) using a protocol which is described

elsewhere [97]. For the computation of the spectra, a grid size of 5123 and cutoff of 40 nm

were used. As this cutoff is beyond the size of the computational box, the remaining space

of computational grid was filled with zeros in order to smooth the spectra.

The quantitative agreement of the calculated and experimental [96] spectra is rather poor

(Fig. 3.7). Nevertheless, the main qualitative features of the spectra are reproduced for

both the gel and liquid crystal data. In particular, the peak found in the gel phase data

due to enhanced order in the bilayer is clearly seen.

3.3.5 Neutron Scattering

Neutron scattering intensities I(Q) can be used to obtain a description of the structure

of liquids in terms of the radial distribution functions g(r). In molecular simulation, the

determination of g(r) is straightforward and standardly carried out. However, its value

for validation of simulation data is limited by the methodology and assumptions used to

compute the g(r) from the neutron scattering intensities. The latter are the observed,

primary experimental data, whereas a g(r) constitutes derived, secondary data.

For the validation of a new charge-on-spring (COS) polarisable model of CCl4 [98], the

methodology described above was used to determine the neutron scattering intensities. A

1 ns production simulation was carried out. The scattering lengths of bC = 6.646 fm and

bCl = 9.58 fm were used [99]. The root-mean-square displacements σCCl and σClCl were

estimated from those of water, see ref. [98]. The neutron scattering intensities determined

in that way and those measured [100, 101] are displayed in Fig. 3.8. The simulation data

reproduces the experimental scattering intensities very well on the whole resolution range.

In conjunction with physically meaningful g(r) curves, the structural properties of the new

CCl4 model could be validated.
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Figure 3.8: CCl4: Neutron scattering intensities I(Q) of liquid CCl4: computed from a 1 ns
simulation [98], bold line. Experimental data from [100], solid line, and from [101], dotted line.

3.4 Conclusions

The functionality of the GROMOS software for biomolecular simulation in regard to struc-

ture refinement of biomolecules based on a variety of spectroscopic and diffraction data

was described. It includes time-averaging of various observable quantities, such as 3J-

couplings and NOE related distances derived from NMR spectroscopic data and struc-

ture factor amplitudes and electron density derived from X-ray crystallographic diffrac-

tion data. The software allows combination of different types of experimental data in

a single refinement MD simulation. It also allows the use of a variety of techniques to

enhance conformational searching or sampling such as local-elevation search or Hamilto-

nian replica-exchange sampling in structure refinement. Finally, it allows the use of the

thermodynamically calibrated GROMOS force fields [1, 2, 102] in structure refinement.

The use of local-elevation search and Hamiltonian replica-exchange in structure refinement

based on X-ray crystallographic data for the proteins ubiquitin and bovine pancreatic

trypsin inhibitor was investigated, but turned out to yield no enhanced efficiency.





Chapter 4

A GPU Solvent-Solvent Interaction

Calculation Accelerator for

Biomolecular Simulations using the

GROMOS Software

During the past few years, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)

have become extremely popular in the high performance com-

puting community. In this work we present an implementation

of an acceleration engine for the solvent-solvent interaction eval-

uation of molecular dynamics simulations. By careful optim-

isation of the algorithm speed-ups up to a factor of 54 (single-

precision GPU vs. double-precision CPU) could be achieved.

The accuracy of the single-precision GPU implementation is

carefully investigated and does not influence structural, ther-

modynamic and dynamic quantities. Therefore, the implement-

ation enables users of the GROMOS software for biomolecular

simulation to run the solvent-solvent interaction evaluation on

a GPU and thus to speed-up their simulations by a factor 6-9.

79
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4.1 Introduction

During the past two decades Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been mainly used

for rendering of three-dimensional objects to a two dimensional screen (rasterisation).

However, in order to allow for more realistic rendering effects, such as new lighting and

material models, multi-texturing or geometric transformations of vertices, the concept of

programmable shaders was introduced. These shaders are programs that run on the GPU

and replace particular hardware functionality in the rendering pipeline by a dynamic,

adjustable computer program. Due to the more and more computationally demanding

rendering tasks in modern computer games and computer aided design (CAD) software,

GPUs have evolved to very powerful and highly parallel compute devices. The devices have

been designed in such a highly parallel way because every vertex of the 3D model and every

pixel of the screen can be processed independently from other vertices or pixels. Due to the

programmable nature of these chips it is possible to also use them for non-graphics related

computation. In OpenGL for example, highly parallel computation can be carried out by

storing data into vertex positions (the 3D model coordinates) or textures (similar to 1 to

3D arrays). The results from the computation can then be collected from the frame-buffers

(via for example the color or the depth value of the pixel). However, programming using

OpenGL for general purpose computation is difficult and requires deep knowledge of the

graphics programming interface. Nowadays, there are several toolkits available designed

to address this problem: One of the first attempts was the Brook stream programming

language [103] of the University of Stanford which was later further developed by AMD

(ATI Stream Technology). NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [104]

is another but very similar approach. It is an extension of the C/C++ programming lan-

guage which consists of a set of keywords and a runtime library in order to allow execution

of special code (kernels) and memory control on the GPU. Finally, in 2008 the OpenCL

language was announced by the Khronos Group which also developed the specification of

OpenGL. As CUDA, the OpenCL programming language is derived from the C program-

ming language which is extended by a set of keywords to address parallel programming on

OpenCL compatible devices like central processing units, CPUs (including IBM’s Cell),

digital signal processors (DSPs) and GPUs. First implementations of OpenCL have been

announced by Apple Computer and NVIDIA.

The GROMOS simulation package [21] is mainly used to carry out molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations using an explicit representation of the solvent molecules. In order to
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avoid finite size effects, simulations are carried out under periodic boundary conditions

– usually in a cubic box. The box has to be chosen large enough to avoid periodicity

artifacts. The minimal box, which avoids that periodic copies of a molecule can interact

directly with each other, has a edge length of two times the long-range interaction cutoff.

For the GROMOS 53A6 force field [2, 72] (which uses a cutoff of 1.4 nm) this results in

a minimal box edge of 2.8 nm. This has the consequence that generally the number of

solvent atoms is one order of magnitude larger than the number of solute atoms. In a

typical simulation the solvent-solvent interaction evaluation takes about 75% or more of

the computation time. For this reason and because of the simplified nature of the solvent in

the GROMOS force field we focused on the speed-up of the evaluation of these interactions

by GPUs. The following features of solvent molecules in the GROMOS software can be

used to speed up the solvent-solvent interaction evaluation:

1. A solvent molecule is also a charge group, all atoms in one solvent molecule interact

with all atoms in another solvent molecule.

2. A solvent molecule is rigid (i.e. does only have distance constraints and no harmonic

bonds, bond angles or dihedral angles)

3. The atoms within a molecule do not interact with each other (no intra-molecular

interaction).

4. Inter-molecular interaction cutoff truncation is applied. The first atom in the solvent

topology is used to calculate the molecule-molecule distance.

Solvents which do violate these assumptions cannot be simulated using the GROMOS

solvent loops but have to be technically treated as solute molecules. These assumptions,

with the additional condition that a charge group is always gathered (i.e. no bonds

between atoms of a charge group are broken by the periodic boundary condition), allow us

to implement more efficient solvent-solvent loops, be it on the CPU or GPU. In this work

we present how the current C++/CPU implementation of the GROMOS MD++ solvent-

solvent loop could be ported to GPUs using CUDA. We then further present benchmark

results for typical system sizes and investigate the accuracy of the implementation. Our

single-precision GPU implementation is about 25-54 times faster than the double precision

CPU implementation and is providing sufficient accuracy to conserve structural, energetic

and dynamic quantities.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

The GROMOS solvent-solvent loop for CPUs The assumptions for solvent mo-

lecules mentioned in the introduction are used to implement special solvent loops. At

the beginning of the simulation, pair-lists of long- and short-range interacting solvent mo-

lecules are calculated using one of GROMOS’ pair-list algorithms [21, 43]. These two

pair lists are typically updated every 5th simulation step. The interaction which can be

calculated from the short-range pair list is evaluated every step, that from the long-range

pair list every 5th step and the resulting forces and energies are kept constant during the

consecutive four steps.

The pair-list evaluation function (Lst. 4.1) consists of two nested loops over the atoms

of the two interacting molecules. Because the charge groups are always gathered (i.e.

the molecules are not split up by the periodic boundary condition), the nearest image

is calculated only for the first atom and the shift vector (the vector indicating to which

periodic box the first molecule has to be shifted to minimise the distance to the second

molecule) is stored. The Lennard-Jones and charge parameters are then read from an

atom against atom matrix. This matrix is small in size (3 doubles per pair, 216 Byte for

SPC water) and is thus efficiently stored in the CPU’s cache memory. From the distance

vector r and the parameters p the energy, force and virial tensor of the Lennard-Jones,

Coulomb and reaction-field interaction can be calculated in an efficient way. The pairwise

force is added to the force acting on the specific atoms, making use of Newton’s third

law. In this special solvent loop we assume that the energy is not partitioned into energy

groups i.e. all pairwise energies are added to single variables for the solvent. The virial

tensor (used for the pressure calculation) is added to the system-wide virial tensor.

Porting the solvent-solvent loop to GPUs From the architecture of the double for

loop one can easily see that it is rather simple to change the CPU algorithm in such a

way that enables it to run on a GPU. Using CUDA, functions are executed as so called

kernel functions on a given two-dimensional computational grid. Upon launch of the kernel

function, a thread is created for every grid point and the function’s body code is executed.

There are special variables that enable us to identify the grid point for which the thread

is evaluating the function’s body. In order to achieve parallel evaluation of the pair-list

loop, the loop has to be executed as a kernel function, i.e. the loop’s body becomes the

kernel function’s body. A computational grid of dimension Nmolecules×1 is used to create a
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1 vec shift = nearest_image(mol_i, mol_j);
2 foreach(atom_i : mol_i) {
3 foreach(atom_j : mol_j) {
4 vec r = pos(atom_i) - pos(atom_j) + shift;
5 param p = param[atom_i % num_atoms, atom_j % num_atoms];
6 energy += energy(r,p);
7 vec f = force(r,p);
8 force(atom_i) += f; force(atom_j) -= f;
9 virial += tensor_product(f,r);

10 }
11 }

Listing 4.1: The solvent-solvent pair-list evaluation function for CPUs

thread for every molecule. In a first step all quantities needed to calculate the non-bonded

interaction of the solvent have to be copied to the GPU. In the initialisation, the non-

bonded-parameter matrix is copied to the GPU. At every simulation step the box size and

the atomic positions are converted to single precision and copied to the GPU (Fig. 4.1,

step 1). Then the CPU interaction evaluation algorithm (Lst. 4.1) can be executed as a

CUDA kernel on the GPU with minor modifications. Unfortunately this approach showed

rather bad performance and therefore the first loop over the atoms of the i-th molecule was

integrated into the kernel launch by launching it on a N×1 grid. This has the consequence

that the pair list has to be stored for every atom instead of for every molecule and that

the memory requirements are increased. However, because charge-group based cutoff

truncation is applied, only the first atom of the interacting solvent molecule is stored in

the pair-list array and the indices of the other atoms in the molecule are calculated at

runtime. The algorithm outlined in Lst. 4.2 (Fig. 4.1, step 2) is launched on the grid:

Every thread calculates its index (atom i) from the thread’s identification integers, loops

over the pair list (neighbours) and the atoms atom j contained in the neighbouring

solvent molecule and calculates the force, energy and virial from the vector r connecting

the two atoms. It is important to mention that the energies and virial cannot be summed

to a single number on the GPU as CUDA does not offer support for atomic operations

(thread safe “plus-equal”, +=, etc.) for global floating point numbers. Anyway, this would

lead to all threads accessing the same global memory position at the same time which

has serious performance drawbacks. After the execution of the kernel on the GPU, the

forces, energies and virial are copied back to the CPU and converted to double precision

(Fig. 4.1, step 3). The energies and virial are then summed up in double precision on the
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CPU (Fig. 4.1, step 4). As this summation is only carried out over the number of atoms,

it is very fast in comparison to the calculation of the non-bonded interactions. In general

this algorithm already works well on the GPU and depending on the pair-list format, it

shows a reasonable performance. Nevertheless, the performance can be further increased

by memory access optimisations which are discussed now.

1 atom_i = blockIdx.x * NUM_THREADS_PER_BLOCK + threadIdx.x;
2 for(atom_index_j : neighbours(atom_i) {
3 for(int atom_j = atom_index_j to atom_index_j + num_atoms) {
4 vec r = nearest_image(atom_i, atom_j);
5 param p = param[atom_i % num_atoms, atom_j % num_atoms];
6 energy_i += energy(r,p);
7 vec f = force(r,p);
8 force_i = f;
9 virial_i += tensor_product(f,r);

10 }
11 }

Listing 4.2: The solvent-solvent pair-list evaluation kernel for GPUs

Optimising the GPU algorithm On a GPU, memory access, i.e. read and write op-

erations to global and shared variables, is very slow compared to arithmetic calculations

(floating point calculations). In order to achieve a decent performance increase compared

to a CPU calculation it is very important to take memory optimisations into considera-

tion [104]. In the algorithm outlined above only the memory operations are time limiting:

we tried many optimisations of the energy and force calculation routines including the

use of hard coded parameters but this did not affect the execution time. The failure of

this optimisation can be summarised in the following way: ,,traditional” optimisation on

the number of floating point operations and mathematical function calls does not have a

significant effect on the GPU as long as the memory access is not perfectly optimised.

So, the pair list has to be generated or transformed to a format which can be read in

a coalesced pattern. The easiest way to achieve this, is to use a two-dimensional array

in which the rows hold the neighbours for a given atom. The pair list is allocated by

cudaMallocPitch, a special memory allocation function for two dimensional arrays

which makes sure that the memory meets the alignment requirements for a coalesced read.

As the pair list is allocated at runtime on the CPU, the programmer has to make sure
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Figure 4.1: The memory interplay of CPU and GPU. Step 1, copying of atomic positions r
and box parameters p to the GPU. Step 2, execution of the kernel. Step 3, copying of forces f ,
energies V and virial tensors W from the GPU. Step 4, summation of energies and virial on the
CPU.

that there is enough space to hold the neighbour list. We estimated the maximum space

requirements according to the requirements for SPC water at room temperature (300 K)

and atmospheric pressure (1 atm). This value should be large enough to hold the pair

lists for other common solvents like MeOH, DMSO, CHCl3 or CCl4 which are less dense in

a particles per volume sense. However, there is an internal flag in the pair-list algorithm

which is set if the pair-list space is exceeded. In this case, the space is increased by 10%

and the pair list is generated again. It is important to provide a good initial size estimate

for the pair list in order to avoid this expensive reevaluation. On the other hand the value

should not be chosen too large as memory can be a scarce resource on the graphics card,

especially for inexpensive models. The O (N2) pair list algorithm has been mainly taken

from the HOOMD software [105, 106] and was adopted to our pair-list format. We also

first copy the positions into a block of shared memory. Then this block of positions is

processed by parallel threads. Once these threads have finished to calculate the pair list,

an additional block is loaded to the shared memory. This procedure is repeated till all the

positions have been processed and the whole pair list generated.
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The atomic positions can be stored in a simple array. A simple array already meets the

requirements for a coalesced read and gives very good performance. In order to further

improve performance we tried to store the positions in one- and two-dimensional textures.

The one-dimensional texture only gave a performance increase of about 1% while the

two-dimensional gave about 2%. From these improvements it can be concluded that the

usage of texture does not really influence the performance in a significant way in our

implementation.

As in the CPU implementation, the parameters are stored in an atom against atom matrix.

As the matrix is stored in global memory, all threads first have to load it and then to access

it multiple times. This is not very efficient - threads start to block each other. For this

reason the parameter matrix is first copied to the shared memory. In order to avoid bank

conflicts in shared memory (i.e. all threads accessing the same position in shared memory

at the same time) all threads get their own copy of the matrix. Copying of the parameter

matrix to the shared memory gave a speed increase of 5%, however the reasons for this

remain unclear. The fact that usage of local memory did not have the same effect hints

to problems with the small amount of local memory available.

Thoughts on the COSP method The COSP method [107] is a widely used algorithm

for the evaluation of non-bonded interactions (Lst. 4.3). It includes a special treatment of

the periodic boundary conditions: instead of looping over pairs of atoms the algorithm is

calculating 27 different neighbour lists and evaluates them. The atom atom i is shifted

to the neighbouring boxes (26 in total) and the distance to the other atoms in the central

box is calculated. If the atoms are within the cutoff distance they are stored in the pairlist

corresponding to this shift index neighbours(k, atom i). This enables us to move

the calculation of the virial tensor from the loop over the pairlist to two second loops over

the atoms and the periodic boxes. Although this algorithm is very fast on the CPU it is not

straightforward to implement it for the GPU. The main problem is again the lack of atomic

operations for floating point numbers. The algorithm involves the calculation of a quantity

g(k) which is summed for all atoms. The first problem is that many threads are accessing

the same position in memory (g(k)) at the same time which is likely to dramatically slow

down the algorithm. The second problem is that a thread synchronisation is needed due

to the lack of support by CUDA for atomic operations for floating point numbers on the

GPU. One way to overcome this problem would be the use of the same approach as in our

GPU implementation for the energy and the virial and store the data in a per atom way
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and sum them on the CPU. The memory requirements of Natoms × 27 × 9 times the size

of a floating point number are 27 times higher than in our implementation.

1 foreach(int k = -13 to 13) { // loop over periodic boxes
2 foreach(atom_i : mol_i) {
3 vec f_i_k(0,0,0);
4 vec r_i = pos(atom_i) + shift(k); // shift atom to box
5 // loop over neighbour being nearest image from r_i
6 foreach(atom_j : neighbours(k, atoms_i)) {
7 vec r = r_i - pos(atom_j);
8 param p = param[atom_i % num_atoms, atom_j % num_atoms];
9 energy += energy(r);

10 vec f = force(r);
11 f_i_k += f; force(atom_j) -= f;
12 }
13 force(atom_i) += f_i_k;
14 g(k) += f_i_k;
15 }
16 }
17 // compute virial
18 foreach(atom_i : atoms)
19 virial += tensor_product(pos(atom_i), force(atom_i));
20 foreach(k = -13 to 13)
21 virial += tensor_product(shift(k), g(k));

Listing 4.3: Illustrative sketch of the COSP non-bonded algorithm according to Bekker et
al.[107]

During the development of the code we realised that the arithmetic operations in the kernel

function are not affecting the overall speed. Removal of the virial code did not increase the

performance of our simulation for the NVT case. Therefore, we think that a performance

gain by using the more complicated COSP algorithm can not be expected if implemented

in the way discussed. Due to the increased memory requirements and memory operations

it is even more likely to be slower than the presented implementation. However, this is a

matter of further research and only the implementation and careful optimisation will show

this.

Simulation setup. All simulations were performed using a development version of

MD++ from the GROMOS biomolecular simulation software [21]. For benchmarking
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the polypyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB) RNA binding domain 4 (RBD4) test sys-

tem [59] containing 1028 solute atoms and 5411-75129 water molecules was used. For ac-

curacy evaluation we used a cubic box containing 5384 SPC [57] water molecules. In a first

step, two systems with different initial velocities were equilibrated (NPT) for 0.5 ns. Then

six production runs of 5 ns, two at constant volume and temperature (NVT) and four at

constant pressure and temperature (NPT), three on the CPU and three on the GPU were

performed (Tab. 4.1). The NVT and first set of NPT simulations were continued from the

first equilibrated system, the second set of NPT simulations from the second equilibrated

system. The time step for integrating Newton’s equations using the leap-frog scheme was

2 fs. The temperature of 300 K and atmospheric pressure (only in the NPT simulations)

were kept constant using a weak-coupling approach [37] with relaxation times τT = 0.1 ps

and τp = 0.5 ps and an isothermal compressibility of 4.575 × 10−4 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1.

Non-bonded interactions were calculated using a triple-range cutoff scheme. The inter-

actions within a cutoff distance of 0.8 nm were calculated at every step from a pair list

which was updated every fifth time step. At this point interactions between atoms (of

charge groups) within 1.4 nm were also calculated and were kept constant between up-

dates. To account for the influence of the dielectric medium outside the cutoff sphere of

1.4 nm, a reaction-field force based on a relative dielectric permittivity ε of 61 [108] was

added. Bond lengths and the bond angle of the water molecules were constrained using

the SHAKE algorithm [27]. Center of mass motion was stopped every 2 ps.

Analysis. Analysis was carried out using the GROMOS++ programs of the GROMOS

biomolecular simulation software [21]. System configurations were saved every 0.2 ps for

analysis. The structure of liquid water is characterised by a short-range order and a long-

range disorder. This is reflected by the radial distribution function (RDF) g(r). The pair

distribution function g(r) gives the probability of finding another atom at a distance r from

a given atom, relative to the probability expected for a completely uniform distribution at

the same density, and can be calculated by a simple histogram summation in radial shells

over all molecules in the system. The diffusion coefficient is obtained from the long-time

limit of the mean square displacement according to the Einstein relation [109],

D = lim
t→∞

〈(r(t)− r(0))2〉
6t

(4.1)

where r(t) corresponds to the position vector of the center of mass at time t, and the

averaging is performed over both time and water molecules. Reorientational correlation
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functions, Cα
l (t), are calculated for two different axes α: the O-H vector and the H-H

vector according to

Cα
l (t) = 〈Pl (eα (t) · eα (0))〉 , (4.2)

where Pl is the Legendre polynomial of order l and eα is a unit vector pointing along the

α-axis in a molecular reference frame. Cα
l (t) shows in general an exponential decay, which

can, therefore, be fitted using the following expression

Cα
l (t) = A exp

(
− t

ταl

)
, (4.3)

where ταl denotes the single-molecule correlation time and A is a constant. Only the first

150 data points have been used for the fitting.

Software and Hardware. Additional analysis, conversion and batch programs were

written in Perl. GROMOS MD++ was compiled using the gcc 4.3.2 compiler suite using

the optimisation switches -O3 -funroll-loops. The CUDA GPU implementation

was compiled using the nvcc compiler (release 2.0, V0.2.1221) on Ubuntu Linux 8.10

(x86 64, gcc 4.1.3) using the architecture switches -arch sm_13. All benchmarks were

carried out on a workstation class PC running Ubuntu Linux 8.10 with the proprietary

NVIDIA graphics driver (version 180.29) installed. Hardware specification: AMD Athlon

64 X2 Dual Core Processor 6400+ (3.2 GHz clock, 1024 KB L2-cache), but only one CPU

core was used (no parallelisation). It had 8 GB PC6400 RAM and a Gigabyte GA-M57SLI-

S4 motherboard. The CUDA kernels were run on a NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800 graphics

card.

4.3 Results and Discussion

The aim of the GPU solvent-solvent implementation is to deliver accurate results in a

short time. For this reason we performed benchmark simulations of a typical biomolecular

system using the CPU and GPU implementations. In a second set of simulations we

scrutinise the accuracy of some water properties obtained in simulations on a CPU and

with a GPU of a pure SPC liquid.
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4.3.1 Speed

For speed evaluation the PTB RBD4 test system was used. It consists of a protein (88

amino acids, 882 atoms) and an RNA molecule (six nucleotides, 146 atoms) in a cubic box.

To this solute, varying amounts of SPC water (5411, 10011, 19214, 32544, 50960 and 75129

molecules) were added and the system was simulated for 1000 steps on the CPU and GPU.

As the GPU implementation is only calculating the solvent-solvent pair list and interaction

the expected speed-up of the overall simulation time is higher for systems containing larger

amounts of solvent molecules. The results are summarised in Fig. 4.2. The total speed-up

of the non-bonded interaction evaluation for this typical biomolecular system is about 6 to

9. If larger amounts of water are used, the speed-up reaches a factor of 9.4 and a plateau.

The same trend can be seen when looking at the solvent-solvent interaction. The short-

range solvent-solvent interaction evaluation is about 25 to 28 times faster on the GPU. For

the long-range interaction evaluation the speed-up is more dominant and is even reaching

a factor of 54 which is a good value in comparison to other GPU implementations of MD

codes [105]. The pair-list evaluation shows a different picture. This is mainly due to the
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Figure 4.2: Speed-up obtained by using a GPU over a CPU for calculating the non-bonded
interaction and pair list for a system containing 1028 solute atoms and the indicated number of
water molecules. Values are given as speed-up factors versus system size. total: total non-bonded
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range interaction, pair-list: total pair-list calculation.
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grid algorithm used in MD++ to generate pair lists on the CPU. In the implementation of

this algorithm it is not possible to only calculate the solute-solute and solute-solvent pair

list in an efficient way. On the CPU, the solvent-solvent pair list is generated as well but

not stored in the data structures which explains the small speed-up obtained. However it

is worth mentioning that it would be possible to further optimise the CPU grid algorithm

in such a way that the large amounts of solvent interactions calculated on the GPU do

influence less the CPU pair-list generation. In typical biomolecular simulations, rather

small periodic boxes (of the size of at least twice the long-range interaction cutoff) of

explicit solvent are used. This can lead to periodicity artifacts. Our GPU implementation

enables GROMOS users to address this problem by simulating larger boxes (containing

more solvent molecules) at only a little increase of computation time.

4.3.2 Accuracy

The accuracy of the single-precision GPU implementation was investigated using a simple

two-atomic model. Two SPC oxygen atoms were placed at given distances from 0 to 1.4 nm

(non-bonded cutoff) and the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb and reaction-field energies, the
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Figure 4.3: Relative errors ∆ of energy components (V LJ, solid line: Lennard-Jones, V CRF,
dashed line: Coulomb and reaction field) and (due to same relative errors on top of each other)
the Cartesian components of the force f, fine-dashed line and of the virial W, dotted line for two
SPC oxygen atoms at distances from 0 to 1.4 nm (cutoff).
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force and the virial were calculated using the CPU and GPU routines of GROMOS. The

relative error ∆ compared to the CPU implementation was calculated as

∆ =

∣∣∣∣QGPU −QCPU

QCPU

∣∣∣∣ , (4.4)

where Q denotes the instantaneous quantity derived from this simulation. As shown in

Fig. 4.3, the relative errors for the Lennard-Jones energy (max. 0.000069%), the total

force (max. 0.00042%) and the virial (max. 0.00042%) are very low. These quantities

are calculated accurately on the GPU and as summation of energies and force is partially

carried out on the CPU in double precision (Fig. 4.1, step 4) this accuracy is not lost in

the summation scheme. The Coulomb energy (without the reaction-field contribution) is

also very accurate. Due to the use of a reaction field, the electrostatic energy is shifted to

zero at the cutoff distance. As the energy is almost zero at the cutoff the relative error of

it is much higher (max. 0.01%) in comparison to the other quantities which are non-zero

at the cutoff distance. It is, however, important to point out that the absolute error in

the electrostatic energy is very low in comparison to the overall electrostatic energy of a

typical system of interest.

Numerical errors in the forces can introduce heating of the system which is usually com-

pensated by a thermostat algorithm. In order to investigate this heating effect, a box

containing 5384 SPC water molecules was simulated for ten picoseconds and no temperat-

ure or pressure coupling was applied (constant energy simulation, NVE). The temperature

was calculated and analyzed by means of a linear regression. In both implementations the

heating effect is dominant: On the CPU the system is heated by 18.13 ± 0.02 Kps−1

(R2 = 99.4%) while on the GPU it is 19.14±0.02 Kps−1 (R2 = 99.4%). The heating effect

is only slightly more pronounced in the GPU simulation. There are other factors than the

use of a GPU that have much greater impact on the system’s heating: The evaluation of

non-bonded interactions is truncated at 1.4 nm. This is a rather short cutoff and trunca-

tion will cause an error in the Lennard-Jones energy of about 1%. If the short-range cutoff

is expanded from 0.8 nm to 1.4 nm and the long-range from 1.4 nm to 2.0 nm the heating

effect is reduced by an order of magnitude (1.85 ± 0.01 Kps−1). In a typical GROMOS

simulation the pair list and long-range interactions are not calculated every step but only

every fifth step and the resulting forces and energies are kept constant and only added

to the total forces and interaction energies in the following four steps. Even though this

procedure is standardly used in biomolecular simulation it is only approximate and the
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error committed in the force and energy calculation is going to cause a heating effect.

If the pair list is calculated every step instead of every fifth step the heating is reduced

by one order of magnitude (1.69 ± 0.01 Kps−1). These are only two examples that show

that the usage of a single-precision GPU implementation has a much smaller effect on the

heating of a system in comparison to other assumptions standardly made.

In order to investigate the effect of the single-precision GPU implementation on ensemble

averaged quantities, longer time simulations of SPC water were carried out. A box con-

taining 5384 SPC water molecules was simulated on the GPU and CPU for 5 ns under

constant temperature (NVT) and two second sets of simulations under constant temper-

ature and pressure (NPT) starting from different initial velocities. The single-precision

GPU implementation is only of use if both implementations produce ensembles from which

the derived quantities converge to the same values. For comparison we looked at typical

quantities which are used in water model validation. The radial distribution function and

the density give insight into the structure of the water. Energetic properties like the total

potential energy or temperature are important for many thermodynamic quantities like

free energies. Dynamic properties are compared by looking at diffusion rates and rotational

correlation times.
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structure The radial distribution function was calculated for the NVT and NPT simu-

lations and the CPU and GPU results were compared. The radial distribution functions

converge to the same values (Fig. 4.4). In fact, the RDF curves for all six simulations

are so similar that it is impossible the distinguish them on the plot’s scale. Because the

NVT simulation was started from a well equilibrated (NPT) box, there are no significant

structural deviations between the NPT and the NVT simulations. The bottom panel of

Fig. 4.4 shows the absolute deviation in RDF between the CPU and GPU runs for NVT

and NPT. The deviations are all very small (max. ≈ 0.002) and there is no systematic

deviation for particular distances. The density gives further insight into the water struc-

ture (Tab. 4.1). For the NVT simulation the density is constant and cannot be compared.

In the NPT simulations the density is converging to the same value. The deviation in the
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density obtained on the GPU from the density obtained on the CPU is very small and

within the limits of convergence. The deviation arising from the different convergence due

to different initial velocities is of the same order of magnitude. From these to findings

it can be concluded that the GPU solvent-solvent algorithm does not perturb the water

structure and that it can be used to accurately determine structural solvation effects.

thermodynamic quantities The average Lennard-Jones and Coulomb reaction-field

energy are important quantities that determine for example the heat of vaporisation or

free energies. The energies obtained in all six simulations converge to almost the same

value. In the NVT simulation the agreement of the GPU and CPU results is worse

than in the NPT case (Tab. 4.1). Nevertheless, the deviations are much smaller than

the thermal energy kBT which is about 2.5 kJmol−1. Other important thermodynamic

quantities are the temperature and pressure. The temperature was kept at 300 K using

a weak coupling scheme with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps. In all simulations the average

temperature is converging to a slightly higher value due to heating but the GPU and CPU

results are in agreement with each other. The average pressure was calculated for the

NVT simulations. As the pressure shows very large fluctuations in a microscopic system

it is very difficult to get full convergence. The pressures of the CPU and GPU simulations

cannot be meaningfully compared, but the estimated confidence intervals overlap. In the

second set of four simulations the pressure was kept constant using a weak coupling scheme

with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps. The pressure is much better converged and the confidence

intervals for the CPU and GPU simulation clearly overlap. Different initial velocities give

rise to deviations in the pressure that are of similar magnitude as those observed between

the CPU and GPU simulations. This indicates that the pressure is not fully converged.

It is seen that thermodynamic quantities are well reproduced on the GPU. The GPU can

thus be used to accelerate parametrisation of solvent models or free energy calculations.

dynamic quantities In a last analysis we looked at dynamic quantities like the diffusion

rate of water molecules or their reorientational correlation times. The diffusion constant

derived by the Einstein relation is a slowly converging quantity. Therefore it can only be

expected (Tab. 4.1) that the diffusion constants are in the same order of magnitude. In all

six simulations the values are well in agreement with each other. It can again be concluded

that lack of convergence of some properties leads to larger errors than the use of the GPU

solvent-solvent implementation. The reorientational correlation times of the O-H and H-H
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axes were calculated using an exponential fit of the reorientational correlation functions

for these axes. Only the first 150 data points were considered for the fit in order to reduce

noise artifacts. Due to the very large memory requirements of this calculation for all water

molecules, the reorientational correlation function was only calculated for the first 2.5 ns

of the NPT simulation. The correlation times for both axes derived on the CPU and on

the GPU are well in agreement with each other. Again it is seen that deviations obtained

by different starting velocities are of the same order of magnitude.

4.4 Conclusions

Porting of CPU molecular dynamics algorithms to a GPU is possible but a very large

speed-up cannot be expected. The performance can be much increased by optimising the

algorithms in regard to memory access. It was shown that using the presented GPU/CPU

algorithms good precision can be achieved. The deviations in the energy, force and virial

are so small that structural, thermodynamic and dynamic quantities only show deviations

due to other factors (for example initial velocities) than the use of a GPU for evaluating

solvent-solvent interactions. For an MD simulation of a typical protein in aqueous solution

using the GROMOS software an overall speed-up by a factor of 6 to 9 can be achieved by

use of a GPU.





Chapter 5

Definition and Testing of the

GROMOS Force-Field Versions:

54A7 and 54B7

New parameter sets of the GROMOS biomolecular force field,

54A7 and 54B7 are introduced. These parameter sets summar-

ise some previously published force field modifications: The

53A6 helical propensities are corrected through new ϕ/ψ tor-

sional angle terms and a modification of the N-H, C=O repul-

sion, a new atom type for a charged -CH3 in the choline moi-

ety is added, the Na+ and Cl- ions are modified to reproduce

the free energy of hydration, and additional improper torsional

angle types for free energy calculations involving a chirality

change are introduced. The new helical propensity modifica-

tion is tested using the benchmark proteins hen egg-white lyso-

zyme, fox1 RNA binding domain, chorismate mutase and the

GCN4-p1 peptide. The stability of the proteins is improved in

comparison to the 53A6 force field and good agreement with a

range of primary experimental data is obtained.
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5.1 Introduction

Biomolecular simulation involves four of major challenges: (i) The force field must faith-

fully represent the atomic and molecular interactions, (ii) the conformational space must

be sampled in a manner which is both fast and efficient, (iii) a Boltzmann configura-

tional ensemble must be generated in order to reproduce thermodynamic quantities and

(iv) appropriate experimental data must be available against which the simulations can

be validated. The quality of the force field is perhaps the most important of these issues

and is the aspect addressed in this work. The interaction between the atoms in a system

must be described with sufficient accuracy to reproduce the properties and mechanisms

underlying the processes of interest. In the first generation of classical biomolecular force

fields such as AMBER[110–112], CHARMM[113–115] OPLS-AA[116, 117] and GROMOS

[7] the parameters were chosen so as to reproduce either spectroscopic or crystallographic

structural data. Subsequently, increasing computer power made the simulation of liquids

possible and condensed phase thermodynamic data such as densities, energies and free en-

ergies were included in the parameterisation leading to second generation force fields. For

example, the GROMOS 45A4[1, 16] parameter set was parameterised against the thermo-

dynamic properties of aliphatic chains. In the following generation of the GROMOS force

field the polar amino acid side chains and peptide backbone moiety were reparametrised.

This resulted in the GROMOS 53A6 parameter set[2, 72]. However, the GROMOS 53A6

force field, in which the hydration properties of amino acid analogues are in good agreement

with experiment did not improve the stability of the dominant fold for all peptides [72].

Rather short α-helices were found to be less stable than expected. This suggested that

the dihedral-angle parameters of the backbone transfered from the earlier version of the

force field were no longer appropriate. Subsequently, a variety of torsional-angle poten-

tial energy functions were investigated by different workers. Cao et al. [118] proposed a

correction where the ϕ/ψ torsional angle terms were reparametrised and a torsional cross

term depending on the sum of the ϕ- and ψ-angles was added. In an alternative approach

leading to the 54A7 force field the torsional angle terms were reparametrised based on

fitting to a large set of high resolution crystal structures (Xu et al. in preparation) and

the N-O non-bonded interactions between the peptide nitrogen and oxygen atoms was

adjusted to be less repulsive. In the present work we test these alternative approaches

using four different test systems: Hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL, 129 residues), the fox1

RNA binding domain (FOX, 88 residues and 7 RNA bases), chorismate mutase (CM, 165

residues) and the GCN4-p1 peptide (GCN, 16 residues). Because the results for the two
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mentioned modifications yield similar results, the simpler one was adopted in the new

54A7 parameter set. Recently, improved parameters for the simulation of lipids were re-

ported [119]. Incorporation in the GROMOS 53A6 force field required the definition of an

additional atom type, which led to the 54 atom types of the 54A7 set. Finally, new Na+

and Cl− parameters from [120] were added and an additional improper dihedral angle type

was defined in order to facilitate free energy calculations involving a change in chirality.

The definition of the changes from the 53A6 parameter set to the 54A7 parameter set is

given in this work.

5.2 Definition of the GROMOS 54A7 Force Field

The GROMOS force field 54A7 is a modification of the GROMOS 53A6 force field. It

comprises four modifications:

1. The torsional-angle energy term for the polypeptide ϕ- and ψ-dihedral angles is

modified in conjunction with a change of the combination prescription of the C12

van der Waals parameters for the atom type pair O(IAC=1)-N(IAC=6):

(a) In the selection table for the repulsive van der Waals C
1/2
12 (I, I) parameters,

Table 8 of ref.[2], the type for the O(IAC=1)-N(IAC=6) pair (i.e. line 1,

column 6) is changed from ”2” to ”1”. This means that a C
1/2
12 (O,O) value

of 1.000 × 10−3[kJmol−1nm12]1/2 for the O-atom (IAC=1) is selected for the

interaction with an N-atom (IAC=6) compared to the C
1/2
12 (O,O) value of

1.130× 10−3[kJmol−1nm12]1/2 in 53A6.

(b) Four different dihedral torsional angle types are added to Table 5 of ref.[2]:

type code Kϕn cos(δn) mn example Kϕn

kJmol−1 kcalmol−1

42 3.50 -1 2 –CHn–C– 0.84

43 2.80 +1 3 –CHn–N– 0.67

44 0.70 -1 6 –CHn–N– 0.17

45 0.40 +1 6 –CHn–C– 0.10

In the molecular topology building blocks for the α-peptides and β-peptides the

dihedral-angle type 39 (53A6) in the backbone C–N–CA–C dihedral angle (α-

peptide) or the backbone C–N–CB–CA dihedral angle (β-peptide) is changed

into type 44 (54A7) and the same dihedral angle with type 43 (54A7) is added.
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In addition, the dihedral-angle type 40 (53A6) for the backbone N–CA–C–N

dihedral angle (α-peptide) or the backbone CB–CA–C–N dihedral angle (β-

peptide) is to be changed into type 45 (54A7) and the same dihedral angle with

type 42 (54A7) is added.

These changes increase the hydrogen bonding interaction between the N-H and the

C=O groups in the polypeptide backbone and bring the ϕ- and ψ− angle distribu-

tions for a number of proteins more in line with the preferences observed in PDB

protein structures.

2. A new van der Waals non-bonded atom type for a charged -CH3 group (IAC=54)

is introduced in Table 6 of ref.[2] in order to increase the repulsion between the

positively charged -CH3 groups of the choline moiety and the negatively charged

-OM oxygen atoms of the phosphate moiety in DPPC type lipids, see [119].

(a) In the normal van der Waals parameters table, Table 7 of ref.[2], an additional

atom type is added:

IAC atom type [C6(I, I)]1/2 [C12(I, I)]1/2

[kJmol−1nm6]1/2 10−3[kJmol−1nm12]1/2

1 2 3

54 CH3p 0.09805 5.162 - -

(b) In the third-neighbour van der Waals parameters table, Table 9 of ref.[2], an

additional atom type is added:

IAC atom type [C6(I, I)]1/2 [C12(I, I)]1/2

[kJmol−1nm6]1/2 10−3[kJmol−1nm12]1/2

1 2 3

54 CH3p 0.08278 2.456 - -

(c) In the selection table for the repulsive van der Waals C
1/2
12 (I, I) parameters,

Table 8 of ref.[2], the matrix is enlarged by one column and one row to accom-

modate the new atom type. For all pairs type 1 is selected with the exception

of the OM(IAC=2)-CH3p(IAC=54) pair (line 2, column 54) where type 3 is

selected.

These changes increase the area per lipid for DPPC bilayers, see [119], by increasing

the repulsion of their phosphate oxygen which leads to the Lennard-Jones parameters
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σ = 0.3877 nm and ε = 0.3433 kJmol−1 for the choline CH3 (CH3p)-phosphate

oxygen (OM) pair.

3. The van der Waals non-bonded interaction parameters for the Na+ and Cl− ions are

taken from the set L proposed by Reif and Hünenberger, see [120].

(a) In the normal van der Waals parameters table, Table 7 of ref.[2], the parameters

for Na+ (IAC=37) and Cl− (IAC=38) are set to:

IAC atom type [C6(I, I)]1/2 [C12(I, I)]1/2

[kJmol−1nm6]1/2 10−3[kJmol−1nm12]1/2

1 2 3

37 NA+ 0.0088792 0.2700 0.2700 -

38 CL- 0.11318 7.776 7.776 7.776

The third neighbour CS6 and CS12 parameters were also changed accordingly.

These changes bring the solvation properties of Na+ and Cl− more in line with

experiment.

4. In order to facilitate the calculation of differences in free energy involving changes

in chirality, two additional improper dihedral-angle types are defined, i.e. one with

-35◦ and one with 180◦ as energy minimum.

(a) The two new improper (harmonic) dihedral-angle types are added to Table 4

of ref.[2]:

type code Kξn ξ0n example of usage Kξn

kJmol−1deg−2 deg kcalmol−1rad−2

4 0.0510 180.0 planar groups 40

5 0.102 -35.26439 tetrahedral centres 80

Corresponding changes in the 53B6 force field for in vacuo simulations yield the 54B7 force

field for in vacuo simulations.

5.3 Materials and Methods

All simulations were performed using a modified version of the GROMOS biomolecular

simulation software [21] in conjunction with the parameter set of the GROMOS force field

indicated, 45A4[1] , 53A6[2], Liu[118] or 54A7. Note, the CM system was not simulated

using the Liu modification. Also, the GCN system was only simulated using the 53A6 and
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54A7 force fields meaning that a longer timescale could be examined. The dihedral-angle

potential energy function in the GROMOS force field for the backbone ϕ- and ψ-angles is

defined as

V GROMOS(ϕ, ψ) =

Nϕ∑
i=1

Ki [1 + cos (miϕ− δi)] +

Nψ∑
i=1

Ki [1 + cos (miψ − δi)] , (5.1)

where Nϕ and Nψ are the number of terms for one dihedral angle, see Tab. 5.1. In the

approach of Liu and coworkers a cross term that depends on the sum of the ϕ- and ψ-angle,

V cross(ϕ, ψ) =

Nϕ,ψ∑
i=1

Ki [1 + cos (mi (ϕ+ ψ)− δi)] (5.2)

is added to the potential energy function (Eq. 5.1) resulting in the complete potential

energy function for the backbone ϕ, ψ dihedral angles. The parameters of the different

force fields are summarised in Tab. 5.1. The 45A4 and 53A6 force fields use the same

description of the torsional potential energy term. In the 54A7 force field these terms

are adjusted and the repulsive (C12) term of the Lennard Jones potential energy term is

changed from type 2 to type 1 which means that it is less repulsive.

Term 45A4 & 53A6 [2] 54A7 Liu [118]
K/kJmol−1 m δ K/kJmol−1 m δ K/kJmol−1 m δ

ϕ 1.0 6 180◦ 2.8 3 0◦ 1.2 1 0◦

0.7 6 180◦ 0.5 1 -120◦

0.8 2 180◦

1.0 3 0◦

ψ 1.0 6 0◦ 3.5 2 180◦ 0.8 1 150◦

0.4 6 0◦ 0.5 3 -90◦

0.5 4 90◦

ϕ+ ψ 0.5 1 90◦

1.1 2 0◦

0.5 3 -135◦

0.5 4 120◦

Nonbonded C12(N,O) Type 2 C12(N,O) Type 1 C12(N,O) Type 2

Table 5.1: Force-field parameters of the dihedral-angle term for peptide backbone ϕ- and ψ-
torsional angles in the GROMOS force field [2] and from [118].
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The initial coordinates of the protein and RNA molecules were taken from structures de-

posited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The entry codes were 1AKI for HEWL [91],

2ERR for FOX [121], 2FP2 for CM [122] and 2OVN for GCN [20]. In the case of 2ERR

and 2OVN the first structure of the NMR bundle was taken. In the case of 2FP2 only the

first subunit of the dimeric protein was taken. All hydrogens were (re)generated by the

GROMOS++ [21] program gch. Each system was first energy minimised in vacuo then

the protein plus RNA molecules in the case of FOX were solvated in cubic boxes filled

with simple point charge (SPC) water [57] molecules. Periodic boundary conditions were

applied. The boxes contained 14378 (HEWL using the 45A4 force field), 14355 (HEWL

using the other force fields), 11533, (FOX, 45A4), 11552 (FOX using the other force fields),

24040 (CM, 45A4), 23959 (CM using the other force fields) or 2894 (GCN) solvent mo-

lecules. Each system was energy minimised to relax the solvent with the positions of the

heavy atoms within the protein and RNA restrained. All simulations were initiated using

the following equilibration scheme. First, the initial velocities were randomly generated

from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 60 K. All solute atom positions were restrained

to their positions in the initial structure through a harmonic potential energy term with

force constant of 2.5 × 104 kJ mol−1 nm−2. The system was simulated with these set-

tings for 20 ps. Before each of three consecutive 20 ps simulations, the temperature was

raised by 60 K with the positional restraints being reduced by a factor 10 at each step.

Before the next 60 ps simulation the position restraints were removed and the temper-

ature was raised to 300 K resulting in the starting configurations for the main sampling

runs. Next, 20 or 50 ns production simulations were performed. The temperature of

300 K and atmospheric pressure were kept constant using a weak-coupling approach [37]

with relaxation times τT = 0.1 ps and τp = 0.5 ps and an isothermal compressibility of

4.575× 10−4 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1. Non-bonded interactions were calculated using a triple-

range cutoff scheme. The interactions within a cutoff distance of 0.8 nm were calculated at

every step from a pair list which was updated every fifth time step. At this point interac-

tions between atoms (of charge groups) within 1.4 nm were also calculated and were kept

constant between updates. To account for the influence of the dielectric medium outside

the cutoff sphere of 1.4 nm, a reaction-field force based on a relative dielectric permittivity

ε of 61 [108] was added. Bond lengths and the bond angle of the water molecules were

constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [27]. Center of mass motion of the whole system

was removed every 2 ps. System configurations were saved every 0.2 ps for analysis.
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Analysis. The atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the back-

bone atoms of two structures was calculated after the superposition of these atoms. The

secondary structure of the protein was assigned according to the DSSP criteria defined

by Kabsch and Sander [55]. The presence of a hydrogen bond was assigned based on the

following geometric criteria. If the hydrogen-acceptor distance was less than 0.25 nm and

the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle was at least 135°, the hydrogen bond was considered

to be present. Proton-proton distances were compared to upper bounds derived from

NMR spectra[121, 123]. Proton-proton distances were averaged using a r−6 averaging

r = 〈r−6〉−1/6. Positions of protons that were not treated explicitly by the force field

were calculated from standard configurations[7]. In cases where the NOE upper bounds

corresponded to more than one proton, a pseudo-atom approach[71] with the standard

GROMOS corrections[7, 72] was applied. No additional multiplicity corrections[124] were

added. 3J-coupling constants 3J (HN − Hα) were calculated using the Karplus relation[75]

3JHN−Hα = A cosϕ′
2

+B cosϕ′ + C, (5.3)

where ϕ′ is the dihedral angle between the planes defined by the atoms (H, N, Cα) and the

atoms (N, Cα, Hα). 3JHN−Hα was calculated as a function 3JHN−Hα (ϕ) of the backbone

angle ϕ =(C–N–Cα–C), with ϕ = ϕ′ + 60◦. The parameters A, B and C were set to 6.4,

-1.4, and 1.9 Hz, respectively [76].

Software and Hardware. All simulation and energy minimisation computations were

carried out using MD++ 1.0 of the GROMOS05 package [21]. For analysis GROMOS++

1.0 [21] was used. Additional analysis, conversion and batch programs were written in the

Perl programming language. Visualisation was done with the Visual Molecular Dynamics

(VMD) [125] software.

5.4 Results and Discussion

The HEWL and FOX systems were simulated for 20 ns using four different parameter sets,

those of the GROMOS force fields 45A4, 53A6 and 54A7 and that of Liu. The CM system

was also simulated for 20 ns but only using three different parameter sets, 45A4, 53A6

and 54A7. The GCN system was simulated for 50 ns but only using the 53A6 and 54A7

parameter sets. Time series of the backbone atom-positional root-mean-square deviations
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with respect to the initial structure were calculated from the trajectories generated during

the simulations (Fig. 5.1). For the HEWL system (top panel) the RMSD after 20 ns is

similar for the four different force fields used. The 53A6 parameter set resulted in the

highest RMSD values (≈ 0.35 nm) while 45A4 and 54A7 yield slightly smaller values of

≈ 0.3 nm. Initially the RMSD in the case of the Liu force field remained low, but after

12 ns there is no significant difference in comparison to the 54A7 force field. In the case

of the FOX protein nucleic-acid complex the RMSD was dominated by fluctuations in the

tail and loop regions. For this reason only the backbone atoms of residues 9 to 82 were

used in the calculation of the RMSD. The initial conformation is essentially conserved

in all the simulations. The 53A6 force field again results in the largest RMSD value (≈
0.3 nm). The 45A4 and Liu force fields yielded values of ≈ 0.2 nm. The value for the 54A7

force-field parameter set was ≈ 0.24 nm which is within the fluctuations in the system.

The CM protein was significantly less stable using the 53A6 force field than using either

the 45A4 and the 54A7 force fields. The RMSD increase seen at the end of the 54A7

simulation will be explained below. The GCN system shows RMSD values of up to 0.6 nm

in the 53A6 simulation which is large given the small size of the system. The 54A7 force

field improved the maintenance of the initial structure significantly but did not prevent

unfolding and refolding events.
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Figure 5.1: Root-mean-square deviations of backbone atoms of the four protein structures from
their starting structure. For HEWL and FOX four, for CM three, and for GCN two different
force fields have been used.
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A.) B.)

C.) D.)

Figure 5.2: Ribbon pictures of the four proteins investigated: A.) HEWL, α-helices: residues
5-14, 25-34, 89-100 and 109-114, 310-helices: residues 80-83 and 120-123 and β-sheet: residues
43-45, 51-53 and 58-59. B.) FOX, α-helices: residues 21-32 and 58-69 and β-sheet: residues 10-14,
38-40, 50-54, 72-73, 76-77 and 79-82. The nucleic acid is shown in ball and stick representation.
C.) CM, α-helices: residues 4-17, 18-28, 35-52, 56-84, 85-89, 95-116, 117-121, 124-141 and 144-
155. D.) GCN, α-helix: residues 1-16. Colour code: α-helix (black), 310-helix (green) and β-sheet
(red).
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Donor Acceptor 45A4 53A6 54A7 Liu

α-helix 1
9 Ala 5 Arg 89 82 97 94

10 Ala 6 Cys 95 95 96 97
11 Ala 7 Glu 89 90 83 89
12 Met 8 Leu 98 91 98 97
13 Lys 9 Ala 94 89 97 98
14 Arg 10 Ala 82 94 91 95
α-helix 2
29 Val 25 Leu 89 84 88 73
30 Cys 26 Gly 96 98 99 97
31 Ala 27 Asn 94 96 97 96
32 Ala 28 Trp 88 85 71 95
33 Lys 29 Val 38 87 59 91
34 Phe 30 Cys 6 87 63 95
β-sheet
44 Asn 52 Asp 72 90 74 82
52 Asp 44 Asn 84 91 89 89
53 Tyr 58 Ile 82 96 94 96
58 Ile 53 Tyr 93 92 94 98

310-helix 1
83 Leu 80 Cys 41 56 50 43
α-helix 3
93 Asn 89 Thr 94 49 95 93
94 Cys 90 Ala 92 79 97 96
95 Ala 91 Ser 98 99 97 97
96 Lys 92 Val 93 81 77 76
97 Lys 93 Asn 54 63 25 33
98 Ile 94 Cys 89 89 78 85
99 Val 95 Ala 76 44 88 31

100 Ser 96 Lys 59 56 70 7
α-helix 4
113 Asn 109 Val 14 74 65 79
114 Arg 110 Ala 8 23 15 19
310-helix 2
123 Trp 120 Val 15 8 8 6

Table 5.2: Occurrence in % of backbone hydrogen bonds of HEWL for the elements of secondary
structure proposed in the PDB file 1AKI.
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The main elements of secondary structure (Fig. 5.2), the large α-helices and β-sheets,

of HEWL were conserved in all simulations (Fig. 5.3 and Tab. 5.2). However, the small

elements of secondary structure (α-helix 4 and 310-helix 1 and 2) were only marginally

stable. There was a tendency for the sections of 310-helix convert to α-helix. α-helix 4

had a tendency to form a π-helix in all the simulations. The 45A4, 53A6 and Liu force
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Figure 5.3: Secondary structure of HEWL in MD simulations using four different force fields.
The definition of ref. [55] is used. The secondary structure suggested in the PDB is shown in
the box at the residue axis. Colour code: α-helix (black), 310-helix (green), π-helix (blue) and
β-sheet (red).
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fields have a tendency to stabilise β-sheet with regions of coil converted to β-sheet (i.e.

residues 19, 20, 23 and 24) . The 54A7 force field in contrast stabilises the larger α-helices.

The Liu force field fails to maintain the short 310-helices. Overall, the 54A7 force field

conserves the secondary structure best. This said, the fact that some of the 310-helical

structures are converted to α-helices hints at a slight overstabilisation of the elements

of α-helix. We note, however, that the ability to infer errors in the force field based on

comparison of simulated structures to those derived from NMR or X-ray data is limited

because the latter are themselves models into which force field data has been incorporated

during the process of structure determination [88, 126]. To validate the force fields direct

comparisons to observed experimental data is more valuable. The NOE bound violations

(Fig. 5.4) are low in all simulations. The 45A4 and Liu force fields give rise to the largest

number of violations but the differences to the 53A6 and 54A7 force fields are marginal.

The integrated distributions give insight into the overall number of the violations. The

53A6 and 54A7 force fields result in significantly lower integrated values. These force fields

have approximately half the number of violations > 0.2 nm in comparison to the 45A4

and Liu force fields. In contrast, the 3J-couplings (Fig. 5.5) appear to be insensitive to the

differences between the force-field parameter sets. We note, however, that the calculated
3J-couplings have an uncertainty of at least 1 Hz due to the approximative, empirical
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Figure 5.4: NOE upper bound violations of HEWL in MD simulations using four different force
fields. Total number of NOE bounds: 1630.
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Figure 5.5: 3J-coupling deviations from measured values of HEWL in MD simulations using
four different force fields. Total number of 3J-couplings: 128.

character of Eq. 5.3, the relation between structure and 3J-coupling, and experimentally

represent averages over much longer timescales than accessed during these simulations.
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Donor Acceptor 45A4 53A6 54A7 Liu

β-sheet
9 Lys 56 Glu 47 13 37 85

11 Leu 53 Val 96 57 93 96
13 Val 51 Gly 94 96 90 95
14 Ser 79 Glu 75 73 65 67
37 Asp 54 Thr 0 10 0 1
39 Glu 52 Phe 86 87 95 91
41 Ile 50 Phe 45 6 95 94
43 Asn 46 Gly 79 89 96 97
46 Gly 43 Asn 14 57 44 25
48 Lys 41 Ile 69 94 99 99
51 Gly 13 Val 57 95 44 91
52 Phe 39 Glu 87 94 92 94
53 Val 11 Leu 90 97 98 97
54 Thr 37 Asp 77 68 92 79
55 Phe 9 Lys 79 10 77 59
79 Glu 14 Ser 7 29 9 77
α-helix 1
25 Leu 21 Arg 95 98 98 96
26 Arg 22 Asp 87 82 93 92
27 Gln 23 Pro 92 97 95 96
28 Met 24 Asp 81 96 96 89
29 Phe 25 Leu 74 89 98 70
30 Gly 26 Arg 39 89 87 43
31 Gln 27 Gln 0 0 59 0
32 Phe 28 Met 0 0 19 0
α-helix 2
62 Asp 58 Ser 90 23 89 20
63 Arg 59 Ala 80 8 88 23
64 Ala 60 Asp 90 11 95 32
65 Arg 61 Ala 81 11 63 94
66 Glu 62 Asp 50 9 45 93
67 Lys 63 Arg 49 30 83 91
68 Leu 64 Ala 92 66 96 76
69 His 65 Arg 69 32 71 96

Table 5.3: Occurrence in % of backbone hydrogen bonds of FOX for the elements of secondary
structure proposed in the PDB file 2ERR.
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The FOX protein consists of two α-helices packed against a β-sheet (Fig. 5.2). The helices

are exposed to solvent which makes them less stable then those found in HEWL. In fact

the helices did not remain stable using the 45A4, 53A6 and Liu force fields (Fig. 5.6 and

Tab. 5.3). The first α-helix became shorter with a loss of two hydrogen bonds. The second

α-helix was not stable in the simulations using the 53A6 and Liu force fields. In particular

using the 53A6 force field the helix is almost completely lost by the end of the simulation.

In contrast, both helices remain stable using the 54A7 force field. The 54A7 and the Liu

force fields conserve the elements of β-sheet. In the 45A4 and 53A6 simulations the β-sheet

is flexible and partly lost during simulation. Despite a failure to maintain the helices, the

NOE bound violations (Fig. 5.7) were significantly lower using the Liu force field. This

suggests that in this case there is only a weak correlation between the instability of the

elements of secondary structure and NOE violations. This has previously been observed

for the protein HEWL [127]. The NOE violations can also be displayed as a time series

(Fig. 5.8) in which case the distribution of the running average of the NOE violations is

shown as time series. After a few nanoseconds this distribution does not change much.
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Figure 5.6: Secondary structure of FOX in MD simulations using four different force fields.
The definition of ref. [55] is used. The secondary structure suggested in the PDB is shown in
the box at the residue axis. Colour code: α-helix (black), 310-helix (green), π-helix (blue) and
β-sheet (red).
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Figure 5.7: NOE upper bound violations of FOX in MD simulations using four different force
fields. Total number of NOE bounds: 1518.
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Figure 5.8: NOE bound violation time series of FOX in MD simulations using four different
force fields.
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Figure 5.9: Secondary structure of CM in MD simulations using three different force fields.
The definition of ref. [55] is used. The secondary structure suggested in the PDB is shown in
the box at the residue axis. Colour code: α-helix (black), 310-helix (green), π-helix (blue) and
β-sheet (red).
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CM consists primarily of α-helix (Fig. 5.2) and is most stable when simulated using the

54A7 force field (Fig. 5.9 and Tab. 5.4). Using the 45A4 force field most of the helices

are maintained although there is some formation of sheet structure. The 53A6 force field

results in a significant loss of structure. The large increase in RMSD after 18 ns in the

54A7 simulation is related to the fact that the secondary structure in the center of the

second helix was lost and a kink is formed. This small structural rearrangement, associated

with the rotation of a single torsional angle, has a large effect on the RMSD. In all the

simulations α-helices 1, 3, 5 and 8 are slightly shorter than suggested in the PDB entry

2FP2 (Tab. 5.4).

Donor Acceptor 53A6 54A7
4 Leu 2 Tyr 0 71
7 Glu 3 His 11 91
8 Val 4 Leu 40 83
9 Ala 4 Leu 19 0
9 Ala 5 Glu 31 76

10 Arg 5 Glu 35 12
10 Arg 6 Asn 35 75
11 Leu 6 Asn 51 22
11 Leu 7 Glu 36 59
12 Lys 7 Glu 12 38
12 Lys 8 Val 18 52
13 Lys 7 Glu 25 0
13 Lys 8 Val 0 35
13 Lys 9 Ala 13 45
14 Leu 7 Glu 27 0
14 Leu 9 Ala 0 19
14 Leu 10 Arg 10 55
15 Val 11 Leu 0 43
16 Gly 12 Lys 0 30

Table 5.5: Occurrence in % of backbone hydrogen bonds of GCN occurring for at least 10% in
one of the two simulations.
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The secondary structure and backbone hydrogen bonds of the GCN peptide are shown in

Fig. 5.10 and Tab. 5.5. The α-helical backbone hydrogen bonds are maintained during

large parts of the 53A6 simulation but after 40 ns a π-helix is partly formed. Using the

54A7 force field the π-helix is formed earlier after 30 ns and is also more pronounced.

Comparing the measured NOE intensities to average distances from the simulation it

can be seen that the NOEs (Fig. 5.11) are less violated in the 53A6 simulation than in

the 54A7 simulation. Although the total number of violations is significantly larger in

the 54A7 simulation, the number of large violations (> 0.2 nm) is similar in both runs.

The 3J-couplings (Fig. 5.12) show similar deviations from the measured values in both

simulations. For the GCN system the 54A7 parameter set does not improve the agreement

with the available experimental data. However, it is uncertain in this case whether this

reflects a deficiency in the force field or the quality of the NMR data for GCN [88]. We

note that also in this case the NOE data are not of sufficient accuracy and quality to

distinguish between a π- and an α-helical structure.
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Figure 5.10: Secondary structure of GCN in MD simulations using two different force fields.
The definition of ref. [55] is used. The secondary structure suggested in the PDB is shown in
the box at the residue axis. Colour code: α-helix (black), 310-helix (green), π-helix (blue) and
β-sheet (red).
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Figure 5.11: NOE upper bound violations of GCN in MD simulations using four different force
fields. Total number of NOE bounds: 72.
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Figure 5.12: 3J-coupling deviations from measured values of GCN in MD simulations using
four different force fields. Total number of 3J-couplings: 15.

5.5 Conclusions

The ability of a new biomolecular force-field parameter set to improve the simulation res-

ults depends on the biomolecular system and on the properties or quantities considered.

The 45A4 parameter set is best in retaining structure. The 53A6 parameter set improved

the agreement with experimental data but has structural deficiencies in protein simula-

tions. For the proteins considered the Liu and 54A7 force fields generally improve the

stability of secondary structure elements, while retaining the agreement with primary, ob-

served data such as NOE intensities and 3J-couplings. Because the 54A7 modification is

more simple than the Liu modification of the 53A6 force field, the former was taken as

the 54A7 GROMOS force field.



Chapter 6

Disulfide Bond Shuffling in Bovine

α-Lactalbumin: MD Simulation

Confirms Experiment

A simple and straightforward classical molecular dynamics

simulation technique is proposed to predict possible disulfide

bridge shuffling. Application to bovine α-lactalbumin shows

that shuffling can be observed on short simulation time scales

and yields results in agreement with experiment.

123
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6.1 Introduction

The protein bovine α-lactalbumin is used extensively as a model system for studying pro-

tein structure, stability and folding [128–130]. A number of recent experimental studies

have probed the formation of partially folded or misfolded forms of α-lactalbumin contain-

ing non-native disulphide bridges [131–137]. Disulphide scrambling studies performed in

the presence of a thiol initiator have identified an isomer, X-αLA-c, which is a predominant

folding intermediate [134, 135]. This isomer contains two native disulphide bridges within

the α-helical domain of the protein (6-120, 28-111) but two scrambled disulphide bonds

within the β-domain of the protein (61-73, 77-91). The non-native disulphide bond 61-73

in the β-domain has also been identified in samples of bovine a-lactalbumin heated for a

prolonged period of time but without a thiol initiator [138]. Although the experimental

heating period of 2 hours at 353 K at pH 7 used in this study is too long to be covered by

molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, it is still possible to investigate possible S-S bridge

shuffling by computer simulation. To this end we performed three 20 ns MD simulations,

at T = 298 K, 353 K and 373 K, of BLA without disulfide bridges in aqueous solution.

Since BLA has eight cysteine residues, the molecule could make 28 different S-S bridges.

However, considering the distances between Cys residues in the native structure (Fig. 6.1),

only residues 61, 73, 77 and 91 are likely candidates for shuffling without a major refold-

ing of the protein. We analysed the six different pairings of these four residues in a MD

simulation and observed the emergence of the non-native 61-73 pair at high temperature,

in agreement with experiment.

Figure 6.1: Cartoon representation of bovine α-lactalbumin (silver) and the bound Ca2+ ion
(light blue). The cysteine side chains 61, 73, 77 and 91 of the β-domain are shown in green
(carbon) and yellow (sulfur), those of the α-domain (6, 28, 111 and 120) in pink (carbon) and
yellow (sulfur).
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6.2 Materials and Methods

Simulation setup. All simulations were performed using the GROMOS biomolecular

simulation software [21] and the 53A6 GROMOS force field [2, 72]. In order to improve

sampling of the disulfide bond shuffling all native (6-120, 28-111, 61-77 and 73-91) disulfide

bond-length constraints and the corresponding bond angle- and dihedral angle-potential

energy terms were removed from all cysteine residues resulting in eight neutral (no partial

charges, unphysical) cysteine residue side chains. Initial coordinates of the protein and

the Ca++ ion were taken from the crystal structure deposited in the Protein Data Bank

(PDB) with the entry code 1HFZ [139]. All missing hydrogens were generated by the

gch GROMOS++ [21] program. The protein was solvated in a cubic box containing

9613 simple point charge (SPC) water [57] molecules. Periodic boundary conditions were

applied. All simulations were initiated with the following equilibration scheme. First,

the initial velocities were randomly generated from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at

60 K. All solute atom positions were restrained to their positions in the crystal structure

through a harmonic potential energy term with force constant of 2.5×104 kJ mol−1 nm−2.

The system was simulated with these settings for 20 ps. Before three consecutive 20 ps

simulations, the temperature was raised by 60 K with the positional restraints being

reduced by a factor 10 at each step. Before the next three 20 ps simulations the position

restraints were removed and the temperature was raised to 298 K, 353 K and 373 K

resulting in three starting configurations for the main sampling runs. Next, three 20 ns

production simulations were performed. The temperature and atmospheric pressure were

kept constant using a weak-coupling approach [37] with relaxation times τT = 0.1 ps and

τp = 0.5 ps and an isothermal compressibility of 4.575× 10−4 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1. Non-

bonded interactions were calculated using a triple-range cutoff scheme. The interactions

within a cutoff distance of 0.8 nm were calculated at every step from a pair list which

was updated every fifth time step. At this point interactions between atoms (of charge

groups) within 1.4 nm were also calculated and were kept constant between updates. To

account for the influence of the dielectric medium outside the cutoff sphere of 1.4 nm, a

reaction-field force based on a relative dielectric permittivity ε of 61 [108] was added.

Analysis. The atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the indic-

ated atoms of two structures was calculated after superposition of the indicated atoms.

Secondary structure of the protein was assigned according to the rules defined by Kabsch

and Sander’s DSSP [55]. The presence of a hydrogen bond was determined by geometric
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criteria. If the hydrogen-acceptor distance was less than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-

acceptor angle was at least 135°, the hydrogen bond was considered to be present. Disulfide

bridges were identified with a sulfur-sulfur distance of less than 0.5 nm.

Software and Hardware. All simulation and energy minimisation computations were

carried out using MD++ 0.2.3 of the GROMOS05 package [21]. For analysis GROMOS++

0.2.4 [21] was used. Additional analysis, conversion and batch programs were written in

Perl. Visualisation was done with the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) [125] software.

6.3 Results and Discussion

As initial structures for the simulations the crystal structure of BLA (123 residues) was

taken and all disulfide bridges were artificially broken. The native structure of BLA

contains several secondary structure elements, namely α-helices (4-13, 23-34, 85-99 and

104-111) and 310-helices (76-81 and 115-119) and a β-sheet (42-57), a calcium ion binding

site and several disulfide bridges (Fig. 6.1). The side chains of the cysteine residues that

are likely to be involved in disulfide bridge shuffling (61, 73, 77 and 91) are highlighted.

Three 20 ns long simulations at temperatures of 298 K, 353 K and 373 K were carried out.

The time series of atom-positional root-mean-square deviations of the backbone atoms

from the initial structure are shown in Fig. 6.2. One can easily see that the structure is

conserved to a large extent when simulating BLA with broken disulfide bridges at 298 K.

The RMSD is converging to a comparatively low value of 0.38 nm. For higher temperatures

the situation is different: there are large deviations from the initial structure. This is an

indication that the backbone of the protein is deformed in the course of the simulation.

The radius of gyration analysis (Fig. 6.3) contains strong indications that the protein is

in a partially folded state at higher temperatures. Only at 373 K the tertiary globular

structure is lost after 5 ns. Surprisingly, after additional 5 ns the globular shape is reformed

and remains stable for another 10 ns.

The backbone hydrogen bonds of secondary structural elements (Tab. 6.1) and the second-

ary structure (Fig. 6.4) were analysed to see whether the protein only looses its compact

fold but keeps its secondary structure. Such characteristics would be similar to those in the

molten globule state of α-lactalbumin which has been observed in previous experiments

and MD simulations [128–130, 140]. The population of hydrogen bonds of the secondary
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structural elements are given in Tab. 6.1. At 298 K, all secondary structure elements with

the exception of the 310-helices and helix 4 can be considered as stable. Helix 4 is lost

during the simulation and refolds into a sort of π-helix (Fig. 6.4). It is worth to mention

that the β-sheet and helix 3 are stable, although the disulfide bridges were broken. This

can be taken as a hint that disulfide bridge 73-91 has an ancillary role in the stability of

these secondary structure elements. The calcium ion remains bound in its binding pocket

during the whole 20 ns of the simulation. At higher temperatures (353 K and 373 K) the

general stability of the helices is highly reduced. First, in both simulations the large helix

3 is almost completely lost. Second, the β-sheet shows a surprisingly high stability: at

353 K the sheet’s secondary structure is lost and reformed multiple times. Last, already

after 5 ns the Ca++ ion drifts away from the binding pocket and moves freely through the

simulation box (data not shown). The loss of calcium from the structure is interesting as

experimental studies show that α-lactalbumin does not bind calcium in the absence of the

β-domain disulphide bonds [132, 136].
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hydrogen hydrogen
bond temperature bond temperature

NH-CO 298 K 353 K 373 K NH-CO 298 K 353 K 373 K

Helix 1 310-Helix 1
8-4 57 80 69 79-76 4 1 1
9-5 69 85 73 80-77 7 2 1
10-6 77 78 30 81-78 18 1 1
12-8 15 68 23 Helix 3
13-10 3 2 2 89-85 7 14 24
Helix 2 90-86 45 15 18
27-23 96 71 67 91-87 95 29 33
28-24 98 80 19 92-88 91 30 35
29-25 49 82 15 93-89 92 33 36
30-26 83 47 14 94-90 88 32 66
31-27 8 52 7 95-91 64 25 65
32-28 13 41 20 96-92 45 8 34
33-29 97 31 14 97-93 30 2 1
34-30 54 17 43 98-94 17 1 1
Sheet 1 99-95 32 20 1
42-49 90 17 30 Helix 4
44-47 92 11 4 107-104 0 0 6
49-42 97 17 21 108-104 2 0 17
51-40 94 11 31 109-105 47 62 28
54-51 95 41 32 110-106 5 65 7
55-50 1 1 19 111-107 2 19 0
57-48 85 25 8 310-Helix 2

118-115 28 17 0
119-116 10 7 0

Table 6.1: Population of hydrogen bonds between backbone NH and CO of indicated residues.
Values are given in percent (%) occurrence during the 20 ns of the simulations. Hydrogen-bonds
were defined using geometrical criteria: If the H-O distance was less than 0.25 nm and the N-H-O
angle was at least 135°, the hydrogen bond was considered to be present.
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The native disulphide bridges (6-120, 28-111, 61-77, 73-91) and the non-native disulphide

bridges of the α-domain (6-28, 6-111, 28-120, 111-120) and of the β-domain (61-73, 61-91,

73-77, 77-91) were analysed in more detail by monitoring the S-S distance of the corres-

ponding cysteine residues (Fig. 6.5). The native disulphide S-S distances are in general

short throughout the 298K simulation reflecting the fact that the protein structure remains

folded. An exception is the 6-120 distance which varies considerably even at 298K. This

agrees with experimental studies that have identified that this disulphide bridge shows

,,superreactivity” arising from geometrical strain imposed by the native fold of the pro-

tein [137]. In the native protein this 6-120 disulphide is readily reduced and the resultant

three-disulphide species adopts a native-like structure when calcium is bound [137]. At

higher temperatures all the native disulphide S-S distances show larger fluctuations in the

simulations. Indeed at 373K only the 61-77 distance remains short throughout most of

the simulation. This reflects unfolding of the protein at these temperatures: the second-

ary structure elements drift away from each other as they are not linked by covalent S-S

bridges in these simulations.

The various possible disulfide distances are shown in Fig. 6.5. The non-native ones of the

α-domain all stay beyond 1 nm at any of the three temperatures, which is not surprising

considering their distances in the native structure (Fig. 6.1). The β-domain shows a

different picture. At 298 K the ranking from shortest to longest of the six distances is

61-77, 73-91, 61-73, 61-91, 73-77, 77-91, the two native disulfide pairs being the shortest

ones. At 353 K the ranking is changed to 61-77, 61-73, 73-77, 77-91, 61-91, 73-91, where

the latter three show very large distances. At 373 K the ranking is essentially the same,

although the longest three distances are lower. This indicates that at higher temperature

the native 73-91 disulfide bridge is broken. Considering the location of the four residues

61, 73, 77 and 91 with respect to the protein’s secondary structure, the first three are in a

loop, whereas 91 is part of helix 3. This may explain that at higher temperatures the first

three may make disulfide bridges between each other while 91 is less likely to be involved.

Of the three distances between residues 61, 73 and 77, the native one 61-77 is the shortest,

but the other two also show occasionally low values. The 61-73 bridge could form in all

three simulations. This is the linkage which can be obtained by incubating the protein

at higher temperature. The 61-73 distance fluctuates through the simulations but short

approaches are seen within 4ns of the simulation at 298 K. Here the protein structure is

very native-like and the conformation may resemble the predominant folding intermediate,

X-αLA-c, seen experimentally [134, 135]. All the helices persist in the structure at this
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point in the simulation, which agrees with the observation that the far UV CD spectrum

of X-αLA-c retains a substantial amount of α-helical secondary structure [141]. The fact

that the 61-73 bridge is also observed at lower temperature in our unphysical model can

be taken as a hint that higher temperatures or a thiol initiator are needed to break the

native bridge and to enhance the probability of collision of the sulfur atoms of residues 61

and 73. In our model we removed charge repulsion between the sulfur atoms in order to

allow sampling of this event on a much shorter time scale. With the help of this model we

can observe shuffling of the 61-73 and 61-77 disulfide bridges.
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6.4 Conclusions

We showed by our simulations that S-S shuffling can be observed in classical MD simu-

lations even on short time scales of several nanoseconds. We introduced a simple model

for S-S shuffling by removing charge repulsion from the sulfur atoms and showed that the

model can be used to gain qualitative insight into the mechanisms of protein folding and

S-S bridge stability. In the case of BLA we were able to observe the formation of the

non-native S-S bridge 61-73 which is in agreement with the experimental observations.





Chapter 7

Outlook

In Cha. 2 and Cha. 4, parallelisation techniques and the use of GPUs for the acceleration

of the evaluation of the solvent-solvent interaction were presented. Those techniques can

be applied to carry out MD simulations one order of magnitude faster than on a serial

machine. Even though the simulation-length scales and system sizes reached today are

sufficient to explain many phenomena of physical, chemical, biological or technical relev-

ance, for many important questions they are not. To address those questions, simulations

of much larger systems on longer time scales are to be carried out. Additional research

and algorithmic re-engineering are required in order to use massively parallel computers

which are becoming more and more available. The communication bandwidth between

the main memory and the CPU, between the individual CPUs within a node and between

the nodes is thus progressively becoming a limiting factor. With those limitations in mind,

alternative MD algorithms are to be developed. In addition, today’s and future’s hardware

is of hybrid nature. Those systems do not only consist of many CPUs but also contain

graphics processing units (GPUs), digital signal processors (DSPs), field-programmable

gate arrays (FPGAs), synergistic processing elements (SPE) or even application specific

integrated circuits (ASICs). Molecular dynamics algorithms have to be re-engineered to

use such hardware efficiently. The OpenCL programming language and framework is an

attempt of the computer hardware and software industry and of academia to provide easy

and standardised access to those hybrid architectures. Additional research and software

engineering are required to efficiently use the OpenCL framework for molecular dynamics

simulations.

In Cha. 3, different methods for crystallographic refinement were discussed. MD simula-

tions using the time-averaged structure factor restraining method still have the potential

to be very useful for structure refinement. However, the method is not widely used in the

scientific literature. For many proteins, nucleic acids, their complexes and their complexes

with small molecules the method could be used to obtain not only more realistic struc-

tures and but also additional insight in the dynamics and thermodynamics of the binding

135
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process. In addition, the method could be combined with different residuals such as the

widely used maximum-likelihood residuals. Such residuals are used standardly for refine-

ment of biomolecules and yield generally very good results. However, the physical part of

the force field used in these refinement runs is often very simple and of approximate nature.

Electrostatic interactions are standardly omitted, as is the interaction with solvent mo-

lecules of the bulk. MD simulations with a modification of the time-averaging restraining

method could be used to directly incorporate the bulk solvent interaction and scattering.

The unit cell is simulated at full hydration, an additional set of structure factors is to be

computed from the bulk solvent molecules and time-averaging is applied. These structure

factors are then added to the ones from the solute atoms. Subsequently, the solute atoms

are restrained using either the instantaneous or time-averaging restraining method. As

the overall scattering is more realistically modelled, the R-factor should decrease. As the

number of degrees of freedom is not increased and restraining of the solvent molecules is

omitted, the free R-factor is also expected to improve.

The use of real-space refinement appears to be problematic in crystallographic structure

refinement because the electron density is not an observed quantity but determined partly

by the model itself through the phases. Cryo-electron microscopy and tomography exper-

iments probe the electron density directly, however at much lower spatial resolution. The

real-space refinement method could be easily applied using such data and it would not

suffer from the deficiencies seen when using X-ray crystallographic data. As the resolution

of the data is generally very low, atomic models have to be used with caution in order to

avoid overfitting. Coarse-grained or multi-grained models could be used to alleviate this

problem.

The 54A7 parameter set of the GROMOS force field yields good results for many bio-

molecules. Their structural and experimental properties are often well reproduced in MD

simulations. However, the accuracy of the force field can still be improved by the incor-

poration of polarisation effects. The parallelisation of the polarisation routines of MD++

presented in Cha. 2 was an important requirement for extensive parameterisation efforts.

Reparametrisation of amino-acid side chain analogues is now possible and should be carried

out in the future.
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